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Abstract
Formal Specification and Automatic Verification of Multi-Agent

Conditional Commitments and their Applications

Warda El Kholy, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2016

Modeling agent communication using social commitments in the form of obligatory con-
tracts among intelligent agents in a multi-agent system (MAS) provides a quintessential
basis for capturing flexible and declarative interactions and helps in addressing the chal-
lenge of ensuring compliance with specifications. However, on the one hand, social com-
mitments exclusively are not able to model agent communication actions, the cornerstone
of the fundamental agent communication theory, namely speech act theory. These actions
provide mechanisms for dynamic interactions and enable designers to track the evolution of
active commitments. On the other hand, the designers of the system cannot guarantee the
emergence of expected behaviors, such as self-contained intelligent agent complies with its
protocols and honors its activated commitments. Moreover, the designers might still wish to
develop effective and scalable algorithms to tackle the problem of model checking complex
interactions modeled by conditional commitments and conditional commitment actions and
regulated by commitment-based protocols at design time. Conditional commitments are a
natural and universal frame of social commitments and cope with business conditional con-
tracts. This dissertation is in principle about addressing two open challenging issues: 1)
formally defining computationally grounded semantics for agent communication messages
in terms of conditional commitments and associated actions (fulfill, cancel, release, assign
and delegate), which is yet to be studied; and 2) developing a symbolic algorithm dedicated
to tackle the raised model checking problem and to ensure the development of correct sys-
tems.

In this dissertation, we start with distinguishing between two types of conditional com-
mitments: weak and strong. Weak conditional commitments are those that can be activated
even if the antecedents will never be satisfied, while strong conditional commitments are
those that can be solely activated when there is at least one possibility to satisfy their as-
signed antecedents. We develop a branching-time temporal logic called CTLcc,α that ex-
tends computation tree logic (CTL) with new modalities for representing and reasoning
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about the two types of conditional commitments and their actions using the formalism of
interpreted systems. We present a set of valid properties, a set of reasoning rules, and a
set of action postulates in order to explore the capabilities of CTLcc,α. Furthermore, we
propose a new life cycle of conditional commitments. Having a new logic (CTLcc,α), we
introduce a new symbolic algorithm to tackle the problem of its model checking. Instead
of developing our algorithm from scratch, we extend the standard CTL model checking
algorithm with symbolic algorithms needed for new modalities. We also investigate im-
portant theoretical results (soundness and termination) of the algorithm. Given that, we
completely implement our algorithm and then assemble it on top of the symbolic model
checker MCMAS, developed to automatically and directly test MAS specifications. The
resulting symbolic model checker is so-called MCMAS+. We extend MCMAS’s input
modeling and encoding language called ISPL with shared and unshared variables needed
for agent interactions and with the syntactic grammar of new modalities to produce a new
one called ISPL+. We also extend theMCMAS’s graphical user interface to display verified
models to reduce inefficient and labor-intensive processes performed by the designers.

To evaluate the performance of the developed algorithm, we analyze its time and space
computational complexity. The computed time and space complexity are P-complete for
explicit models and PSPACE-complete for concurrent programs. Such results are posi-
tive because model checking CTLcc,α has the same time and space complexity of model
checking CTL although CTLcc,α extends CTL. Therefore, CTLcc,α balances between ex-
pressive power and verification efficiency. Regarding the feasibility aspect, we apply our
approach in three different application domains: business interaction protocols, health care
processes, and web service compositions. The MAS paradigm is successfully employed in
these domains wherein a component is represented, implemented and enacted by an agent.
The proposed approach improved the employed MAS paradigm by formally modeling and
automatically verifying interactions among participating agents so that the bad behaviors
can be detected and then eliminated or repaired at design time and the confidence on the
safety, efficiency and robustness is increased. We conduct extensive experiments to eval-
uate the computational performance and scalability of MCMAS+ using very large case
studies. The obtained results strongly confirm the theoretical findings and make MCMAS+
practical. We finally compare our approach to other available approaches and show that
it outperforms such approaches in terms of execution time, memory usage and number of
considered intelligent agents.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter covers:

− The context of research and motivations.

− The challenges, research questions, contributions, and methodology of the disserta-
tion.

− The dissertation organization.

1.1 Context of research

The paradigm of multi-agent systems (MASs) has received a growing attention. Gerhard
Weiss [96] presented two reasons, which primarily play the driving forces behind the in-
crease usage of MASs in recent years. The first reason is that MASs are successfully
employed in several computer science applications ranging from simple to complex intel-
ligent systems with stringent demands, such as processing huge amounts of data, which is
distributed in geographically distinct locations. The second reason is that MASs provide
a natural abstraction for “developing and analyzing models and theories”, which can work
effectively in solving complex human tasks, such as planning strategies, decision making,
coordination, cooperation, and negotiation. MASs can be defined as “systems in which sev-
eral interacting, intelligent agents pursue some set of goals or perform some set of tasks”
[96]. From the definition, a key feature of any MAS is the ability of agents to interact with
one another as well as their environments.
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1.1.1 Agent properties

As shown in Figure 11, an agent is a persistent computational entity (e.g., a software pro-
gram or a robot), which can perceive and act on its defined environment using its sensors
and effectors through three phases: perception, decision and action [96, 100, 101]. A soft-

Figure 1: Agent interaction with its environment

ware agent can be autonomous and self-contained, meaning that the agent is free to interact
with other agents as it delights, but acts according to the rationale of its local and social
goals. This is because the agent has a full control on its internal states and own behav-
iors without a direct intervention of other agents or humans. In addition to the autonomy
property, a software agent can satisfy the following properties [101]:

1. Reactivity: an agent is capable of responding to external changes within its environ-
ment.

2. Pro-activity: an agent is capable of behaving with respect to the rationale of its state
of affairs, plans and goals.

3. Social ability: an agent is capable of interacting with other agents.

When an agent captures the capabilities of reactivity, pro-activity and social ability, it is
so-called intelligent agent [101]. The intelligence property enables an agent to flexibly
and rationally operate in various environmental circumstances. Since modern computing
platforms and computer information systems are heterogeneous by nature, agents should
satisfy the heterogeneity property in order to extend the range of practical MAS appli-
cations. The heterogeneity property means that agents are designed and implemented in

1This figure is adapted from http://www.csc.liv.ac.uk/˜mjw/pubs/imas/.
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different ways by different designers (i.e., agents are following different and probably op-
posite goals, desires, and intentions). On the other hand, homogeneous agents are those
agents that have the same capabilities as they are designed in an identical way.

1.1.2 Agent communication

Since computer information systems are no longer stand-alone systems, it should be no sur-
prise to anyone that interaction among autonomous and possibly heterogeneous intelligent
agents implementing and enacting these systems is perhaps the best guideline to build ef-
fective MASs. In our understanding and thinking about the construction of effectiveMASs,
a key pattern of interaction is goal-oriented coordination performed either in cooperative or
in competitive business scenarios. That is, interacting intelligent agents might be affected
by other agents in pursuing their goals. For example, in the case of cooperation scenarios,
multiple agents interact with each other in order to assemble their capabilities to achieve
as a team “what the individuals cannot” [96], due to the lack of resources, capabilities, or
knowledge. With respect to competition scenarios, multiple agents attempt to bring “what
only some of them can have” [96], i.e., the success of one agent entails the failure of other
agents. The long-term goal of MASs is to develop mechanisms, which enable agents to in-
teract and understand interaction with each other. Such goal raises a number of challenging
issues, which are wholly centered around the elementary question of how intelligent agents
interact with each other to successfully satisfy their design goals [96]. The following are
some of these challenging issues: 1) what communication languages and interaction proto-
cols to use?; 2) how to formally model the interactions among agents?; and 3) how to make
sure that the interactions are correctly specified? Broadly speaking, an interaction protocol
is needed to regulate and coordinate interaction among participants within conversations.
An agent communication language (ACL) is a commonly understood artificial language,
which enables intelligent agents to talk with each other and decide what proper informa-
tion to exchange or right action to perform in order to achieve their goals. The research
community of agent communication defined a suitable set of performative communicative
acts to capture useful interactions among agents in a declarative form [98, 100].

Example 1.1.1. An informative utterance such as “the shipment will be delivered on Mon-
day” can be treated in a declarative form as “the seller informs the buyer that the shipment
will be delivered on Monday”.

3



This dissertation focuses on a special communicative act called commit. In the liter-
ature of agent communication, the social commitment has two forms: unconditional and
conditional [17, 49, 79]. Informally, unconditional commitment is a form of contractual
obligation made by one intelligent agent, called debtor, as a result of messages exchanged
or actions taken, and is directed towards another intelligent agent, called creditor, to bring
about a certain fact (in what’s also called a commitment consequence).

Example 1.1.2. The seller unconditionally commits to the buyer to ship the requested
goods.

The basic idea of conditional commitments, as in most business and concrete applica-
tions, is that the debtor agent can merely commit towards the creditor agent to bring about
consequences when specific antecedents are met.

Example 1.1.3. The seller commits to the buyer to ship the requested goods if the buyer
sends the agreed payment.

Since conditional commitments are a natural and universal frame of social commit-
ments and cope with business conditional contracts, our work and more recent research
work [81, 26, 9, 59] consider conditional commitments as a first class and treat uncon-
ditional commitments as a special case when the antecedents are always true (i.e., when
the agreed payment is sent). Now, why we elect social commitment-based approaches and
symbolic model checking techniques.

1.2 Motivations

1.2.1 Social commitment-based approaches

The literature of agent communication is classified into two main categories: Mental ap-
proaches and social approaches. Both approaches have stressed the semantic part of agent
communication by capturing pre- and post-conditions needed to exchange messages among
agents. However, we adopt social commitment-based approaches employed successfully
in social approaches to define semantics of ACL messages for the following reasons:

1. They provide a powerful engineering tool to represent, model, and reason about the
content of interactions among pairs of social, autonomous, and heterogeneous agents
[79, 9, 49, 55].
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2. They provide social semantics which only defines public aspects of ACL messages
exchanged among agents from high-level abstractions rather than reasoning about
agents’ mental states (e.g., desires and intentions). In this semantics, all states of
MASs holding social facts such as commitments are global and accessible so that
agents’ behaviors can be easily monitored and verified [23, 85, 86, 93, 55].

3. They adopt the autonomy and flexibility of the interacting agents. The autonomy
aspect is satisfied in a natural way since each agent is expected to only achieve its
commitments. Since an agent can elect what is best for satisfying its goals, the
commitment-based approaches support flexibility as long as the behavior is correct
at the business interaction level [28, 97, 106, 55].

4. They provide a robust way to characterize the degrees of autonomy and interdepen-
dency of interacting agents without getting bogged down in low-level details [28, 55].
When the interacting agents are completely autonomous, we will not have an effec-
tive system of agents. On the other hand, when there is no interdependency, the
interacting agents will be approximately useless; instead autonomous agents must be
able to cooperate and compete with each other.

Furthermore, the theory of social commitments has been successfully applied to other
research areas such as modeling business processes [36, 89, 90], developing web-based
MASs [94], developing agent-based web services and their communities [47], specify-
ing commitment-based protocols [105, 106, 34, 67], and specifying business protocols
[36, 48]. Another important aspect of social commitments is that commitments can be
manipulated through a set of commitment actions. Such manipulations precisely provide
mechanisms for dynamic interactions and help designers track the evolution of active com-
mitment states. They also provide a principle way to define commitment life cycles. Such
actions are typically classified into two types: duplex actions (fulfill, cancel, and release),
which have two parties, and triplex actions (assign and delegate), which include three par-
ties [79, 94, 49].

Because software intelligent agents are autonomous, they can join, and leave systems
at any time as well as they might not honor the received requests or be indisposed to supply
services in the required time. On the one hand, the challenge of automatically detecting
and then fixing such undesirable agents’ behaviors according to preset specifications is an
arduous issue to tackle in the mental semantic approaches. This is because we need an
external or observer agent to access and read the mental or internal states of other agents,
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which is not feasible. Moreover, mental semantics is intended to specify the informa-
tional properties of a system of agents. On the other hand, while social semantics of agent
communication messages can effectively help tackle the challenge of insuring agents com-
pliance with specifications [15, 53], the designers of the system cannot guarantee that an
agent complies with its protocols and its social commitments as it is supposed to or at least
an agent doesn’t want to violate its commitments. Therefore, model checking techniques
are an urgent requirement.

1.2.2 Symbolic model checking techniques

In a nutshell, a model checking is a formal and fully automatic verification technique per-
formed at design time [32]. It is one of the most promising verification techniques that can
help designers automatically detect and eliminate or repair undesirable agents behaviors.
It specifically proves or disproves that a model (e.g., MAS) will satisfy given desirable
properties. State explosion2 is a phenomenon often encountered when using model check-
ing based on automata-theoretic techniques [32]. One solution to alleviate this problem is
to use symbolic model checking based on the de-facto and standard data structures called
ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs). OBDDs are efficiently representing and ma-
nipulating the Boolean formulae encoding the system models symbolically. OBDDs are
used in leading toolkits (e.g., NuSMV [29]) as they enjoy substantial features such as
canonical representation and polynomial time transformations. We precisely adopt sym-
bolic techniques because their algorithms are applied to Boolean functions not to Kripke
structures [32], which therefore need less memory than automata-based techniques. In
practice, space requirements for Boolean functions are exponentially smaller than for ex-
plicit Kripke structure representations. Moreover, symbolic techniques have been recently
proven to be efficient techniques to automatically verify: 1) epistemic properties expressed
using logics of knowledge [64]; 2) social communication properties expressed using logics
of unconditional commitments [53, 15, 52]; and 3) the correctness of activity diagrams
against certain properties [56].

2The state explosion problem means that the number of global states in a model grows exponentially with
the number of variables, or concurrent components, constituting the modeled system.
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1.3 Challenges, research questions and contributions

Previous approaches have considered the formal semantics of ACL messages in terms of
social commitments by means of logics of actions or temporal logics. The approaches over
the last 20 years have been reviewed using a set of evaluation criteria in [55]. From the
findings of this survey paper [55], the approaches that use logics of actions (also called
executable action languages) model social commitments as predicates [106, 97] or flu-
ents [23, 25, 37]. Such modeling styles waive formal semantics and concrete meaning of
commitments, which makes their verification very abstract. Artikis and Pitt in [6] argued
that although the abductive event calculus planner [106] and causal calculator [25] that en-
act and execute commitment-based protocols3 specified in the executable action languages
called event calculus, causal logic C+ and modular action description (an extension of C+

to compose business protocols [37]) can be employed at run time, they can become ineffi-
cient when considering large MASs. Of course, executable action languages are very easily
and efficiently implemented.

On the other hand, the approaches that adopt temporal logics model social commit-
ments as temporal modalities and then use these modalities to extend: 1) linear temporal
logic (LTL) [76, 81]; 2) computation tree logic (CTL) [15, 49, 51, 52, 79]; or 3) full com-
putation tree logic (CTL∗) [17, 16, 50, 54]. While developing such modalities is far from
being easy, we adopt this approach as it allows us to: 1) have a standard form for represent-
ing and reasoning about social commitments; and 2) develop dedicated and implementable
model checking algorithms for commitments and commitment actions. By deeply investi-
gating the semantic models of conditional commitments introduced in the approaches that
model social commitments as temporal modalities, we found in [41] that there are very
few approaches [50, 54, 76, 81], which have tried to define a formal semantics for condi-
tional commitments and such a semantics has strong limitations. According to our study
in [41], the first limitation of conditional commitment semantic models results from us-
ing the linear temporal operator [76] and the implication operator [50, 54] to define the
semantics of conditional commitments on top of the semantics of unconditional commit-
ments; instead of developing a new modality for conditional commitments. Technically,
this modeling inherits the fundamental limitation of these operators, stating that a condi-
tional commitment could become active without satisfying its antecedent. Singh in [81]
introduced an extended version of LTL with a new modality to represent and reason about

3These protocols are special kind of multi-agent interaction protocols specified as a set of commitments
and commitment actions, which captures the meaning of protocols’ messages.
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conditional commitments in order to avoid using the strict implication operator introduced
in [79, 104] and to solve the limitation of the implication operator introduced in [50, 54].
His semantics of conditional commitments is interpreted using Segerberg’s approach of
neighborhood semantics [81], which in turn maps “each world into a set of sets of worlds”.
The second limitation is that model checking such a semantics is still an open problem
as it is not based on Kripke structures nor accessibility relations needed for defining se-
mantics of standard modal operators. The third limitation is that Singh’s semantics doesn’t
consider the possibility that antecedents of commitments could be always false. This pos-
sibility is indispensably needed for agents to adjust their interactive actions so as to take
advantages of opportunities or to handle exceptions that arise during interaction. Thus, our
initial research question is:

Question 1.3.1. How to distinguish between different types of conditional commitments?

We classified conditional commitment into two different but related subcategories: weak
and strong [41, 39]. Indeed, weak conditional commitments capture the current flexibil-
ity of conditional commitment-based approaches, while strong conditional commitments
capture real situations that weak conditional commitments cannot suitably model. At this
point, the direct question is:

Question 1.3.2. How to define a formal semantics of weak and strong conditional commit-
ments?

To address this question, we introduced two new temporal modalities to represent and
model weak and strong conditional commitments [41, 39]. Then, we semantically defined
weak commitment modalities as those that can be activated even if the antecedents will
never be satisfied and strong commitment modalities as those that can be solely activated
when there is at least one possibility to satisfy their assigned antecedents [41, 39]. The
formal semantics of actions that can directly apply to a conditional commitment modality
are still a challenging issue. The reasonable question that we explore here is:

Question 1.3.3. How to define a suitable semantics of common conditional commitment
actions?

To address this question, we introduced new temporal modalities to represent and model all
weak and strong conditional commitment actions (duplex and triplex actions) and defined
their suitable formal semantics [44]. By ‘suitable’, we mean that the new formal seman-
tics of conditional commitment actions should: 1) be reasonable, intuitive, and sound; 2)
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consider axiom rules introduced in the literature to define the operational semantics of un-
conditional commitment actions (see for examples [23, 106, 97]) as there is no operational
semantics for conditional commitment actions; and 3) address the spurious paradox ap-
peared in the formal semantics of fulfilling unconditional commitments [15, 53, 52]. This
paradox in fact results from the counterintuitive assumption that “the unconditional com-
mitment should be active when it comes time to its fulfillment”. The following example
clarifies the paradox:

Example 1.3.1. Suppose a customer commits to give $500 to a merchant. As soon as that
money is transferred to the merchant’s account, the commitment is immediately fulfilled.
By considering this assumption, the commitment to send $500 is still active, but it would
be ridiculous to force the customer to send the money again.

This assumption technically violates the following principle that is commonly accepted in
the literature [106, 97, 23]: when a commitment is fulfilled, it should become no longer
active, meaning that the fulfillment action results in a state where the active commitment
is marked as resolved (or terminated). As mentioned earlier, there are different temporal
logics in the literature of agent communication, thus the expected question is:

Question 1.3.4. Which temporal logic we select to represent and reason about conditional
commitments and their actions?

Although LTL and CTL are incomparable expressiveness wise, the standard model check-
ing algorithm for LTL is exponential in the length of the formula and linear in the size of
the model [77] and for CTL it is linear in both the length of the formula and model [77].
Moreover, it is known as a fact that CTL∗ is more expressive than LTL and CTL, but its
model checking algorithm has the same complexity as the LTL algorithm [77]. With these
arguments, the CTL logic is a suitable language, especially there are several open model
checkers that support this logic. However, CTL is missing the capabilities to model in-
teractions and dynamic behaviors of intelligent agents. Following current approaches that
address one of the limitations of CTL by adding unconditional commitment modality to
model the interactions among agents, the first contribution which addresses the Questions
1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.3.3, and 1.3.4 is as follows:

Contribution➀:we extended the standard CTL logic with new temporal modalities
to represent and reason about weak and strong conditional commitments and their
actions and then defined formal semantics for these modalities [41, 39, 44].
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Given that, the direct question is:

Question 1.3.5. How can we formally define properties and reasoning rules about the
developed temporal logic?

In fact, properties and reasoning rules explore the capabilities of the developed logic and
agents are expected to respect them when they communicate. For example, one category
of the valid properties captures the relationship between strong and weak commitments.
Also, one motivation behind our reasoning rules is to capture common reasoning patterns
that uniformly apply to weak and strong conditional commitments and their actions. By
addressing this question, the second contribution is as follows:

Contribution ➁: we presented a set of valid properties and a set of reasoning rules
along with their formal proofs in [39] as well as a set of action postulates in [44].

In order to reduce and eliminate post-development costs and increase confidence on the
safety, efficiency and robustness, two verification techniques at design time have been put
forward to verify unconditional commitments and associated actions, and commitment-
based protocols: direct and indirect verification techniques (see Figure 2). The idea of
direct techniques is to develop algorithms needed to tackle the problem of model checking
unconditional commitment and fulfillment action modalities at design time [15, 53]. The

Figure 2: Current design time verification techniques of unconditional commitments.

indirect techniques are based on transforming the model checking problem into another
one to be able to use existing model checkers. Such techniques are implemented by either
formal [51, 52, 54] or informal [49] reduction methods. Based on our experience in [52,
54], we elect the direct technique to address the limitations of the indirect technique in
terms of high memory consumption and limited scalability with regard to the number of
considered agents. Here, the question is:
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Question 1.3.6. How can we design and implement a symbolic algorithm for the developed
temporal logic?

By addressing this question, the third contribution is as follows:

Contribution➂:we developed a symbolic algorithmwhich invokes sub-algorithms
needed to model check our new modalities [39, 44]. We also implemented our
algorithm on top of the MCMAS symbolic model checker—developed to verify
the correctness of MASs [64]—to produce a new symbolic model checker. The
graphical user interface of our model checker is presented in [43].

To compute the necessary and sufficient resources for solving all problems’ instances, in-
cluding the hardest case, we need to consider the following question from the computation
perspective:

Question 1.3.7. What is the time and space complexity of the model checking problem of
the developed temporal logic?

By addressing this question, the fourth contribution is as follows:

Contribution ➃: we computed the time and space complexity of the model check-
ing problem of the developed temporal logic. We found that this problem is P-
complete for explicit models and PSPACE-complete for concurrent programs [44].
Such results mean that the cost of our algorithm is similar to the corresponding one
of the standard CTL algorithm.

By the end, the expected question is:

Question 1.3.8. How can we apply the commitment language and its model checker to
different application domains?

By addressing this question, the fifth contribution is as follows:

Contribution ➄: we successfully applied our language and tool to model check
business protocols [44, 39, 43], health care processes [39], and Web service com-
positions [42, 40]. This contribution goes beyond the simple application to cover
a new methodology of expressing specifications in terms of commitments and their
actions and to model the system using refinements and compositions.
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1.4 Methodology

We now describe the proposed methodology, which is summarized beside contributions
in Table 1. At the beginning of this dissertation, we reviewed and evaluated relevant ap-
proaches that use executable action languages and CTL∗, LTL and CTL logics to define
the formal semantics of social commitments and associated actions capturing the meaning
of ACL messages against a set of evaluation criteria. According to a joint publication in
[55], we found that the current executable action languages and CTL∗ and LTL logical lan-
guages are unsuitable in terms of social commitment modelings and complexity efficiency,
respectively. Therefore, we elected CTL to be our temporal logic. Then, we proceeded
to review and evaluate the current CTL-based approaches devoted to define a formal se-
mantics for ACL messages using our crucial criteria. This review is the core of Chapter 2.
Unfortunately, there is no formal semantics for conditional commitments and their actions
and most of these approaches considered only unconditional commitments. Before starting
to address this gap, we studied a set of motivating examples, which revealed the impor-
tance of distinguishing between weak and strong conditional commitments. By identifying
this importance, we started by enriching CTL with novel temporal modalities to represent
and reason about conditional commitments and their duplex and triplex actions. The re-
sulting temporal logic is so-called CTLcc,α. Our new formal semantics has the advantage
of having a direct and concrete interpretation into computational models, which yields the
quality of being computationally grounded. To explore the capabilities of CTLcc,α, we pre-
sented a set of reasonable and valid properties of CTLcc,α, which capture the relationship
between weak and strong commitments and their fulfilments as well as the relationship be-
tween conditional and unconditional commitments. We also presented a set of reasoning
rules and their proofs, which capture the characteristics of commitments and their actions.
These rules also provide a generic way to deal with exceptions and enable us to define the
life cycle of conditional commitments. Furthermore, we presented a set of action postu-
lates in the form of business patterns. With these theoretical properties, we can underline
that our semantics basically satisfies the main functionalities of neighborhood semantics
[81] and captures all operational semantic rules that are widely discussed in the literature
[106, 97, 23].

An important aspect in the proposed approach is that we introduced an extended version
of the interpreted system formalism proposed in [15, 52] to account for agent communica-
tion with the reachability condition in the definition of the accessibility relation. Indeed, our
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Table 1: Our methodology steps
Step Description Input Output and contribution
1 Reviewing and evaluating Current approaches and –Advantages and limitations

a set of evaluation criteria
2 Selecting a suitable Expressiveness and complexity –CTL (balance between

temporal logic of model checking LTL, CTL, expressiveness and complexity)
and CTL∗

3 Distinguishing different Concept of conditional –Weak and strong
types of conditional commitments and a set of commitments
commitment motivating examples

4 Extending CTL with CTL and new modalities and –CTLcc,α

temporal modalities their semantic rules –Contribution➀
5 Reasoning about CTLcc,α CTLcc,α –A set of reasoning rules and

a set of action postulates
–Contribution➁

6 Defining CTLcc,α CTLcc,α –A set of valid properties
properties –Contribution➁

7 Developing a symbolic CTLcc,α and CTL model –A symbolic algorithm
model checking checking algorithm dedicated to CTLcc,α

algorithm for CTLcc,α –Contribution➂
8 Implementing the MCMAS and its user –ISPL+, MCMAS+ and new

developed algorithm interface along with our user interface with a new
symbolic algorithm capability to render models

–Contribution➂
9 Computing complexity Our model checking algorithm –Time and space complexity

–Contribution➃
10 Applying our language CTLcc,α, MCMAS+, ISPL+ –Modeling, expressing, encoding,

and tool and specifications of experimenting and correcting
3 application domains each model application

–Contribution➄

extension enables us to address the fulfillment paradox appeared in [15, 53, 52]. As a mat-
ter of fact, this formalism provides a mainstream framework for modeling, reasoning and
systematically exploring fundamental classes of MASs, such as the class of synchronous
systems [57].

Although there are two model checker tools [15, 53] recently developed to verify au-
tomatically unconditional commitments, we could not use them to verify conditional com-
mitments. This is because, on the one hand, our temporal model and our semantics of con-
ditional commitments and their actions are entirely different. On the other hand, such tools
only support the verification of fulfilling unconditional commitments. For these technical
reasons, we developed new algorithms dedicated to the new modalities. These algorithms
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in fact extend the standard CTL algorithm [32]. We fully implemented these algorithms
on top of the MCMAS model checker [64], producing the MCMAS+ tool and its input
language called ISPL+. For better usability and ease-of-use, we extended the graphical
user interface of MCMAS to help prospective users and designers edit and encode design
models, and render the labeled transition systems of models.

Thereafter, we analyzed the performance of our symbolic algorithm in terms of time
and space complexity. Finally, to check the effectiveness, scalability, and applicability of
our approach, we reported extensive experimental results of verifying several interesting
case studies, taken from different application domains, given desirable properties. We also
compared the obtained results with other approaches (if any). Such results strongly confirm
the theoretical findings.

1.5 Dissertation organization

According to the proposed methodology, the rest of the dissertation is divided into three
parts. We also link research questions with chapters that address them.
Part I is about the state of the art:

− Chapter 2 presents the syntax and semantics of CTL. It briefly presents the proposed
criteria for reviewing and evaluating current approaches that use CTL to define a
semantics for ACL messages in terms of social commitments and related actions
and to specify commitment-based protocols. The chapter reviews how commitments
and actions are modeled along with their formal semantics (if any) and different
verification techniques proposed to verify these protocols. The main outcomes of the
chapter are to highlight advantages and limitations in the current approaches. Such
limitations are addressed in the dissertation.

Part II presents our contributions (from 1 to 4) and consists of three chapters:

− Chapter 3 gives an overview about the proposed approach along with a set of mo-
tivating examples. These examples show the need for distinguishing between weak
and strong conditional commitments. The chapter briefly summarizes the formal-
ism of interpreted systems and our extended version of interpreted systems and then
presents the syntax and semantics of the developed CTLcc,α logic. A set of properties,
a set of reasoning rules, a set of action postulates and the conditional commitment
life cycle are also presented. The main contribution of the chapter is to address the
research Questions from 1.3.1 to 1.3.5.
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− Chapter 4 capitalizes on our new symbolic algorithm dedicated to CTLcc,α. The
chapter also presents theoretical results of the developed algorithm. The chapter then
moves to present the full implementation of our algorithm on top of the MCMAS
symbolic model checker. Furthermore, our implementation extends both the input
language and the graphical user interface of MCMAS to parse the CTLcc,α syntax
and help designers design, encode, verify and view models. The main contribution
of the chapter is to address the research Question 1.3.6.

− Chapter 5 analyzes theoretically the computational complexity of our algorithm in
terms of running time and memory usage. The main contribution of the chapter is to
address the research Question 1.3.7.

Part III presents the application domains of our approach (contribution 5) and concludes
the dissertation. It consists of two chapters:

− Chapter 6 focuses on the application domains of our commitment language and its
model checker tool. Specifically, it considered three application domains: business
interaction protocols, health care processes, and Web service compositions. The
main contribution of the chapter is to address the research Question 1.3.8.

− Chapter 7 summarizes the obtained results in this dissertation, presents open issues
and sketches possible extension of this work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Review

This chapter covers:
− The syntax and semantics of CTL.

− The evaluation criteria.

− The review and evaluation of current CTL-based approaches.

2.1 Background about CTL

Clarke and Emerson in the early of 1980s introduced a branching time logic termed a
computation tree logic (shortly, CTL) for two purposes: specification and verification [30].
The underlying modeling time in CTL is assumed to have a tree-like structure, which refers
to the fact that each moment in time might divide into different possible paths in the future.
This branching structure enables CTL to capture the nondeterminism of software programs
in which any one of the paths might be an actual path, which is realized. CTL requires that
a path quantifier—eitherA (“along all paths” or inevitably) or E (“along at least one path”,
“there exists one path” or possibly)—is immediately followed by a single operator from
the menu of usual temporal operators: G (“globally”), F (“sometime”),X (“next time”) or
U (“until”). All legal formulae in CTL are state formulae.

Definition 2.1.1. The syntax of CTL formulae over the underlying set AP = {p, q, . . .} of
atomic propositions is given by the following BNF grammar [32]:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | EXϕ | EGϕ | E(ϕ U ϕ)

where EXϕ is read as “there exists a path such that at the next state of the path ϕ holds”,
EGϕ is read as “there exists a path such that ϕ holds globally along the path”, and
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E(ϕ U ψ) is read as “there exists a path such that ψ eventually holds and ϕ continuously
holds until then”.

Because the above syntax includes a minimal set of operators, other operators can be
introduced in this syntax as abbreviations. For example, the Boolean implication operator
ϕ → ψ abbreviates ¬ϕ ∨ ψ, constant true proposition � abbreviates p ∨ ¬p, conjunction
ϕ∧ψ abbreviates ¬(¬ϕ∨¬ψ) and equivalence ϕ ≡ ψ abbreviates ϕ→ ψ∧ψ → ϕ. More-
over, the syntax of CTL can incorporate the following temporal operators as abbreviations:
AXϕ, AGϕ, A(ϕ U ψ), EFϕ and AFϕ. These are read, respectively: “along all paths, in
the next state ϕ holds”, “along all paths, ϕ holds globally”, “along all paths, ϕ holds until
ψ holds”, “there exists a path such that ϕ holds at some point in the future” and “along all
paths, ϕ holds at some point in the future”. The universal path quantifier A can be defined
by the existential path quantifier and negation (e.g., ¬AXϕ ≡ EX¬ϕ). SinceG and F are
duals, an instance of DeMorgan’s law can be defined in CTL as follows: ¬AFϕ ≡ EG¬ϕ,
and ¬EFϕ ≡ AG¬ϕ .

The semantics of CTL formulae is given in terms of a transition systemM = (S, T, V, I)

where S is a nonempty set of states, T ⊆ S × S is a transition relation, V : S → 2AP is
a valuation function, and I ⊆ S is a set of initial states. The transition relation T models
temporal transitions among states: given two states s, s′ ∈ S, (s, s′) ∈ T means that s′ is
an immediate successor of s. Conventionally, every state should has a successor state, i.e.,
the transition relation is total.

The behaviour of the system modelM is a set of computation paths. Each path π inM
is an infinite sequence of states (i.e., π = s0, s1, . . .) such that (si, si+1) ∈ T for all i ≥ 0.
The ith state in the path π is denoted by π(i).

Definition 2.1.2. The satisfiability relation denoted byM, s |= ϕ means that the formula ϕ
holds at state s in a system modelM and is defined inductively as follows:

− M, s |= p iff p ∈ V (s),

− M, s |= ¬ϕ iff M, s � ϕ,

− M, s |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff M, s |= ϕ or M, s |= ψ,

− M, s |= EXϕ iff ∃π such that π(0) = s and M,π(1) |= ϕ,

− M, s |= EGϕ iff ∃π such that π(0) = s and M,π(i) |= ϕ ∀i ≥ 0,

− M, s |= E(ϕ U ψ) iff ∃π and for some k ≥ 0 such that π(0) = s we have

M,π(k) |= ψ and M,π(i) |= ϕ ∀0 ≤ i < k.
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The interpretations of atomic propositions, Boolean operators, and temporal operators are
defined as usual (see for example [32]).

2.2 Evaluation criteria

In this section, we present nine evaluation criteria. In fact, the first four agent commu-
nication criteria were introduced by Singh [79] to get a well-defined semantics for ACL
messages. Three evaluation cetraria called commitment-oriented criteria are introduced in
[55]. In the dissertation, we augmented commitment-oriented criteria with two commit-
ment action-oriented criteria in order to capture how social commitments and their actions
are modeled and verified, and to check whether or not there exists a formal semantics for
commitments and their actions. The criteria are:

1. Formal. The language should have a formal syntax and semantics to eliminate the
possibility of ambiguity in the meaning of ACL messages and to allow agents to
reason about them.

2. Declarative. The semantics should focus on what interactions and protocols are
about to avoid over-constraining the interactions by specifying how interactions should
be accomplished. Combing logical languages and reasoning techniques is a central
aspect to meet the declarative criterion.

3. Meaningful. The semantics should capitalize on the content and meaning of mes-
sages, not on their representation as sequences of tokens to enable agents to deal
better with exceptions and opportunities.

4. Verifiable. We can check if agents are behaving according to the given semantics
and/or protocols.

5. Commitment Modeling. How commitment is formally modeled, for example as a
predicate in the propositional logic or as a temporal modality.

6. Action Modeling. How commitment action is formally modeled, for example as
proposition or as temporal modality. By knowing the way of modeling commitments
and commitment actions, we can check whether those commitments and actions have
a grounded and concrete semantics or not.

7. Commitment Semantics. The commitment along with its content should be for-
mally and intuitively captured.
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8. Action Semantics. The commitment action should be formally and intuitively cap-
tured.

9. Verification Method. What is the technique used to verify the correctness of com-
mitments and associated actions along with commitment-based protocols against
specifications (e.g., model checking). This criterion can help designers select a veri-
fication method based on their own needs.

2.3 Literature review

Our methodological review has two parts: 1) explain each approach and point out carefully
how it meets or not the nine criteria introduced in the previous section; and 2) evaluate
a verification technique introduced in this approach to verify a commitment-based proto-
col. The key point is to highlight advantages and limitations in existing approaches. Such
limitations are addressed in the dissertation. We classify current approaches into: 1) pure
CTL-based approaches; and 2) extended CTL-based approaches. The first class abstracts
some of atomic propositions (assertions) to have the form of predicate variables with a cer-
tain name and certain arguments, one of these arguments is the subject. This abstraction is
needed to represent commitment actions and evaluated them to truth or falsity. Therefore,
it waives real semantics of commitment actions. The second class extends CTL with tem-
poral modalities to represent and reason about commitments and commitment actions. In
both classes, CTL modalities are the only possibility to reason about time.

2.3.1 Pure CTL-based approaches

The authors in [94] introduced an approach to check whether or not the behavior of an
agent participating in web-based MASs complies with a commitment-based protocol. This
approach considers only unconditional commitments where each commitment is abstractly
modeled as a variable c of certain type to produce an abstract data type. Operations (ac-
tions) that can be performed on commitments are seen as methods that have c as an argu-
ment. They modeled “the operations as propositions” in CTL-formulae, for example:

Example 2.3.1. Let c = C (Mer ,Cus , deliverGoods) be a variable that models a commit-
ment from a merchant Mer to a customer Cus to deliver the requested goods. The com-
mitment c is fulfilled by Mer when the proposition Discharge(Mer , c) is true. The truth
evaluation of the Discharge(Mer , c) operation depends on the proposition deliverGoods .
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To temporally reason about commitment operations, they defined the following rule
schema in the protocol specification using CTL modalities: MetaProp ::= AG(Bool →

AF Act) | AG(Act→ Bool) where Bool is a Boolean combination of actions (Act), com-
mitments or domain-specific concepts. When it comes to agent communication criteria, the
semantics is formal (since the specification of protocols is specified in CTL), declarative,
meaningful (as the meaning of every message is expressed in terms of commitments) and
verifiable. Their verification process is centred on the condition under which an observer
agent participating in the protocol can check the satisfaction or violation of the active com-
mitments made by other agents using a run time verification technique similar to a design
time model checking technique. Technically, when the observer agent discovers an inap-
propriate execution, this means that the system doesn’t satisfy the protocol. The authors
considered the fish-market protocol regulating interaction between two agents as a case
study without discussing any experimental results.

Limitations:

1. There is no formal semantics for commitments and their actions in the pro-
posed modeling way.

2. The proposed verification method doesn’t verify the correctness of the com-
position of interacting agents and is not effective when the system under con-
sideration has a large state-space.

The authors introduced in [102] a set of commitment patterns to collectedly model agent
interactions. In this approach, unconditional commitments are only considered and simply
modeled as abstract data types. The commitment consequence is defined as a predicate
with a vector of arguments in order to pass the required data values, for example:

Example 2.3.2. The commitment C (Cus ,Mer ,NB , sendPayment(
−−−−−−−→
price, date)) means

that Cus commits toMer in the context of the NetBill protocol to send the payment, which
is a predicate with two arguments: the price and date of the good item.

Each commitment pattern captures a certain scenario and combines between communica-
tion primitives and commitment operations. Moreover, each commitment pattern can be
formalized as a CTL formula, for example:

∀i, j,Pred , �v : AG[Withdraw(i, j,Pred(�v))→ AF [Cancel(i, C(i, j, G,Pred(�v)))]]

The left side of this formula refers to the communication part, while the right side refers
to the commitment operation part. The latter part captures the meaning of the communi-
cation part from high-level abstraction. The formula intuitively states that along all paths
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globally when agent i performs the withdraw message containing a predicate Pred(�v), then
along all paths there is a possibility that i cancels a commitment to bring about the same
predicate towards agent j in the context G. It is clear that the the communication message
Withdraw and commitment action Cancel are abstracted as predicate variables (or proposi-
tions). Moreover, the authors translated each commitment pattern into a statechart diagram
and then merged multiple statechart diagrams into one statechart diagram to describe a state
machine defining the behavior model of each agent. This behavior model is used to gen-
erate a CTL model. The authors improved their approach by introducing: 1) an algorithm,
which transforms the statechart model of agent into CTL model; and 2) a complete library
of commitment patterns [103]. They also showed how certain behavior models of agents
are sound for a certain set of patterns using a theorem proving technique. From agent
communication criteria, the semantics of this approach is formal, declarative, meaningful,
and verifiable. The authors considered an e-commerce scenario between a customer, travel
agent, airline agent, and hotel agent as a case study without discussing any experimental
results.

Limitations:

1. The proof construction of theorem proving fails “to be of much help” even for
the simplest logics [31].

2. With respect to commitment-oriented and commitment action-oriented ce-
traria, there is no formal semantics because commitment actions applied to
abstract data types (commitments) are simply treated as propositions in CTL
formulae.

The authors in [66, 68] introduced a set of predicates to define the operational semantics
of unconditional commitment actions. For instance, the Satisfied(c)) predicate is used to
define the semantics of discharging commitments as follows:

M, s |= Satisfied(c) iff ∃s3 : s3 ≤ s and M, s3 |= Discharge(i, c) and ,

(∃s1 : s1 < s3 and M, s1 |= Create(i, c), and (∀s2 : s1 ≤ s2 < s3 →M, s2 |= Active(c)))

When a commitment is created, but not discharged, canceled, delegated, released, and
assigned yet, the status of the commitment is active. The Satisfied(c) predicate is satisfied
in a modelM at s iff the discharging commitment c (i.e., Discharge(i , c)) is true and this
commitment has been created in the past and still active. That is, the performance of the
discharge action is being essentially equal to the satisfaction of the proposition p as stated
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clearly by the authors: “if p occurs, the discharge action is assumed to have happened”.
The authors also introduced two temporal quantifiers (existential and universal) to define
deadlines of commitment consequences in the figure of time instants and intervals, while
unconditional commitment itself is modeled as abstract data type, for example:

Example 2.3.3. If the proposition p represents a price quote, then [d1, d2]p means that
p will be an offer for the period between d1 and d2. The commitment C (Cus ,Mer , [d1 ,

d1 + 24hours ]p) states that Cus can commit to Mer to send the price p, which is only
valid for an entire day.

Such a semantics meets formal, declarative, and meaningful criteria, but not the verifiable
criterion. The authors considered the scenario of a travel agent, who plans to book an
airline ticket, a rental car, and a hotel room as a motivating example without discussing any
experimental results.

Limitation:

1. With respect to commitment-oriented and commitment action-oriented ce-
traria, there is no formal semantics because commitment actions are ab-
stracted as propositions and commitments are modeled as abstract data types.

The authors introduced in [59] a tool called “Proton” to specify commitment-based pro-
tocols and their refinements. The refinement process is inspired by the notion of refining
super-protocol by sub-protocol in software engineering as along as each computation al-
lowed by the sub-protocol is also allowed by the super-protocol. For example, a protocol
PayViaMM refines a protocol Pay since “PayViaMM makes a payment as Pay specifies”.
Proton declaratively specifies a protocol in terms of: 1) a set of agent roles; 2) guarded mes-
sages, which need to be true before sending the messages by the roles; and 3) the meaning
of each message. This meaning is defined as a set of actions applied to the social states
of roles. Such states hold propositions, which indeed specify the states of commitments.
Moreover, Proton describes the syntax for a refinement mapping. The authors used model
checking to check whether a protocol correctly refines another one with respect to a given
mapping, which contains the essential elements for refining two protocols. Technically, the
proposed verification technique depends on the Proton preprocessor, which reads the two
protocols and mapping specifications and outputs both the encoding model accepted by the
MCMAS tool [64] and CTL formulae expressing certain requirements, for example:

Example 2.3.4. When an action’s sub-guard is true, its super-guard must also be true. Pro-
ton generates CTL formulae expressing this requirement as follows: AG(a.sub-guard →
a.super-guard).
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When all CTL formulae are satisfied in the generated model, the protocol refinement holds
successfully. Finally, the authors reported the experimental results of verifying the refine-
ment of 16 commitment-based protocols and the elapsed time for the refinement verifica-
tion. The maximum number of agents participating in these protocols are 3 agents (in the
NetBill3 protocol). From agent communication criteria, the proposed semantics is formal,
declarative, meaningful, and verifiable. Conditional and unconditional commitments are
modeled as objects with seven instances (or states). Such objects are abstractly mapped
into domain variables in the model accepted by MCMAS. Moreover, the authors require to
detach conditional commitments into unconditional ones when the antecedents are true to
be able to apply actions on the resulting commitments.

Limitations:

1. It is clear that objects and their mapped variables cannot represent the concrete
meaning of conditional commitments.

2. Actions applied to unconditional commitments are modeled as atomic propo-
sitions, not effective actions. For example, the operational semantics of the
discharge action “occurs implicitly when the consequent becomes true”.

The authors developed in [89, 90] a business model, which uses conditional and uncondi-
tional commitments and agent-oriented concepts (e.g., goals and tasks) to capture complex
business scenarios among business partners incorporated in service engagements [89] and
cross-organizational business processes [90]. The authors also developed a library of busi-
ness patterns wherein each pattern is defined from high-level abstraction using the notion
of social commitments with some attributes (e.g., intent, motivation, and implementation).
The authors introduced two different verification methods. In the former method [89], they
introduced a reasoning algorithm that takes as input a business model produced from a
set of business patterns and business interactions formalized using the UML sequence dia-
grams and outputs a set of violated commitments. In the latter method [90], they used the
symbolic NuSMVmodel checker [29] to verify whether a set of business interactions com-
plies correctly with the defined business model. A business model pattern is formalized as
a CTL formulae, for example:

Example 2.3.5. When a commitment is detached in the current state, then in the next state
it might be detached, satisfied, violated, or terminated. This pattern can be formalized as:
AG(Detached→ AX(Detached ∨ Satisfied ∨ V iolated ∨ Terminated))

A conditional commitment notation is modeled as an SMV module, which can be ini-
tiated as a simple variable in the main module. The authors considered the quote to cash
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(QTC) business process as a case study, which is specified and modeled using 17 condi-
tional commitments among 6 agents. From agent communication criteria, this semantics is
formal, declarative, meaningful, and verifiable.

Limitations:

1. There is no formal semantics for conditional commitments as the commitment
notations are simply modeled as SMV modules.

2. Formal semantics of conditional commitment actions is not considered.

Kafali et al. [61] developed a tool called PROT OSS to detect and predict possible pri-
vacy violations within online social networks (OSNs). The privacy agreements that exist
among each user and the OSN operator and the relations among the users constitute the
formal model. Such privacy agreements are represented as a set of commitments. The
tool has a semantic reasoning component that makes use of an ontology, which is used to
refine commitments. For instance, if the OSN operator commits to a user not to share her
information, then via reasoning on the ontology, the system can infer that neither a person’s
location nor her pictures can be shared. Moreover, undefined privacy concerns can be dis-
covered through the ontology. The following example shows a commitment representing a
privacy agrement.

Example 2.3.6. CC (operator , charlie, colleague(charlie,Ur),¬shareLocation(charlie,

Ur)), where the social network operator (operator ) is the debtor, Charlie is the creditor,
the antecedent colleague(charlie,Ur) represents charlie and some another user Ur are
colleagues and the consequent ¬shareLocation(charlie,Ur) represents that the location
information of charlie is not shared with Ur .

The above example shows that the operator will be committed not to share Charlie’s
location information with his colleagues if Charlie declares an individual as his colleague.
After these agreements are specified, then the OSN operator is asked to check if there are
any privacy violations in the system model. Following the above example, if a colleague
ends up seeing Charlie’s location, this would yield a privacy violation. Kafali et al. repre-
sented privacy violations as commitment violations in the system model and employ model
checking to detect such violations. In general, the model checking technique is used to
check that the private behavior rules—which define the operational behavior of the OSN
operator—comply with privacy agreement shared between a user and the OSN operator,
such that the operator would act in a way that honors its agreement with the user. Specifi-
cally, the authors use NuSMV as the underlying model checker and model a commitment
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as an SVM module in order to enable NuSMV to deal with commitments, in the same
spirit of [90]. The commitment module defines the statuses of a commitment, which cor-
respond to the commitment states. Since the focus is on the privacy violations, only four
commitment states are implemented: Conditional, active, fulfilled, and violated. The life
cycle implemented there allows a commitment to be fulfilled only if both the antecedent
and consequent hold since if the consequent holds without the antecedent, there is still a
privacy violation. Using the commitment module, domain variables of commitment types
can be specified. With the help of PROT OSS , which is implemented as the privacy
checker for the OSN operator, privacy properties are expressed in CTL and then automat-
ically checked. For example, the following property describes if Charlie and Linus are
colleagues, the commitment introduced in Example 2.3.6 (say c1) is violated. The model
checking then decides if this is true, thereby leading a privacy violation:

AG(colleague charlie linus→ AF c1 .status = Violated)

The approach has been tested over privacy scenarios. The authors generated OSN models
with varying size of users (from 3 to 20 users) such that all users are related to each other.
They also reported the number of states, the memory used, and the time consumed. How-
ever, the time and memory consumption increase exponentially when the model grows.

Limitation: since Kafali et al.’s proposal follows the same methodology as Telang
and Singh [90] when it comes to the representation of conditional commitments as
SMV modules, the two proposals share the same evaluation and limitations with
regard to our criteria.

Table 2 summarizes our results of reviewing the current pure CTL-based approaches. In
the table, we use For., Dec.,Mea., Ver.,Mod., Sem. and Verific. Method to respectively
refer to formal, declarative, meaningful, verifiable, modeling, semantics and verification
method criteria. We also use * to refer to the approach that considers only unconditional
commitments.

2.3.2 Extended CTL-based approaches

In 2000s, Singh [79] introduced an approach to define the meaning of ACL messages by
associating with each communicative act three reasonable claims. The first claim is called
objective claim, stating that the debtor agent is committed to send something which is true.
The subjective claim is the second one and means that the debtor agent believes what is
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Table 2: Summary of pure CTL-based approaches
Agent Communication Commitment Action Verific.

Semantics Method
For. Dec. Mea. Ver. Mod. Sem. Mod. Sem.

Venkatraman � � � � abstract � proposition � model
& Singh* data type checking
[94] -like
Xing & Singh � � � � abstract � proposition � theorem
* [102, 103] data type proving
Mallya et � � � abstract � proposition �

al.* [66, 68] data type
Gerard et � � � � object � proposition � model
al. [59] checking
Telang et � � � � module � proposition � model
al. [90] checking
Kafali et � � � � module � proposition � model
al. [61] checking

communicated. The third claim is called practical claim and means that the debtor agent is
justified by doing the communication. An example of objective semantics is as follows:

Example 2.3.7. An informative message inform(Mer ,Cus , sendReceipt) can be defined
as a commitment C (Mer ,Cus , sendReceipt) with its sender agent Mer as debtor, its re-
ceiver agentCus as creditor and its content as commitment consequence asserting the truth
of the proposition sendReceipt .

To formalize the defined meaning claims, the author extended CTL with commitment
modality, belief modality, and intention modality. Three accessibility relations are pre-
sented to define the semantics of these modalities. For instance, the accessibility relation
of social commitments is defined as: C: A×A×A×S → 2Π where A is a set of agents
and Π is a set of paths. It specifically computes the set of accessible paths along which the
commitments made by i at a state s ∈ S towards j in a certain context Con hold. Given
that, the semantics of the commitment C(i, j, Con, p) is satisfied in a modelM at s iff the
consequence p is true along every accessible path π defined by C(i, j, Con, s) and started
at the commitment state s in the context Con:

M, s |= C(i, j, Con, p) iff ∀π : π ∈ C(i, j, Con, s)→M,π(s) |= p

In order to define the semantics of conditional commitments, the strict implication operator
� is proposed and used to extend CTL as well. The semantic rule of the strict operator is
given as follows:
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M, s |= p � q iff M , s |= p and ∀s′ : M, s′ |= p→ (∀s′′ : s′ ≈ s′′ →M, s′′ |= q)

Semantically, the state formula p � q is satisfied in a model M at s iff p holds in the
current state s and at all states s′ ∈ S in M , if p holds, q will then hold in all states s′′

which are similar to s′ (i.e., s′ ≈ s′′). An example of subjective and practical semantics is
as follows:

Example 2.3.8. The subjective and practical semantics of inform(Mer ,Cus , sendReceipt)

are defined asC (Mer ,Cus ,NB ,MerBsendReceipt) and C (Mer ,NB , inform(Mer ,Cus ,

sendReceipt) � sendReceipt) where MerBsendReceipt means Mer beliefs sendReceipt
in the NetBill protocol context. According to the semantics of the strict operator, the propo-
sition sendReceipt will hold only if the satisfaction of inform(Mer ,Cus , sendReceipt) is
true.

Singh’s semantics satisfies formal, declarative, and meaningful criteria. The author
considered a ‘conversation for action protocol’ as a motivating example to illustrate the
importance of social semantics without discussing any experimental results.

Limitations:

1. While the commitment semantics criterion is met, the proposed semantics for
unconditional and conditional commitments are not intuitive and computa-
tionally non-grounded because the intuitive relation between a social commit-
ment and accessible paths as well as how to compute accessible paths within
a computational model are not clear.

2. Formal semantics of unconditional and conditional commitment actions are
not considered.

3. It is very difficult to verify the correctness of the introduced semantics as it is
given in terms of mental states as shown in [99].

The authors presented in [51] a framework that comprises of three parts. In the first part,
they introduced a CTLC logic, an extension of CTL with modality to represent and reason
about unconditional commitments. Then, they defined a social accessibility relation Rsc

to define the semantics of commitments. It is the first framework in commitment-based
approaches, which uses the formalism of interpreted systems [57] to: 1) model the internal
components of agents such as local states, local actions, and local policy as well as model
global behavior of the system from local components; and 2) generate the temporal model
of CTLC. Therefore, the standard CTL model M = (S, T, V, I) is extended to M ′ =
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(S, T, Rsc, V, I) where Rsc : S × A×A→ 2S is the social accessibility relation. This
relation is defined as follows:

s′ ∈ Rsc(s, i, j) iff ∃s ∈ S : 1) li(s) = li(s) and 2) lj(s) = lj(s
′)

Here, li(s) denotes the local state of agent i in the global state s. This definition is intuitive
and shows how to compute accessible states, which are missing in [79]. s′ is intuitively
accessible from s (i.e., s′ ∈ Rsc(s, i, j)) iff there is a state s such that it is indistinguishable
for the debtor i between being in s and s; but, for the creditor j there is no difference
between being in the intermediate state s and the accessible state s′. In the second part, the
semantics of commitments is defined as follows:

M ′, s |= C(i, j, ϕ) iff ∀s ′ ∈ S , if s ′ ∈ Rsc(s , i , j ), then s′ |= ϕ

The commitment formula is satisfied at s inM ′ if the consequence ϕ is true in every acces-
sible state from the current state computed usingRsc(s, i, j). In the last part, the problem of
model checking CTLC is formally transformed into the problems of model checking CTLK
(an extension of CTL with knowledge modality [75]) and ARCTL (an extension of CTL
with action formulae [73]). This transformation allows the authors to respectively use the
MCMAS tool and extended NuSMV tool [63]. The authors also verified the correctness of
the Contract Net protocol against some desirable properties, such as reachability, liveness
and safety, for example:

Example 2.3.9. Reachability property: given a particular state, is there a valid compu-
tation sequence to reach that state from an initial state. The following formula is used to
check that the ‘Payment’ state is reachable from the ‘Goods’ state in the NetBill protocol:
E (¬Goods U (Goods ∧ C (Cus ,Mer , sendPayment))).

The authors considered only 4 agents. It is clear that the proposed semantics meets our
criteria, except commitment action-oriented criteria.

Limitations:

1. This framework considered only unconditional commitments.

2. Unconditional and conditional commitment actions are not considered.

The authors improved their CTLC logic introduced in [51] with two temporal modalities to
represent and reason about fulfillment (Fu) and violation (V i) of commitments [53]. Given
that, they proceeded to develop a symbolic algorithm to perform the model checking prob-
lem of the presented logic; instead of transforming the problem of CTLC model checking
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into another existing problem. Such an algorithm is implemented on top of the MCMAS
model checker [64]. The authors considered the NetBill protocol as a case study with 20
agents. An example of a formula including the fulfillment modality is as follows:

Example 2.3.10. EF Fu(C (Cus ,Mer , sendPayment)), meaning that there is a path in
its future Cus fulfills its commitment by sending the promised payment toMer .

After one year, Bentahar et al. [15] and El Menshawy et al. [52] redefined: 1) the
social accessibility relation introduced in [53] in order to account for the intuition that
social commitments are conveyed through communication between interacting agents; and
2) the semantics of commitment and fulfillment modalities. In terms of time and space
complexity aspects, the authors removed the violation modality introduced in [53]. The
authors particularly used commitment and fulfillment temporal modalities along with CTL
modalities to express the violation of commitments in the form of temporal properties. An
example of the violation property is as follows:

Example 2.3.11. The violation property is valid when there is a computation path so that
in its future a commitment to deliver the requested goods is activated but from the moment
where the commitment is active, its fulfillment never happens along all possible computa-
tions: EF (C (Mer ,Cus , deliverGoods) ∧AG(¬Fu(C (Mer ,Cus , deliverGoods)))).

The refined logic is so-called CTLC+. For the verification process, Bentahar et al.
[15] adopted the direct verification technique by developing symbolic algorithms needed
for the added modalities. On the other hand, El Menshawy et al. [52] formally reduced
the problem of model checking CTLC+ into the problem of model checking ARCTL and
the problem of model checking GCTL∗ [18] (a generalized version of CTL∗ with action
formulae). This reduction process allows the authors to use the extended NuSMV symbolic
model checker and the CWB-NC automata-based model checker1. The authors in [52]
considered the NetBill protocol and the Contract Net protocol as two case studies with
varying size of agents ranging from 2 to 6 agents. The authors also expressed in CTLC+

a set of desirable properties such as safety and reachability to automatically check the
correctness of their protocols, for example:

Example 2.3.12. The safety property states that “something bad never happens”. The bad
situation happens when Mer fulfills its commitment by delivering the requested goods, but
Cus never commits to send the payment:
AG¬(Fu(C (Mer ,Cus , deliverGoods) ∧ AG¬ C (Cus ,Mer , sendPayment))).

1http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/cwb/
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To come into the evaluation of [15, 52], the semantics of these proposals meets our
criteria, except commitment action-oriented criteria.

Limitations:

1. This framework considered only unconditional commitments.

2. There is no semantics for other unconditional commitment actions.

3. The semantics of the fulfillment modality implies that the unconditional
commitment is active at the moment of its fulfillment: Fu(C(i, j, ϕ)) →

C(i, j, ϕ). This paradox is not commonly accepted in the literature (see for
example [81, 97, 106]).

The authors in [3] combined CTLK (an extension of CTL with knowledge modality
[75]) and CTLC+ introduced in [15, 52] in order to study the logical relationship between
agents knowledge and commitments. By expressing and figuring out a set of reasoning pos-
tulates, which include knowledge and commitments together, they identified a set of para-
doxes. Some of these paradoxes are solved by relaxing the conditions of the accessibility
relation introduced in [15, 52] and other paradoxes are addressed by adding other condi-
tions. All these solutions conducted the authors to produce another logic called CTLKC+.
They also adopted a reduction technique [4], which formally transforms the problem of
model checking CTLKC+ into the problem of model checking an existing logic of ac-
tion called ARCTL in order to get benefit from the extended version of NuSMV dedicated
to ARCTL. On the same direction of research, the logical relationship between probability
and unconditional commitments and their fulfillments has been studied in [88, 87] in a logic
called probabilistic computation tree logic of commitments (PCTLC). In fact, PCTLC is a
combination of the probabilistic extension of CTL called PCTL and CTLC+ introduced in
[15, 52]. The problem of model checking PCTLC is transformed into the problem of model
checking PCTL to take benefit of existing model checker PRISM. The authors considered
the the oblivious transfer protocol (OTP), taken from the cryptography domain, as a case
study. In their simulation results, they considered a system of 24 agents.

Limitation: since the proposals of Faisal et al. and Sultan et al. are based on the
CTLC+ logic introduced in [15, 52], these proposals share the same evaluation and
limitations with regard to our criteria.

The following table (Table 3) summarizes our results of evaluating the extended CTL-
based approaches. Except [79] in the table, other approaches considered only unconditional
commitments and their fulfillment actions.
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Table 3: Summary of extended CTL-based approaches
Agent Communication Commitment Action Verific.

Semantics Method
For. Dec. Mea. Ver. Mod. Sem. Mod. Sem.

Singh [79] � � � � temporal � � � model
modality checking-like

El Menshawy � � � � temporal � � � model checking
et al. [51] modality (formal

translation to
MCMAS
and NuSMV)

El Menshawy � � � � temporal � temporal � dedicated a new
et al. [53] modality modalities model checking

for Fu algorithm
and Vi

Bentahar � � � � temporal � temporal � dedicated a new
et al. [15] modality modality model checking

for Fu algorithm
El Menshawy � � � � temporal � temporal � model checking
et al. [52] modality modality (formal

for Fu translation to
extended
NuSMV and
CWB-NC)

Faisal � � � � temporal � temporal � model checking
et al. [4] modality modality (formal

for Fu translation to
extended
NuSMV)

Sultan � � � � temporal � temporal � model checking
et al. [87] modality modality (formal

for Fu translation to
PRISM)
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2.3.3 Summary of limitations

We conclude this chapter by summarizing the current limitations as follows:

1. The current semantics of fulfilling unconditional commitments leads to counterintu-
itive situations (or paradox).

2. There is no suitable semantics for conditional commitments in the current CTL-based
approaches.

3. There is no formal semantics for conditional commitment actions in the current CTL-
based approaches.

4. With the strict implication operator used to model conditional commitments [79], we
cannot distinguish between different types of conditional commitments.

5. The current implementation clearly demonstrates very limited scalability in terms of
considered agents along with high memory consumption.

In Chapter 3, we propose a new temporal logic system to address these limitations by
extending the CTL modalities with two types of conditional commitment modalities and
conditional commitment action modalities. Moreover, we develop a new symbolic algo-
rithms for conditional commitments and all associated actions in Chapter 4. We also prove
the memory usage and running time of our algorithm are polynomial in Chapter 5 and its
scalability is high in terms of number of considered agents in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3

Temporal Logic of Conditional
Commitments and their Actions

This chapter1 covers:

− An overview about the proposed approach, a theory of conditional commitments,
motivation examples, and commitment life cycle.

− The formalism of interpreted systems [57] and our extended version of this formalism
[39, 52].

− The syntax and semantics of the developed CTLcc,α logic, which addresses Questions
1.3.1, 1.3.2, 1.3.3, and 1.3.4 mentioned in Chapter 1.

− A set of properties of CTLcc,α, a set of reasoning rules, and a set of action postulates,
which address Question 1.3.5 mentioned in Chapter 1.

3.1 An overview of the proposed approach

Despite the popularity of conditional commitments in multi-agent communication research,
they are yet to be seen to work well in real and concrete applications. We believe that the
fundamental road to success for conditional commitments is in an operational approach,
which ought to be rich and expressive enough to accommodate business scenarios of feasi-
ble utility and address the limitations identified in Chapter 2 in a reasonable and rigourous
way along with its ability to supply model checking at design time [32]. Figure 3 illustrates
the main parts of the proposed approach along with our contributions in the corresponding

1The results in this chapter are collected from our publications in [39, 41, 44].
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chapters. It specifically crosses over five different, but fully integrated and interoperable,
parts.

1. In the logical language part (which is the core of this chapter), we develop a new
branching-time temporal logic called CTLcc,α. This logic is an extension of the
CTL logic [32] with new modalities for two types of conditional commitments and
common conditional commitment actions. What makes the commitment language
CTLcc,α special is:

− Effectively modeling agent interactions (commitments) as temporal modalities;
− Effectively modeling agent conditional commitment actions as temporal modal-

ities;
− Accurately expressing state-based properties, including temporal commitment

properties; and
− Accurately expressing conditional commitment action-based properties.

By modeling agent interactions as temporal modalities, we: 1) have a concrete and
intuitive semantics that can be model checked at design time for conditional commit-
ments and conditional commitment actions; and 2) address the limitations of mod-
eling unconditional commitments as fluents [23] and predicates [106] (see Chapter
2). Expressing only state-based properties as in all CTL-based approaches discussed
in Chapter 2 limits to some extent the expressive power of the logical language, and
thus restricts the specifications to only propositional messages without being able to
consider action messages that agents can perform. Moreover, the current main ap-
proaches (mental and social) have concentrated on the semantic part of agent commu-
nication by capturing pre- and post-conditions needed to exchange messages among
agents without capturing in a suitable way the dynamic interactions. The following
example clarifies this limitation:

Example 3.1.1. From the recent semantics of FIPA-ACL messages called FIPA-SL2,
the mental semantics of the performative inform is defined as follows:

〈i , inform(j , ϕ)〉

feasibility precondition: Biϕ ∧ ¬Bi(Bfjϕ ∨Ufjϕ)

rational effect: Bjϕ

2FIPA SL content language specification: http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00008/index.html
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Figure 3: The main parts of the proposed approach

This semantics is formally defined by a quantified multi-modal logic with several
referential quantifiers (e.g., any and all) and action operators (e.g., feasible and
done). Precondition: agent i informs agent j thatϕ, meaning i believes ϕ and doesn’t
believe that: 1) j believes ϕ or its negation; or 2) j is uncertain about the truth or
falsity of ϕ. Postcondition (or the rational effect): the receiver agent j will believe ϕ.

From the designer perspective, a transition beginning at the precondition state and
ending at the postcondition state exists, but it is not well-defined, because the sys-
tem’s states change without reflecting explicitly the source reasons that cause the
transitions to be taken. Thus, the transitions should be labeled with guarded condi-
tions (actions) needed to fire these transitions, provided the satisfaction of precon-
ditions. In fact, the natural way of modeling interaction among intelligent agents is
through performing actions as outlined in the philosophical speech act theory [7],
the cornerstone of agent communication theory: “Almost any speech act is really the
performance of several acts at once”. The core of this theory is the illocutionary
act, which captures the basic principle indicating that “by saying something, we do
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something”.

2. In the second part, we present a set of valid properties, a set of reasoning rules, and a
set of action postulates in order to explore the capabilities of CTLcc,α in the current
chapter. Furthermore, we propose a new life cycle of conditional commitments in
the same part.

3. In the third part (symbolic algorithm and its theoretical results and implementation),
we start by developing a new symbolic algorithm to tackle the problem of model
checking CTLcc,α. Instead of developing our algorithm from scratch, we extend the
standard CTLmodel checking algorithm introduced in [32] with symbolic algorithms
needed for our new modalities (see Chapter 4). In fact, symbolic techniques alleviate
the state explosion problem, but cannot eliminate it totally as the space still increases
when the model is getting larger [32]. In this part, we also investigate important
theoretical results of our algorithm: soundness and termination. In this part, we
completely implement our algorithm and then assemble it on top of the symbolic
model checker MCMAS [64] (see Chapter 4). MCMAS is developed to automati-
cally and directly test MASs specifications. Such an implementation is not an ob-
vious task nor trivial as we need first to encode Boolean formulae representing all
components of the model as well as the states and sets of states computed by the de-
veloped algorithm in OBDDs. We then add our symbolic algorithms along with other
modifications needed for the implementation interest. The resulting symbolic model
checker is so-called MCMAS+. We also extend MCMAS’s input modeling and en-
coding language called ISPL with shared and unshared variables needed for agent
interactions and with the syntactic grammar of new modalities in order to produce
a new one called ISPL+. In addition to MCMAS+ inherits the powerful capabilities
of MCMAS, we develop and implement Java modules, which extend the MCMAS
graphical user interface to: 1) consider our new modalities; and 2) display models.
The latter extension in fact improves the usability of the graphical user interface.

4. In the complexity analysis part in Figure 3, we analyze the time and space com-
plexity of the developed algorithm in the third part. A positive result of our model
checking algorithm is that its analyzed time complexity is P-complete for explicit
models and its analyzed space complexity is PSPACE-complete for concurrent pro-
grams (see Chapter 5). This is because model checking CTLcc,α has the same time
and space computational complexity of model checking CTL although CTLcc,α ex-
tends CTL. We utilize a reduction technique to compute the upper and lower bounds
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of the problem of model checking CTLcc,α. The motivation behind considering the
complexity of our model checking algorithm for concurrent programs that provide
compact representations is that explicit representations where states and transitions
are listed explicitly (as Kripke-like structures) are not supported in practice by actual
model checking tools. In particular, practical model checkers such as MCMAS (for
CTL), NuSMV (for CTL), SPIN (for LTL), and CWB-NC (for GCTL∗ and CTL∗)
have the flavour of compact modeling languages that disagree upon details and pro-
vide the tool with a relatively high-level method of defining concurrent programs.
The explicit models are obtained as the product of the components of concurrent
programs. Thus, the size of explicit models is exponential in the size of components,
since the evolution of the system results from joint actions of the components, as we
shown in [52].

5. In the application part, we illustrate the feasibility, efficiency and scalability of our
approach through a set of reasonable and business-oriented case studies (see Chap-
ter 6). Such case studies are taken from the business protocol domain, health care
domain, and web service composition domain. In each application, we will help
designers to model, express properties in CTLcc,α, encode, and verify the applica-
tion correctness. We also report our experimental results, evaluate the effectiveness
of the developed algorithm using different interaction techniques, and compare the
experimental results with existing approaches (if any).

3.2 Conditional commitments, motivation examples and

commitment life cycle

3.2.1 The theory of social commitments

Commitments socially represent the engagement of one software intelligent agent or party
with another party. The party who “owes” the commitment is termed the debtor and the
other party is termed the creditor [83]. That is, a commitment represents a peer-to-peer
interaction pattern, which is started by her debtor and directed towards her creditor. Every
party looks for some profits from the commitment and is ready to receive some obligations
in order to incur them. Commitments provide a method to precisely represent, reason, and
model software agents inter-interactions in the form of obligatory contracts [35, 38]. Social
and objective commitments have been the subject of considerable research and witnessed
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a huge growth in the literature of agent communication over the past two decades, as on
the one hand, they preserve agents flexibility and autonomy [9, 15, 49] and on the other
hand provide an effective way to qualify the degree of autonomy and interdependency of
software agents [52, 83, 103]. They also provide a good basis for verifying the compliance
of agents’ behaviors with specifications [15, 53, 52]. There are two sorts of social com-
mitments: unconditional and conditional (see for example [9, 36, 52, 49]). Unconditional
commitment has the shape C (Dt ,Ct ,Csq) where Dt is her debtor, Ct her creditor, and
Csq the consequence the debtor will bring about. Conditional commitment has the form
CC (Dt ,Ct ,Ant , Csq) wherein the debtor can only devote to the creditor to bring about
some consequences (Csq) as long as some antecedents Ant are met. In the theory of social
commitments, agents’ behaviors can be understood in terms of how they affect the social
state of their active commitments. Such dynamic behaviors are captured by a set of legal
actions called commitment actions. There are duplex actions (fulfill, cancel, and release),
which have two parties and triplex actions (assign and delegate), which include three par-
ties. These actions enable us to define the life cycle of conditional commitment: a set of
states connected by directed transitions, which are labeled with duplex/triplex actions.

While current approaches do not distinguish between different but related types of con-
ditional commitments, in the logical language part of our approach, we distinguish strong
conditional commitments from classical or weak ones. Concretely, weak commitments
are those that can be activated even if the antecedent will never be satisfied, while strong
commitments are solely activated when there is a possibility to satisfy their antecedents.
Keeping in mind that as the focus is on model checking, the model is entirely known be-
cause the real system is abstracted into a fully analyzable finite state model3. To demystify
the motivation behind distinguishing between weak and strong conditional commitments
and giving an importance for introducing strong conditional commitments, let us examine
the following examples.

3.2.2 Motivation examples for weak and strong commitments

We start with a key business scenarios taken from the NetBill protocol.

Example 3.2.1. Consider the NetBill protocol [84] as modeled using event calculus in
[104, 106]. Social commitments conventionally allow us to flexibly specify the protocol.
For instance, they enable us to begin the interaction by: 1) a merchant commits to present

3The fact that the model has finite states and infinite transitions is a common assumption in the literature
of model checking approaches (see for example [32]).
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an offer without receiving a request from a customer (as it happens for advertising); 2)
a merchant can commit to deliver some goods for trial without asking a customer for ac-
cepting the price; or 3) a customer commits to accept the price quote before the merchant
proposes one, mimicking the customer’s trust on the fact that the merchant will make an
offer.

From the example, it is not suitable to presume that the interaction can be relied on
the trust that the agents have toward the others. Agents are indeed heterogeneous and
therefore there are no guarantees on how they are implemented (e.g., how to distinguish
malicious agents?). Suppose the customer has some reasons for trusting the merchant,
what takes place when the merchant is willing but is practically unable to present the offer?
Therefore, the distinction between strong and weak conditional commitments would help
us address the shortcomings regarding the temporal ordering between the acquisition of
antecedents and consequences of commitments (cf. Definition 3.4.3 for the defined formal
semantics). More specifically, if we model the conditional commitment about accepting the
price quote by the customer as a strong one, it will not be active (i.e., it will not exist) until
there is at least one possibility in the agent’s model to receive the offer by the merchant.
However, it is not sufficient to modify the commitment antecedent by modeling that the
commitment is in place when there is a request to do so and there is one available (as in
Singh’s modeling using the strict operator [79]), because we will: 1) lose the flexibility
of social commitment-based approaches according to which a commitment can take place
even if there is no chance to satisfy the antecedent (which is commonly agreed on the
literature and reflected in the previous operational semantics of conditional commitments,
see for example [104, 106, 97]); and 2) not be able to take advantage of opportunities or
to handle exceptions that could appear during interactions. For these reasons, we introduce
weak commitments on top of strong commitments, which for instance can be exploited to
model the conditional commitment about presenting the offer (i.e., a commitment will be
in place) even if we know that the antecedent will never be satisfied (i.e., there is no way to
send a request by the customer).

Now, we consider the following examples taken from the health care setting. Some of
these examples are discussed in [81, 70].

Example 3.2.2. An insurance company strongly commits to reimburse a covered patient
for a health procedure provided the patient obtains an approval from the company prior to
the health procedure. Otherwise, the patient would delay going in for the procedure until
she gets an approval. The commitment is strong because there is always a way to obtain
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the approval.

Example 3.2.3. A physician devotes to a patient that if the patient has any sign of heart
trouble after signing up with her, the patient will be immediately referred to a laboratory
for tests, the results of which will be evaluated by a specialist. The commitment is strong
as there is a chance that the antecedent will be met.

Example 3.2.4. A pharmacy strongly commits to provide medicine only if the patient pays
and shows a prescription for it, an antecedent which is always possible.

Example 3.2.5. A surgeon cannot strongly commit to replace an organ unless there is
assuring possibility to find a good one (thinking about getting liver transplants).

As a result, strong commitments are very significant and capture real and cooperative
situations that weak commitments cannot suitably model. Also, they often give more confi-
dence in terms of their fulfillments than the weak ones. For instance, when the good organ
exists, then the fulfillment degree of the surgeon’s commitment to replace the defective one
is very high.

3.2.3 Conditional commitment life cycle

In our state machine (also called conditional commitment life cycle), a conditional commit-
ment (either strong or weak) can be held in one social state and remains in this state until
a duplex/triplex action is directly applied to it. Figure 4 depicts a conditional commitment
life cycle in a directed graph where solid arrows represent the transitions from a com-
mitment state to another and dashed arrows represent the creation of a new commitment
induced by delegate and assign actions on an active commitment. We initially presume any
potential conditional commitment is in the Not Active state. When the creation action is
performed, the commitment state turns to the Active state. The active commitment can be
in one of the following states.

1. When commitment is fulfilled by her debtor, the commitment becomes no longer
active. The commitment state is then changed from the Active state into the Fulfilled
state.

2. When commitment is revoked by her debtor, the commitment becomes no longer
active and her Active state will be moved to the Canceled state.

3. When commitment is released by her creditor to free her debtor, the commitment
becomes no longer active and her Active state will be moved to the Released state.
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Figure 4: Conditional commitment life cycle

4. When commitment is delegated by her debtor to shift her role to another software
agent called delegatee, then the delegatee agent creates a new commitment on behalf
of the delegator. The Active state is moved to the Delegated state.

5. When commitment is assigned by her creditor to transfer her commitment to another
software agent called assignee, then the assignee becomes the creditor of the new
commitment. The Active state is moved to the Assigned state.

Several approaches have discussed the social commitment life cycle [23, 49, 82]. How-
ever, these approaches require first to detach conditional commitments as long as their
antecedents are satisfied into unconditional ones and then apply commitment actions to
the detached ones (i.e., unconditional commitments). For instance, the recent life cycle
introduced by Chesani et al. [23] (see Figure 2, page 97 in this reference) doesn’t have
the possibility to apply commitment actions (e.g., discharge or fulfill action) to conditional
commitments directly and this is why the formal semantics of conditional commitment
actions are yet to be investigated. Therefore, our life cycle is the first proposal that for-
mally applies commitment actions directly to conditional commitments. This life cycle
is implemented by local and social transition functions in our case studies in which these
commitment actions are defined in the model of interacting agents as local communicative
actions (see Section 3.3 for the formalization of these functions). Concretely, such an im-
plementation considers the changes that a conditional commitment might go through from
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activation to termination. Moreover, our life cycle is flexible as it can support any inter-
action pattern in real life scenarios subject to a mapping relation, such as the “count as”
relation in Searel’s theory [78] and the “means” construct in [26] and [11]. The mapping
relation in principle captures the social meaning of performing a specific action within
a certain context. For example, we can directly map protocol messages such as ‘deliver
goods’ message into a ‘fulfill’ action in a direct and natural way.

3.3 Extended version of interpreted systems

The formalism of interpreted systems [57] provides a very popular mainstream framework
for modeling and reasoning about MASs. This framework locally models autonomous
and heterogeneous agents who interoperate within a global system via sending and receiv-
ing messages [15, 53, 52]. The interactions among agents are implemented by the use of
message-passing systems. In [39, 52], we extended this formalism with sets of shared and
unshared variables to account for interactions that occur during the execution of MASs.
These variables play an essential role in the definition of the social accessibility relation.
In the extended version of interpreted systems, a MAS is a composed set of software intel-
ligent agents A = {1, . . . , n} plus the environment agent e.

− Each software agent i ∈ A is described by:

1. A set Li of instantaneous and finite local states. Each private local state li

represents the whole information about the system that the agent has at a given
moment.

2. A setActi of finite local actions available to the agent, including the conditional
commitment actions Actci = {Fulfill ,Cancel ,Release, Delegate,Assign} and
null action, which refers to the fact of doing nothing. Differently from Li, Acti
is public and accounts for the temporal evolution of the system.

3. A set V ari of at most n − 1 local variables to model communication channels
with all other agents. Through such channels values are sent and received as in
distributed systems. Intuitively, |V ari| ≤ n−1 as i might not have communi-
cation channels with particular agents.

4. A local protocol function Pi : Li → 2Acti , which represents the decision mak-
ing procedure of i and produces the set of enabled actions that might be per-
formed by i in a given local state. When more than one action is enabled, it is
assumed that an agent selects non-deterministicallywhich action to perform.
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5. A set ιi ⊆ Li of initial states.
6. A local transition function τi : Li × Acti → Li, which defines the evolution

from a local state to another local state given a local action.

− An environment agent e: agents interact with each other and with an “environment”
e. This can be seen as a special agent, which can capture any information that may
not pertain to a specific agent. It is modeled by Le, V are, Acte,Pe, ιe and τe with the
above meanings. The local states in Le are public, i.e., all the remaining agents can
access.

− Having described the formalism of n + 1 agents, the MAS system can be described
as follows:
1. The notion of social state (termed global state in [57]) represents the instanta-

neous configuration (or screenshot) of all agents in the MAS system at a certain
moment. A social state s ∈ S is a tuple s = (l1, . . . , ln, le) where each element
li ∈ Li represents the i’s local state along with the environment state le.

2. The set of all social states S ⊆ L1 × . . .× Ln × Le is a subset of the Cartesian
product of all local states of all agents and the environment agent.

3. A social transition function is defined as τ : S × ACT → S, where ACT =

Act1 × Act2 × · · · × Actn × Acte and each component a ∈ ACT is a joint or
shared action, which is a tuple of actions (one for each agent).

4. Let li(s) denotes the local state of the software agent i in the social state s and
the value of a variable x in the set V ari at li(s) is denoted by lxi (s). When
li(s) = li(s

′), then for all x ∈ V ari we have lxi (s) = lxi (s
′).

5. To allow agent i to communicate with agent j, they should share a channel,
which is represented by a shared variable between them. Formally, a communi-
cation channel between i and j coexists as long as |V ari ∩ V arj| = 1. For the
variable x ∈ Vari ∩ Varj , lxi (s) = lxj (s

′) means that the values of x in li(s) for
i and in lj(s′) for j are the same. Intuitively, the existence of a communication
channel between i in s and j in s′ means the value of the variable x has been
sent by one of them towards the other, therefore, i and j will have the same
value for this variable as a consequence of the communication between them.

6. The valuation function V : AP → 2S defines what atomic propositions are true
from the set AP at system states.

In summary, the extended version of the formalism of interpreted systems is denoted by the
tuple IS+ =

(
{Li, V ari, Acti,Pi, τi, ιi}i∈A, {Le, V are, Acte,Pe, τe, ιe},V

)
. It easy to see
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that such a formalism provides a modular representation in the sense that components can
be replaced, removed or added with little modifications to the whole representation [46].

3.4 The CTLcc,α logic

The semantics of CTLcc,α formulae is interpreted using a model generated from the ex-
tended version of interpreted systems discussed above.

Definition 3.4.1 (CTLcc,α models). A temporal model M =
(
S, I, T, {∼i→j | (i, j) ∈

A2}, {Rci| i ∈ A},V
)
is generated from IS+ =

(
{Li, V ari, Acti,Pi, τi, ιi}i∈A, {Le, Acte,

Pe, τe, ιe},V
)
by synchronising joint actions of n + 1 composed agent models as follows:

− S is a set of social states for the system.

− I ⊆ ι1 × . . .× ιn × ιe is a set of initial states for the system such that I ⊆ S.

− T ⊆ S × S is a total temporal relation (i.e., each state has at least one successor)
defined by (s, s′) ∈ T iff there exists a joint action (a1, . . . , an, ae) ∈ ACT such that
τ(s, a1, . . . , an, ae) = s′.

− For each pair of software agents (i, j) ∈ A2, ∼i→j⊆ S × S is a social accessibility
relation defined by s ∼i→j s

′ iff the following conditions hold:

1. li(s) = li(s
′).

2. (s, s′) ∈ T .

3. V ari ∩ V arj �= ∅ and ∀x ∈ V ari ∩ V arj we have lxi (s) = lxj (s
′).

4. ∀y ∈ V arj− V ari we have lyj (s) = l
y
j (s

′).

− For each software agent i ∈ A, Rci ⊆ Li × Actci × Li is a local labeled transition
relation defined by (li(s), ai, li(s′)) ∈ Rci if τi(li(s), ai) = li(s

′).

− V : AP → 2S is a valuation function defined as in IS+.

Similar to standard CTL model, the model M conceptualizes time as a tree-like structure
whose nodes correspond to the states of the system being considered. The paths of the tree
represent all choices in the future that agents have when they participate in conversations
and protocols, while the past is linear. Concretely, the underlying time domain in M is
discrete, i.e., the present moment refers to the current state, the next moment corresponds
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to the immediate successor state in a given path and a transition represents a social interac-
tion between agents and corresponds to the advance of a single time-unit. This means that
there is no notion of real time, while reasoning about discrete time is possible through state
variables that keep track of time and count transition steps. Notice that ∼i→j captures the
intuition that for a conditional commitment to take place, a communication channel should
exist between i and j through the shared variable, and the accessible state s′ (where ϕ and
ψ hold) is reachable in one step using T 4 and is indistinguishable from the current state
s for i as i is the agent who is committing (which reflects the persistence of i towards its
commitment); however, for j who is receiving the commitment, the two states are different
as new information is obtained from i through the communication channel and this is why
in the accessible state, j has the same value as i has for the shared variable (i.e., the content
of the communication channel). Furthermore, the accessible state is not completely differ-
ent from the current state for j as some information is still the same, and this is why for the
unshared variables, the current and accessible states for j are indistinguishable. Moreover,
Rci is in fact the projection of τ by τi labeled by ai ∈ Actci . It enables us to locally label
transitions with commitment actions applied to active commitments and to formally define
the intuitive and reasonable semantics of commitment action modalities.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of establishing a communication channel among two

Figure 5: An example of accessibility relation ∼i→j where ! and ? refer to sending and
receiving value.

social states: s = (i0, j0) and s′ = (i0, j1). In this example, two agents are communicating
and the shared and unshared variables for these agents are as follows. Agent i: V ari = {x}.
Agent j: V arj = {x, y}. In the figure, x is the shared variable (i.e., it represents the com-
munication channel between i and j), and y is a j’s variable unshared with i. The value
of the variable x for j in the state s′ is changed to be equal to the value of this variable

4This condition is not only technical, but also practical. Its practical aspect is that the commitment is one
step-moment consuming. This moment is needed for sending the message to the addressee.
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for agent i, which illustrates the sequence: sending value, passing through the channel, and
receiving value. However, the value of the unshared variable y is unchanged. Notably,
the communication between two social states is not constrained to two agents, as the com-
munication can be established between n agents at two social states using n − 1 shared
variables representing communication channels for each agent. For example, suppose we
have agents {i, j, k} communicating together to form a MAS system, then each social state
will contain 3 agents. In this system, i can communicate with j using shared variable x and
i can communicate with k using shared variable y. Similarly, j can communicate with k

and i using shared variables z and x. The communication channels of k can be represented
by y and z. Furthermore, the proposed approach supports synchronous communication be-
cause our extended version of the interpreted system formalism is like the original version,
which is composed by the Cartesian product of the set of n + 1 agents synchronized by
joint actions. However, supporting synchronous communication is independent from the
shared variables, which merely motivate the existence of channels for communication. This
explains why the communication channels don’t change over time as they are independent
from the communication content itself.

3.4.1 Comparing models of CTLcc,α and CTLC+

At the first glance, the models of CTLcc,α and CTLC+ introduced in [15] seem to be similar.
In this section, we will show that they have different semantics. Particularly, these two
models are not equivalent with respect to the definition of the accessibility relation. On
the one hand, the accessibility relation in CTLC+ is defined as follows: s ∼′

i→j s′ iff 1)
li(s)= li(s

′); 2) there exists at most one shared variable x, denoted by ∃!x ∈ V ari ∩ V arj ,
such that lxi (s)= lxj (s

′); 3) ∀y ∈ V arj − V ari we have lyj (s)= l
y
j (s

′); and 4) s′ is reachable
from s using transitions defined by T . Note that we discriminate the two accessibility
relations by using ∼i→j for CTLcc,α and ∼′

i→j for CTLC+. This definition shows that
the accessibility relation ∼′

i→j is shift-reflexive and transitive, which is not the case in
the CTLcc,α model. The transitivity of the accessibility relation, as shown in Lemma 1 in
[15], is indeed the reason of generating a spurious paradox, which we called fulfillment
paradox and discussed in Chapter 1 along with a reasonable example. On the other hand,
in the CTLcc,α model, we added the condition ((s, s′) ∈ T ) in the definition of the social
accessibility relation (Condition 2), which makes the accessibility relation not transitive so
as to address this paradox. Figure 6 depicts an example of the CTLC+ model, which is not
the CTLcc,α model. By considering the four conditions of the accessibility relation ∼′

i→j
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Figure 6: An example of the CTLC+ model, which is not the CTLcc,α model

defined in [15]: 1) the local states of the debtor agent i are indistinguishable in s0 and s2

(li(s0) = li(s2)); 2) there exists one shared variable x and its value for the debtor i and
creditor j in s2 is the same (lxi (s0) = lxj (s2)); 3) the value of the unshared variable y for
the creditor is unchanged in s0 and s2 (lyj (s0) = l

y
j (s2)); and 4) the accessible states are

reachable using a sequence of transitions, we get s2 is the only accessible state from s0.
It is obvious that this CTLC+ model cannot be considered as a CTLcc,α model because s2
should be the next state of s0—not only reachable from s0 using a sequence of transitions—
to be an accessible state (Condition 2 in Definition 3.4.1). If we remove the accessibility
from s0 to s2, the resulting model would not be neither CTLC+ nor CTLcc,α because the
seriality will be violated. Another example is shown in Figure 7. Part (a) depicts a CTLcc,α

model and part (b) shows the corresponding CTLC+ model. We can readily see that the
two models are different.

Figure 7: An example of the CTLcc,α model (part (a)) and the CTLC+ model (part (b))

The modelM is semantically unwind into a set of execution paths in which each path
π = s0, s1, . . . is an infinite sequence of social states increasing simultaneously over time
such that si ∈ S and (si, si+1) ∈ T for each i ≥ 0. π(k) is the kth state of the path π. The
set of all paths starting in s is denoted by Π(s).
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3.4.2 Syntax of CTLcc,α

Definition 3.4.2. The syntax of CTLcc,α is defined as follows:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | EXϕ | EGϕ | E(ϕ U ϕ) | CC | α

CC ::= ξCC(i, j, ϕ, ϕ)

α ::= Fuξ(i,CC) | Caξ(i,CC) | Reξ(j,CC) | Deξ(i, k,CC) | Asξ(j, k,CC)

where:
− ξ ∈ {W,S} refers to weak and strong. p, ¬, ∨, E, A, X , G, and U are defined in
Definition 2.1.1 in Chapter 2.

− i and j ∈ A are two agents. WCC, SCC, FuW , FuS, CaW , CaS, ReW , ReS,
DeW , DeS, AsW , and AsS stand for weak and strong conditional commitments
and their fulfillments, cancelations, releases, delegations, and assignments, respec-
tively.

The syntactic grammar rules of CTLcc,α have in principle three different but integrated
parts: propositional part, temporal part, and communication part.
Propositional part: The propositional part is in fact a propositional logic and consists of
a set of atomic propositions and a set of Boolean connectives. Propositions are declarative
statements that can be evaluated into true or false and represent essentially facts. Each
fact is declared using the perfective aspect in the English language. For example, with
respect to the NetBill protocol, atomic propositions will represent statements such as “the
requested goods have been delivered”, “the agreed payment has been made”, and so on.
Propositions with explicit time and propositions with explicit data, such as “the requested
good is delivered by 5:30PM”, and “the agreed payment is 500$” can also be approximated.
Also, we denote the set of atomic propositions that hold at a given state s by V(s). We
in turn use it to implement our methodology of representing declarative statements that
include facts and facts with explicit domain variables (e.g., amount of money) as atomic
propositions. Other Boolean connectives can be abbreviated in terms of the above as usual
(see Definition 2.1.1 in Chapter 2).
Temporal part: The temporal part: 1) allows us to represent and reason about temporal
qualitative requirements and to reason about the satisfaction of propositions in the past and
future modes; and 2) uses the quantifiers to restrict the execution of paths. The reading of
the formulaeEXϕ, EGϕ, andE(ϕ U ψ) and the abbreviations of other temporal operators
are introduced in Definition 2.1.1 in Chapter 2.
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Communication part: The communication part focuses on modeling interactions among
agents using social commitments and their actions modalities. By using these modalities to
express interaction requirements, the resulting properties are called communication prop-
erties. The formula WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) is read as “agent i
weakly (respectively, strongly) commits towards agent j to consequently satisfy ϕ once
the antecedent ψ holds”. Since the antecedent ψ and the consequence ϕ in the context of
commitment modality can be any arbitrary CTLcc,α formula, so they would be conditional
commitments as well. Commitment antecedents can also express the past using the until
operator in the usual way (see for example our formalization to the scenario presented in
Example 3.2.3). Moreover, as we mentioned earlier, the main difference between our two
types of conditional commitments (weak and strong) is that a weak commitment can be ac-
tivated even when the antecedent is false in all accessible states, while a strong commitment
does exist solely when there exists at least one accessible state satisfying the antecedent.
In other words, an agent can strongly commit only when there is a possibility that the an-
tecedent could be satisfied given that the model is known at design time, thanks to the fact
that the model has finite states. The insurance company’s compliance with the commitment
mentioned in Example 3.2.2 would be modeled as follows:

AG
(
SCC (Ins ,Pat ,

(
A(¬Claim(Reimbursed) U (Claim(Approved) ∧

¬ Claim(Reimbursed))),EXEFClaim(Reimbursed)
))

It means the insurance company always strongly commits to reimburse a covered patient’s
claim for a health procedure merely if the patient obtains an approval for her claim from
the company prior to the health procedure; an antecedent which is possible to hold. The
physician’s compliance with the commitment mentioned in Example 3.2.3 is expressed as
follows:

AG
(
SCC (Phy ,Pat ,

(
¬ E (¬HeartReport(Signed) U HeartReport(Trouble)),

¬ E (¬Lab(Test) U Lab(Evaluate))
))

It means the physician always strongly commits to a patient when the patient has any sign of
heart trouble after signing up with her, then she will be immediately referred to a laboratory
for tests in order to evaluate the results. This technical difference is cleared in Definition
3.4.3.

In the duplex party action formulae, FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively, FuW (i,

WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))) is read as “agent i has fulfilled her strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
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(respectively, weak commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) towards agent j”; CaS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ,

ϕ)) (respectively, CaW (i, WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))) is read as “agent i has canceled her strong
commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, weak commitment WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) towards
agent j”; and ReS(j, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively,ReW (j,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))) is read as
“agent j has released agent i from her strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively,
weak commitment WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))”. In the triplex party action formulae, DeS(i, k,

SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively, DeW (i, k,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))) is read as “agent i has del-
egated her role to agent k in her strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, weak
commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))”; and AsS(j, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively, AsW (j, k,

WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))) is read as “agent j has assigned her strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

(respectively, weak commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) to agent k”. For the readability purpose
of the actions syntax, a redundant argument is added to represent the agent that has the
right to perform the action under the assumption that the debtor agent creating a commit-
ment can fulfill, cancel, and delegate the commitment, while the creditor agent can release,
and assign the commitment directed to it.

Baldoni and colleagues [8, 9, 11] introduced a declarative language called 2CL to define
constraints among commitments through a set of operators capturing patterns often used
in interaction protocols. Internally, the constraints can be of different kinds: 1) some ex-
pressing temporal requirements on the satisfaction of antecedents and consequences; and 2)
some other just capturing a relation among commitments. The grounded semantics of these
constraints are defined by expressing their equivalent LTL formulae. Our language cap-
tures the temporal requirements between the antecedent and consequence of commitments,
as shown above. Also, we can capture temporal requirements in an orthogonal direction
about different commitments using the CTLcc,α temporal operators (e.g., the U operator),
while the relationship among different commitments can be defined using Boolean CTLcc,α

connectives. In terms of interacting agents’ flexibility, everything that is not impressed by
constraints is left free to the agents so as to define as propositions.

3.4.3 Semantics of CTLcc,α

Definition 3.4.3 (Satisfaction). Given the modelM , the satisfaction of a CTLcc,α formula
ϕ in a social state s denoted by (M, s) |= ϕ is defined in Tables 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

The formal semantics of the CTL formulae, a temporal fragment of CTLcc,α, is intro-
duced in Chapter 2. In Table 4, the state formulaWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) is satisfied in the model
M at s iff the consequence ϕ holds in every state satisfying ψ and accessible from s via
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∼i→j . The semantics of the strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) is similar, but we add
Condition 1 to stress that the antecedent ψ and the consequent ϕ of commitments should
be achieved at least in one state accessible from s, which is necessitated in business com-
mitments in a strong manner. The proposed semantics is close to the semantics introduced

Table 4: The semantics of the weak and strong commitment formulae
(M, s) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) iff ∀s′ ∈ S s .t . s ∼i→j s

′ and (M, s′) |= ψ, we have

(M, s′) |= ϕ

(M, s) |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) iff 1) ∃s′∈ S s .t . s∼i→j s
′ and (M, s′) |= ψ, and

2) (M, s) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

by Singh [81] for practical commitments. Singh’s semantics is defined by first comput-
ing the set of states where the consequence holds and then testing whether these states are
among the set of sets of states satisfying the antecedent, which in turn explicitly means
this set of states should satisfy the consequence and antecedent of commitment together.
Moreover, our semantics guarantee that any conflict between two or more strong commit-
ments (enforceable commitments) will not exist as if one commitment has been activated,
the other conflicting commitments will be not active in the same state (cf. R11 in Section
3.6). Also, two conflicting commitments can be individually enforceable in different states
in the future.

In Table 5, the state formula FuW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) is satisfied in the modelM at s
iff s satisfies the consequence ϕ and the negation of the weak commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

as well as there exists a state s′ at which i performs an action to fulfill her commitment
holding at s′ and s is “seen” and reached from this state via ∼i→j and Rci . The idea
behind this semantics is to say that a weak commitment is fulfilled when we reach an

Table 5: The semantics of the fulfillment action formulae
(M, s) |= FuW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (li(s

′),Fulfill i,
li(s)) ∈ Rci and (M, s′) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ϕ ∧ ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

(M, s) |= FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (li(s
′),Fulfill i,

li(s)) ∈ Rci and (M, s′) |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ψ ∧ ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

accessible state from the weak commitment state by performing the fulfillment action in
which the consequence holds and the weak commitment becomes no longer active. The
semantics of the strong fulfillment FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) is similar, but the focus is on
checking the satisfiability of the antecedent ψ. This is because—from the semantics of
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the strong conditional commitment—we guarantee that whenever ψ holds in an accessible
state, then the consequence ϕ holds as well. By stressing that the active commitment
should be terminated in the fulfillment state, we address the fulfillment paradox appeared
in [15] (Proposition 2) and discussed in Chapter 1. Recall that this paradox results from
the assumption: unconditional commitment should be active when it comes time to its
fulfillment, formally: Fu(C(i, j, ϕ))→ C(i, j, ϕ). Terminating (or deleting) commitment
being fulfilled is stated explicitly in the operational semantics introduced in [106, 97, 81,
23]. Singh, for instance, uses the following postulate: ϕ → ¬C(i, j, ψ, ϕ) where C could
be a practical or dialectical conditional commitment [81].

In Table 6, the formulaCaS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively,CaW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
is satisfied in M at s iff there exists a state s′ at which i performs an action to cancel her
strong (respectively, weak) commitment holding at s′ and s is seen and reached from the
state s′ via ∼i→j and Rci . And the current state s satisfies the negation of both the an-
tecedent ψ (respectively, consequence ϕ) and strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respec-
tively, weak commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)).

Table 6: The semantics of the cancelation action formulae
(M, s) |= CaS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (li(s

′),Cancel i,
li(s)) ∈ Rci and (M, s′) |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ¬ψ ∧ ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

(M, s) |= CaW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (li(s
′),Cancel i,

li(s)) ∈ Rci and (M, s′) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ¬ϕ ∧ ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

In Table 7, the formulaReS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively,ReW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
is satisfied in M at s iff there exists a state s′ at which j performs an action to release
the agent i from her strong (respectively, weak) commitment holding at s′ and s is seen
and reached from the state s′ via ∼i→j and Rcj . And the current state s satisfies the
negation of both the antecedent ψ (respectively, consequence ϕ) and strong commitment
SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, weak commitment WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)). The only difference
between the semantics of cancelation and release action formulae is the intelligent agent
that performs these actions and the label of the local transition.

In Table 8, the formulaDeS(i, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively,DeW (i, k,WCC(i, j,

ψ, ϕ))) is satisfied inM at s iff there exists a state s′ at which i performs an action to del-
egate her strong (respectively, weak) commitment holding at s′ to another agent k and s

is seen and reached from the state s′ via ∼i→j and Rci . And the current state s satis-
fies the negation of the antecedent ψ (respectively, consequence ϕ) and strong commitment
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Table 7: The semantics of the release action formulae
(M, s) |= ReS(j, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (lj(s

′),Releasej,
lj(s)) ∈ Rcj and (M, s′) |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ¬ψ ∧ ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

(M, s) |= ReW (j,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (lj(s
′),Releasej,

lj(s)) ∈ Rcj and (M, s′) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ¬ψ ∧ ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, weak commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) as well as the new com-
mitment created by k.

Table 8: The semantics of the delegation action formulae
(M, s) |= DeS(i, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (li(s

′),Delegatei,
li(s)) ∈ Rci and (M, s′) |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) and
(M, s) |= ¬ψ ∧ ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)∧
SCC(k, j, ψ, ϕ)

(M, s) |= DeW (i, k,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (li(s
′),Delegatei,

li(s)) ∈ Rci and (M, s′) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ¬ϕ ∧ ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
∧WCC(k, j, ψ, ϕ)

In Table 9, the formulaAsS(j, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) (respectively,AsW (j, k,WCC(i, j,

ψ, ϕ))) is satisfied inM at s iff there exists a state s′ at which j performs an action to assign
her strong (respectively, weak) commitment holding at s′ to another agent k and s is seen
and reached from the state s′ via∼i→j andRcj . And the current state s satisfies the negation
of the antecedent ψ (respectively, consequence ϕ) and strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

(respectively, weak commitment WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) as well as the new commitment cre-
ated by k. The differences between the semantics of delegation and assignment action

Table 9: The semantics of the assignment action formulae
(M, s) |= AsS(j, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (lj(s

′),Assignj ,

lj(s)) ∈ Rcj and (M, s′) |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ¬ψ ∧ ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)∧
SCC(i, k, ψ, ϕ)

(M, s) |= AsW (j, k,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff ∃s′ ∈ S s .t . s′ ∼i→j s and (lj(s
′),Assignj ,

lj(s)) ∈ Rcj and (M, s′) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)
and (M, s) |= ¬ϕ ∧ ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)∧
WCC(i, k, ψ, ϕ)

formulae are the agent that performs these actions and created new commitments. Simply
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put, the idea of the proposed semantic rules is that a commitment is fulfilled (respectively
cancelled, released, delegated and assigned) when we reach an accessible state from the
commitment state by performing the fulfillment (respectively cancelation, release, delega-
tion and assignment) action in which the antecedent holds (respectively not holds) and the
commitment becomes no longer active as well as in the case of delegation and assignment
action formulae, a new commitment is created.

3.5 Properties of CTLcc,α

Here, we present some properties of the developed CTLcc,α logic. Such properties are valid
(i.e., they are true in all states of all models). Specifically, we group these properties into
three categories.

3.5.1 First group of properties

The former category captures the relationship between strong and weak commitments and
their actions.

Proposition 3.5.1. |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)→WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

Proposition 3.5.2. |= FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ FuW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

Proposition 3.5.3. |= SCC(i, j,�, ϕ) ≡WCC(i, j,�, ϕ)

Proposition 3.5.1 states that the set of strong commitments is a subset of the set of weak
commitments. It intuitively means if an agent strongly commits to bring about something
given an antecedent, it implicity weakly commits to bring about the same thing subject to
the same antecedent. Consequently, fulfilling the strong commitment will automatically
bring the fulfillment of the weak one (Proposition 3.5.2). From the defined semantics, we
cannot generalize Proposition 3.5.2 to consider other actions. For example, we cannot say
that when the strong commitment is canceled, then its weak commitment is canceled as
well (see a counter-example in Figure 8). In this figure, the strong conditional commitment
holding at s0 can be canceled at s2 (i.e., the formula CaS (i , SCC (i , j , ψ, ϕ)) holds at s2)
by performing the local cancel action (see the semantics of canceling strong commitments
in Table 6). According to Proposition 3.5.1, the weak commitmentWCC (i , j , ψ, ϕ) holds
as well at s0, but it cannot be canceled at s2 because its consequence ϕ is true at s2. The
intuition of Proposition 3.5.3 is that whenever the antecedent is true, the strong and weak
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commitments became indistinguishable, since the antecedent doesn’t play any role. The
proof of these propositions is straightforward from the defined semantics.

Figure 8: A model satisfies canceling strong commitment, but doesn’t satisfy canceling
weak one

3.5.2 Second group of properties

The second category investigates a special set of weak commitments, called pure-weak
commitments, which are not strong commitments. To distinguish between pure-weak
commitments and weak commitments, we use PWCC(i, j, · , ·). Thus, the notation
WCC(i, j, · , ·) includes strong and pure cases SCC(i, j, · , ·) and PWCC(i, j, · , ·),
respectively (cf. Figure 9). The semantics of pure-weak commitments is as follows:

Figure 9: The relationship between weak, pure-weak, and strong commitments

(M, s) |= PWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) iff (M, s) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) and

(M, s) � SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

This semantic rule can be simplified as:
(M, s) |= PWCC(i, jψ, ϕ) iff ∀s′ ∈ S s .t . s ∼i→j s

′, we have (M, s′) |= ¬ψ
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Proposition 3.5.4. |= PWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)→ WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

Proposition 3.5.5. |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ≡ SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ∨ PWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

Proposition 3.5.4 means that the set of pure-weak commitments is a subset of the set of
weak commitments. It intuitively states that when an agent is pure-weakly committed (so
the antecedent doesn’t hold), then the agent is already weakly committed. Proposition 3.5.5
states that weak commitments could be either strong commitments or pure-weak commit-
ments. The proof of these propositions is straightforward from the defined semantics of
pure-weak, weak, and strong commitments.

3.5.3 Third group of properties

The last category captures the relation between conditional and unconditional commit-
ments. There are two methods to define this relation. In the first method, we follow re-
cent literatures (e.g., [81, 26]) that consider conditional commitment as a first class and
treat unconditional commitment C(i, j, ϕ)5 as a special case when the antecedent is al-
ways true. In our logic, we define unconditional commitment as abbreviation as follows:
C(i, j, ϕ) ≡WCC(i, j,�, ϕ).

In the second method, according to the defined semantics, one can define conditional
commitments in terms of unconditional commitments as follows:

Proposition 3.5.6. |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ≡ C(i, j, ψ → ϕ)

Proposition 3.5.6 intuitively means that since weak conditional commitments can be
created even if there is no possibility to satisfy their antecedents, then they are equivalent
to the corresponding unconditional commitment using the material implication.

Proof. The proof is straightforward: Assume (M, s) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ). From the se-
mantics of the weak conditional commitment, for every s′ ∈ S such that s ∼i→j s′, if
(M, s′) |= ψ, we have (M, s′) |= ϕ. Consequently, (M, s′) |= ψ → ϕ for every s′ ∈ S

such that s ∼i→j s
′; so the equivalence.

Proposition 3.5.7. |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ≡ C(i, j, ψ → ϕ) ∧ ¬C(i, j,¬ψ)

Proposition 3.5.7 intuitively shows how strong conditional commitments can be defined
using their corresponding unconditional commitments in a way similar to Proposition 3.5.6,

5For the sake of clarity, we use two different modalities to distinguish between the two types of commit-
ments.
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but with an extra condition that there is no commitment bringing about the negation of the
antecedent. Such a condition ensures that there is at least one accessible state satisfying
this antecedent. Specifically, the added formula ¬C(i, j,¬ψ) addresses the problem result-
ing from using the linear [76] and implication [50, 54] operators by stressing that there is
a possibility to satisfy the commitment antecedent ψ. This formalization functions as the
modeling of conditional commitments using the strict implication [79]: C(i, j, ψ � ϕ)

(see Chapter 2 for more details). In the case of unconditional commitments defined using
weak commitments, the usage of material implication operator doesn’t produce any tech-
nical problem because weak commitments can become active although their antecedents
are always false. The semantics of weak commitments cannot be defined by the strict
implication [79]. Moreover, from Prepositions 3.5.6 and 3.5.7, we obtain the following
proposition:

Proposition 3.5.8. |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ≡WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ∧ ¬WCC(i, j,�,¬ψ)

Proposition 3.5.8 intuitively means that when weak commitments hold and there is a
possibility to satisfy their antecedents, then the corresponding strong ones hold as well.

Proof. Since SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ≡ C(i, j, ψ → ϕ)∧¬C(i, j,¬ψ) and sinceWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ≡

C(i, j, ψ → ϕ), we get SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ≡ WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ∧ ¬C(i, j,¬ψ) by using the
substitution law. From
WCC(i, j,�, ϕ) ≡ C(i, j, ϕ), we obtain, ¬WCC(i, j,�,¬ψ) ≡ ¬C(i, j,¬ψ); so we are
done.

Since the two models of CTLC+ and CTLcc,α are different (see the discussion on Sec-
tion 3.4), it is clear that the weak and strong conditional commitment modalities in CTLcc,α

cannot be defined in terms of the unconditional commitment modality C(i, j, ·) in CTLC+

introduced in [15]. To give a counterexample showing this fact, we use the model depicted
in Figure 10 where the state s1 is labeled by WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) and SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ), but
it is not labeled by C(i, j, ψ → ϕ), which is expressed in CTLC+. This is because s3,
which is accessible from s1 using the definition of the accessibility relation introduced in
[15] satisfies ψ ∧ ¬ϕ. Thus, the equivalences presented in Propositions 3.5.6 and 3.5.7
don’t hold for the unconditional commitment modality in CTLC+. With this result, the
unconditional commitment modality C(i, j, ϕ) introduced in this thesis as the abbreviation
ofWCC(i, j,�, ϕ) is not equivalent to C(i, j, ϕ) in CTLC+.
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Figure 10: A model satisfies WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) and SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ), but doesn’t satisfy
C(i, j, ψ → ϕ)

3.6 Reasoning rules and action postulates

In this section, we present a set of reasoning rules and action postulates.

3.6.1 Reasoning rules about CTLcc,α

In addition to reasoning about conditional commitments using conditional commitment ac-
tions, we consider several reasoning rules along with proofs that they are supported in our
logic. The motivation behind these rules is to: 1) capture the semantic characteristics of
commitments and their actions; 2) show how two types of commitments and their actions
are related to each other; 3) accommodate a generic way to deal with exceptions to achieve
consistency; and 4) show how such rules are discussed in the literature of operational se-
mantics for social commitments. As far as the debtor i and creditor j are understood from
the context, we simply write WCC(ψ, ϕ) instead of WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) and C(ϕ) instead
of C(i, j, ϕ). We note that when the rule holds for weak commitments, which means for
pure-weak or strong cases (cf. Proposition 3.5.5), then it is enough to provide the proof for
the general weak case. However, in the rest, we sometimes provide the proof for the strong
case to better show the specificity of that case.

R1 FULFILLMENT NECESSITY.

Formalization. FuW (i,WCC(ψ, ϕ))→ ϕ.

Meaning. When a weak commitment is fulfilled, its consequence holds.
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The proof is straightforward from the semantics of the fulfillment of weak commit-
ments. This rule is very reasonable and natural in our logical model. R1 is incor-
porated in the axioms of fulfillment introduced by Bentahar et al. [15]. However,
Bentahar et al.’s validity is mainly related to unconditional commitments. A similar
rule is also incorporated in [23, 106]. Analogous to the rule R1, once a weak com-
mitment is canceled, released, delegated or assigned, the commitment consequence
is no longer active. The proof is also direct from the defined semantics.

R2 FULFILLMENT.

Formalization. FuW (i,WCC(ψ, ϕ))→ ¬WCC(ψ, ϕ).

Meaning. The commitment is discharged and no longer active once it is fulfilled.

The proof is straightforward from the semantics of the two fulfillment modal op-
erators. It is worth noticing that R2 reveals our solution to the fulfillment paradox
appeared in [15, 52]. Chopra and Singh [24], Yolum and Singh [106], Winikoff et
al. [97], and Singh [81] incorporate this rule. For instance, Singh [81] defined R2

as follows: ϕ → ¬CCw(ψ, ϕ) where w ∈ {p, d} such that p refers to practical
commitments (commitments about what has to be done) while d refers to dialog-
ical commitments (commitments about what holds). Since Singh’s logical model
includes solely commitment modalities, his semantics of the discharge (fulfillment)
action focuses on checking the truth condition of the commitment consequent like in
R2 instead of considering a fulfillment modality. However, our rule and Singh’s rule
still have the same role, function, and intuition. Moreover, Chesani et al. [23] have
considered this rule in their axiomatization about modeling unconditional commit-
ment discharge using event calculus. Bentahar et al. [15] and El Menshawy et al.
[52] don’t incorporate this rule when defining semantics of fulfilling unconditional
commitments. Analogous to the rule R2, once a weak commitment is canceled, re-
leased, delegated or assigned, the commitment is no longer active. The proof is also
direct from the defined semantics.

R3 PARTIALLY DETACH.

Formalization. WCC(ψ1 ∧ ψ2, ϕ) ∧ AXψ1 →WCC(ψ2, ϕ).

Meaning. When part of the antecedent (i.e., ψ1) of a commitment holds in the next state,
the commitment with the remainder of the antecedent (i.e., ψ2) and the same conse-
quence comes into being.
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Proof. Let us consider the case of strong commitments; the case of pure-weak com-
mitments is quite similar. Assume (M, s) |= SCC(ψ1 ∧ ψ2, ϕ) ∧ AXψ1. From
the semantics of SCC(ψ1 ∧ ψ2, ϕ), there exists a state s′ ∈ S such that s ∼i→j s′

and (M, s′) |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 (i.e., (M, s′) |= ψ1 and (M, s′) |= ψ2) and (M, s′) |= ϕ

for all s′ ∈ S such that s ∼i→j s′ and (M, s′) |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2. From condition 2 of
the definition of the accessibility relation s ∼i→j s′ (i.e., (s, s′) ∈ T ) and the truth
condition of “AXψ1” holding at the current state s, we conclude that for all acces-
sible states s′ from s, we have (M, s′) |= ψ1. Consequently, we cannot find an
accessible state s′ from s such that (M, s′) |= ψ2 ∧ ¬ϕ, because this would mean
(M, s′) |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ∧ ¬ϕ, which is contradictory with the above. Since there exists
(M, s′) |= ψ2, we are done.

For example,WCC (Pha,Pat ,Prescription(Showed) ∧ Prescription(Paid),

EF Medicine(Delivered))) ∧AXPrescription(Showed))→WCC (Pha,Pat ,

Prescription(Paid),EF Medicine (Delivered))), meaning that if a pharmacy weakly
commits to eventually deliver medicines when a patient pays and shows a prescrip-
tion, then as soon as the patient shows the prescription, the pharmacy can be weakly
committed to eventually deliver medicines if the patient pays. Since in our model
committing is an action that takes time (which makes our accessible states to be
next states), we have to add “AX” in front of ψ1. However, in Singh [81], commit-
ting is instantaneous and thus R3 is defined as follows: CCw(ψ1 ∧ ψ2, ϕ) ∧ ψ1 →

CCw(ψ2, ϕ) where w ∈ {p, d}. Technically, the difference with our rule is due to
the fact that Singh [81] doesn’t use the accessibility relation as in standard modal
logic; instead he uses Segerberg’s idea to define the semantics of the conditional
commitment modalities.

R4 FULLY DETACH.

Formalization. WCC(ψ, ϕ) ∧AXψ → C(ϕ).

Meaning. As a special case of R3, we can detach a commitment into the corresponding
unconditional commitment in one shot when its antecedent is satisfied.
For example, suppose ψ = Prescription(Paid) ∧ Prescription(Showed) and
ϕ = EF Medicine(Delivered), then once the patient in one time pays and shows a
prescription and ψ holds in all next states, the commitment WCC (Pha,Pat , ψ, ϕ)

is transformed into C (Pha,Pat , ϕ). R4 is supported by Yolum and Singh [106],
Chopra and Singh [24], Winikoff et al. [97], and by Singh [81]. Furthermore,
Chesani et al. [23] introduced two axioms for detaching a conditional commitment:
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as soon as ψ holds, 1) the conditional commitment is terminated; and 2) the uncon-
ditional commitment is initiated.

R5 L-DISJOIN.

Formalization. WCC(ψ1, ϕ) ∧WCC(ψ2, ϕ)→WCC(ψ1 ∨ ψ2, ϕ)

Meaning. If i commits that ϕ if ψ1 and commits that the same consequence holds if ψ2,
then i commits that ϕ if ψ1 or ψ2.

Proof. Here again we prove only the case of strong commitments (i.e., W=S) and
the proof of pure-weak commitments is similar. Assume (M, s) |= SCC(ψ1, ϕ) ∧

SCC(ψ2, ϕ). Therefore, there exists s′ ∈ S such that s ∼i→j s′ and (M, s′) |=

ψ1 ∨ ψ2 and (M, s′) |= ϕ for all s′ ∈ S such that s ∼i→j s
′ and (M, s′) |= ψ1 ∨ ψ2;

so the rule.

R6 R-CONJOIN.

Formalization. WCC(ψ, ϕ1) ∧WCC(ψ, ϕ2)→WCC(ψ, ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)

Meaning. When ψ holds, an agent i would become committed to bring about ϕ1 and ϕ2 if
i double commits to bring about ϕ1 if ψ and to bring about ϕ2 if the same condition
holds.

The proof is direct from the semantics. Suppose, for instance,WCC (Mer ,Cus ,Good(Paid),

EFGood(Delivered))∧WCC (Mer ,Cus ,Good(Paid),EFWarranty(Delivered))), then
the merchant weakly commits to the customer to eventually deliver goods and even-
tually deliver warranty paperwork if the customer sends the payment:
WCC (Mer ,Cus ,Good(Paid), EFGood(Delivered)∧EFWarranty(Delivered))).

Singh [81] presents a rule called a monotonicity as follows: “From CCw(ψ1, ϕ),

ψ2 � ψ1 infer CCw(ψ2, ϕ)” where w ∈ {p, d} and ψ2 � ψ1 means ψ1 is provable
from ψ2. The generalization indicates that any commitment that holds for a weaker
antecedent also holds for a stronger one. Our monotonicity rule is defined as follows
with respect to Singh’s inference rule (�):

R7 MONOTONICITY.

Formalization. 1. PWCC(ψ1 ∨ ψ2, ϕ)→ PWCC(ψ1, ϕ)

2. PWCC(ψ1, ϕ)→ PWCC(ψ1 ∧ ψ2, ϕ)

3. C(ϕ)→WCC(ψ, ϕ)
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Meaning. 1) an agent becomes pure-weakly committed to ϕ subject to ψ1 if it pure-weakly
commits to the same consequence subject to ψ1 ∨ ψ2; 2) an agent pure-weakly com-
mits to ϕ subject to ψ1 ∧ ψ2 if it pure-weakly commits to the same consequence
subject to only one of the two parts of the conjunction; and 3) an agent becomes
weakly committed to ϕ subject to ψ if it already commits to ϕ.

Proof. From the previous proofs and semantics of the pure-weak and weak commit-
ment modalities, the proof of the three forms of monotonicity is direct. We merely
present the proof of the third monotonicity rule. Assume (M, s) |= C(i, j, ϕ). There-
fore, for every s′ ∈ S such that s ∼i→j s

′, we have (M, s′) |= ϕ; consequently, there
is no accessible state that satisfies ψ ∧ ¬ϕ (for whatever ψ). As a result, for every
s′ ∈ S such that s ∼i→j s′ and (M, s′) |= ψ, we have (M, s′) |= ϕ; so we are
done.

For strong commitments, the monotonicity rules need additional conditions: for
property (1), ψ1 = � should be added in the antecedent; for property (2), the an-
tecedent should include ψ2 = �; and for property (3), ψ should be true. The reason
for these additional requirements with regard to strong commitments is because the
antecedent of these commitments cannot be false (this will be clear in R8). Further-
more, the property (3) captures the relationship between conditional and uncondi-
tional commitments when the antecedent is always true.

R8 CONSISTENCY (Strong Commitment).

Formalization. ¬SCC(ψ,⊥), where ⊥ is read as “constant false proposition” and is ab-
breviated as ⊥ ≡ ¬�

Meaning. An agent cannot strongly commit to false.

The proof is straightforward from the semantics of the strong commitment operator.
This rule is valid only when the conditional commitment in question is strong. This is
because the semantics of such commitment requires the existence of an accessibility
state that satisfies the antecedent ψ, which is not the case of pure-weak commitments.
Consequently, the following holds: PWCC(⊥,⊥), or in general PWCC(⊥, ϕ) be-
cause there is no accessible state that satisfies ⊥. However, this commitment will
never be satisfied because the third condition in the fulfillment semantics, which says
that the model satisfies ¬PWCC(⊥, ϕ), will never happen. R8 is also integrated in
Singh’s postulates (Postulate B6 in [81]).

R9 CONSISTENCY (Weak Commitment).
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Formalization. AXψ → ¬WCC(ψ,⊥)

Meaning. An agent cannot weakly commitment to false once the commitment antecedent
has been achieved.

Proof. From the semantics of AXψ and the second condition of the accessibility
relation, it follows that all accessible states satisfying ψ. Since no accessible state
satisfies ⊥, the rule follows.

R10 CONSISTENCY (Fulfilment).

Formalization. ¬FuW (i,WCC(ψ,⊥))

Meaning. A commitment to false cannot be fulfilled.

Proof. The proof is direct from the semantics of the fulfillment operator since there
is no accessible state s such that (M, s) |= ⊥.

R11 STRONG CONSISTENCY.

Formalization. SCC(ψ, ϕ)→ ¬SCC(ψ, ¬ϕ)

Meaning. When a strong commitment holds, then there is no possibility for committing to
the negation of its consequence subject to the same antecedent.

Proof. The rule follows directly from the fact that the semantics of strong commit-
ments requires the existence of an accessible state satisfying ψ and a state satisfying
ψ cannot satisfy ϕ and ¬ϕ.

This rule is also incorporated in [81], and it is worth noticing that such a rule is not
valid in the case of pure-weak commitments sincePWCC(⊥, ϕ) holds. It is stronger
than R6.

R12 WEAK CONSISTENCY.

Formalization. AXψ ∧WCC(ψ, ϕ)→ ¬WCC(ψ,¬ϕ)

Meaning. When a weak commitment and its antecedent hold, then there is no possibility
for committing to the negation of its consequence subject to the same antecedent.

The proof comes directly from the semantics of weak commitments and AXψ.

R13 CHAIN.

Formalization. (WCC(ψ1, ϕ1) ∧AX(ϕ1 → ψ2) ∧WCC(ψ2, ϕ2))→WCC(ψ1, ϕ2)

Meaning. Commitments are close under implication.
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Proof. From the first commitment, in all accessible states that satisfy ψ1, ϕ1 holds,
and by modus ponens, ψ2 holds. Thus, from the second commitment, ϕ2 holds; so
the commitment on the right side holds.

We can generalize the rule as follows: “FromWCC(ψ1, ϕ1), ϕ1 � ψ2,WCC(ψ2, ϕ2)

inferWCC(ψ1, ϕ2)”.

R14 WEAKEN.

Formalization. WCC(ψ, ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)→WCC(ψ, ϕ1)

Meaning. If i commits to a conjunction subject to a antecedent, i is also committed to each
part of the conjunction.

Proof. If no accessible state satisfies the antecedent ψ, then both sides of the rule
hold for the case of weak commitments. Otherwise, any accessible state that satisfies
ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 also satisfies ϕ1.

Singh [81] incorporates this rule by requiring ¬ϕ1 on the left side of the rule, so
that this rule is consistent with his DISCHARGE rule. Chopra and Singh [24] and
Winikoff et al. [97] in their operationalization of commitments forcefully claimed
that once a commitment is detached (i.e., its antecedent holds), we don’t need to
reason about it further. Singh [81] argued that although this rule is unnatural, it can
be captured by reasoning on the unconditional commitments and “there is no need to
state the conditional one although it continues to hold”. In our framework, we can
capture the detach in the same way since R4 yields C(ϕ). Chesani et al. [23] use a
similar technique. Furthermore, the following rule is also captured:

R15 NONEXISTENCE.

Formalization. AX(ψ ∧ ¬ϕ)→ ¬WCC(ψ, ϕ)

Meaning. If the antecedent is brought about but the consequence also doesn’t hold, then
the commitment also doesn’t hold.

The proof is straightforward from the semantics of the next and commitment opera-
tors and the second condition of the accessibility relation.

To summarize, our model supports most of the reasoning rules agreed upon in the liter-
ature about commitments and their actions that agents are expected to respect when they
communicate.
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3.6.2 CTLcc,α action postulates

Like Singh [81], we augment the proposed semantics by additional rules under the form of
postulates. The purpose is to force the satisfaction of business rules, which are intuitive,
sound, and reasonable in commitments, commitment actions, and business protocols under
the following constraints: 1) for every conditional commitment, when a software agent per-
formed a commitment action, other commitment actions cannot be applied in all states for
every paths starting from a state satisfying the corresponding commitment action formula
(Cond1); and 2) for every conditional commitment, only a software agent can perform a
commitment action on a given commitment state (Cond2).

To guarantee the satisfaction of our postulates, Cond1 and Cond2 should be considered
in the models of MASs. Let ξ ∈ {W,S} along with Cond1 and Cond2 be true, then our
postulates have the following three patterns:

Future computation patterns

1. Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Caξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

2. Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Reξ(j, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

3. Fuξ(i, (ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Deξ(i, k, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

4. Fuξ(i, (ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Asξ(j, k, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

5. Caξ(i, (ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

6. Reξ(i, (ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

7. Deξ(i, k, (ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

8. Asξ(j, k, (ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ AXAG¬Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

The first four patterns state that once fulfilled, strong and weak conditional commitments
cannot be canceled, released, delegated or assigned again in the future computations. Other
patterns can be read in a similar way.

Immediate state patterns

1. Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ ¬Caξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

2. Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ ¬Reξ(j, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

3. Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ ¬Deξ(i, k, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

4. Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))→ ¬Asξ(j, k, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))
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While the previous patterns emphasize the consequence of the fulfillment action from the
next state, the present patterns focus on the impact of actions on the current state. For
example, when the strong and weak conditional commitment are fulfilled, then there is no
possibility to apply cancel, release, delegate or assign action on the same commitment in
the same state, which is reasonable, and intuitive. Other patterns can be read in a similar
way.

Undesirable pattern

The undesirable pattern comes out when there is no possibility to fulfill, cancel, release,
delegate and assign the activated conditional commitment in all states of every possible
path. Formally, this pattern is specified as follows:

¬
[
EFξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) ∧AG

(
(¬Fuξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

∧ ¬Caξ(i, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬Reξ(j, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))

∧¬Deξ(i, k, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))∧¬Asξ(j, k, ξCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
)]

We do not claim that the set of our postulates is complete, but we can investigate the com-
pleteness6 of any subset of our logic that supports the postulates using the corresponding
theory following the methodology introduced by Singh [81]. This means other patterns can
be added (e.g., if a commitment is canceled, it cannot be delegated in the future).

6The completeness is beyond the scope of this thesis and it is one of the main direction of future work.
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Chapter 4

Symbolic Model Checking for CTLcc,α

and Implementation

This chapter1 covers:

− An overview about the model checking technique and our symbolic verification tech-
nique.

− The development of new symbolic model checking algorithm dedicated to CTLcc,α,
which addresses the first part of Question 1.3.6 mentioned in Chapter 1.

− Theoretical results about our algorithm.

− The implementation of our symbolic model checking algorithm and tool, which ad-
dresses the second part of Question 1.3.6 mentioned in Chapter 1.

4.1 Overview

Since it is not known in advance whether a party will satisfy its commitment, then verifying
whether or not the commitment is resolved is of a significant importance, especially agents
are autonomous and heterogeneous. The term ‘resolved’ refers to either fulfill, cancel, re-
lease, delegate, or assign action. Testing and simulation are the most widely employed
verification techniques [32]. They are carried out at run time to enable designers to test
design models or certain conditions, which are difficult or expensive to reproduce in the
real world. When the systems (e.g., MASs) under the consideration of verification pro-
cess have a complex and large state-space and their components need to synchronously or

1The results in this chapter are collected from our publications in [39, 43, 44].
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asynchronously communicate with each other, these techniques cannot guarantee the full
coverage of all possible behaviors [32]. Model checking, performed at design time, is an-
other verification technique that can complement testing and simulation [32, 33, 72]. In the
model checking technique, there are two main steps. In the first step, a real-world system
is encoded as a logical modelM to represent key aspects of the system, including the fun-
damental requirements, components, and how those components communicate with each
other. In the second step, a set of requirements (or specifications) are expressed in a tem-
poral logic as logical formulae, named ϕ1, ϕ2, etc. By thoroughly exploring the run-time
states (also called state-space) of the system model without running the system, it is then
possible to automate the verification of whether M |= ϕ1 (or M � ϕ1), i.e., whether the
system model M satisfies (or doesn’t satisfy) the formula ϕ1. The model checking termi-
nation is assured by the finiteness of the system model [32, 33] and this is why the model
checking technique can perform “exhaustive analysis”.

In this chapter, we investigate the problem of model checking CTLcc,α in a practical
way. Given a modelM representing a MAS and a CTLcc,α formula ϕ expressing a property,
the decision problem of model checking CTLcc,α is determining whether or not M is a
model for ϕ. It would be formalized as: (M, I) |= ϕ iff (M, s) |= ϕ ∀s ∈ I where I

is the set of initial states. We adopt symbolic model checking techniques to tackle this
problem for several technical reasons mentioned in Chapter 1. In principle, a symbolic
model checker differs from a symbolic model checking algorithm, although they have the
same inputs: Encoded model and set of formulae. Specifically, a symbolic model checking
algorithm computes the set of states �ϕ� in the model M satisfying the given formula
ϕ. The set �ϕ� would be formalized as �ϕ� = {s ∈ S | (M, s) |= ϕ}. On the other
hand, a symbolic model checker is a tool that is built on top of a symbolic model checking
algorithm. One of the most powerful features of this tool is the production of counter-
examples (i.e., witnesses of the offending system behaviors) when the specifications are
violated [32].

Figure 11 shows our symbolic verification technique. Algorithm 1 reports the general
structure and function of our symbolic model checker for automatically checking the sat-
isfaction of CTLcc,α formulae. Since our symbolic model checker is the extension of the
symbolic model checker MCMAS [64] with our symbolic model checking algorithm, we
call it MCMAS+. It starts with comparing the set of initial states I against the set �ϕ� of
states that satisfy CTLcc,α formula ϕ. This set is computed by our symbolic model checking
algorithm (refer to Algorithm 2). If I ⊆ �ϕ�, it returns true and witness-example; otherwise
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Figure 11: Our symbolic verification technique

it returns false and counter-example. Notably, producing counter-examples (respectively,

Algorithm 1MCMAS+(M,ϕ): Boolean
1: if I ⊆ �ϕ� then
2: return TRUE and witness-example
3: else
4: return FALSE and counter-example
5: end if

witness-examples) for some kind of formulae such as EFp (respectively, AG¬p) needs
to generate the whole model. Other model checkers such as CWB-NC2 do not produce
counter-examples.

4.2 Symbolic model checking algorithm for CTLcc,α

In principle, our symbolic model checking algorithm extends the standard CTL symbolic
algorithm introduced in [32]. Our main algorithm described in Algorithm 2 accepts the
model M and the CTLcc,α formula ϕ as input and brings back the set �ϕ� of states that

2http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/cwb/.
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Algorithm 2 SMC(ϕ,M): the set �ϕ� of states satisfying the CTLcc,α formula ϕ
1: ϕ is an atomic formula: return V(ϕ);
2: ϕ is ¬ϕ1: return S–SMC(ϕ1,M);
3: ϕ is ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2: return SMC(ϕ1,M) ∪ SMC( ϕ2,M);
4: ϕ is EXϕ1: return SMCEX(ϕ1,M);
5: ϕ is E(ϕ1 U ϕ2): return SMCEU(ϕ1, ϕ2,M);
6: ϕ is EGϕ1: return SMCEG(ϕ1,M);
7: ϕ isWCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2): return SMCwcc(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2,M);
8: ϕ is SCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2): return SMCscc(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2,M);
9: ϕ is FuW (i,WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCfuw(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2, M);
10: ϕ is FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCfus(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2, M);
11: ϕ is CaW (i,WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCcaw(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2, M);
12: ϕ is CaS(i, SCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCcas(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2, M);
13: ϕ is ReW (j,WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCrew(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2, M);
14: ϕ is ReS(j, SCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCres(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2, M);
15: ϕ is DeW (i, k,WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCdew(i, j, k, ϕ1, ϕ2,M);
16: ϕ is DeS(i, k, SCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCdes(i, j, k, ϕ1, ϕ2,M);
17: ϕ is AsW (j, k,WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCasw(i, j, k, ϕ1, ϕ2,M);
18: ϕ is AsS(j, k, SCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2)): return SMCass(i, j, k, ϕ1, ϕ2,M).

satisfy ϕ in M . Given the model M , the algorithm recursively runs on the structure of
ϕ and constructs the set �ϕ� with respect to a set of Boolean operations applied to sets
(e.g., complementation, union, and existential quantification operations). The standard
CTL algorithms are called in lines from 1 to 6 to compute the set of states that satisfies
pure CTL formulae. The algorithm then goes forward to invoke our sub-algorithms in lines
from 7 to 18. The later algorithms calculate the set of states where our new modalities are
true.

4.2.1 Two auxiliary algorithms

With respect to the modularity principal, we develop two auxiliary algorithms, which are
needed in the computation of our sub-algorithms. The first algorithm SMC∼(i, j, s

′,M)

reported in Algorithm 3 is developed to calculate the set Pre∼(s
′) of preimages which can

Algorithm 3 SMC∼(i, j, s
′,M): the set Pre∼(s

′)

1: X ←
{
s ∈ S | li(s) = li(s

′) and (s, s′) ∈ T and V ari ∩ V arj �= ∅ and l
y
i (s) =

l
y
j (s

′) ∀y ∈ V ari ∩ V arj and lzj (s) = lzj (s
′) ∀z ∈ V arj − V ari

}
;

2: return X;
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see s′ through the accessibility relation ∼i→j . Formally, Pre∼(s
′) = {s ∈ S | s ∼i→j s

′}.
The soundness of this algorithm is straightforward from the definition of∼i→j . In a similar
way, the second algorithm SMCRci

(i, j, ai, s
′,M) described in Algorithm 4 is developed

to compute the set PreRci
(s′) of preimages which can reach s′ via the local transition.

This transition is computed by Rci and labeled with a commitment action ai. Formally,
PreRci

(s′) = {s ∈ S | (s, ai, s
′) ∈ Rci}.

Algorithm 4 SMCRci
(i, j, ai, s

′,M): the set PreRci
(s′)

1: X ← {s ∈ S | (li(s), ai, li(s
′)) ∈ Rci};

2: return X;

4.2.2 Running model

The business process model illustrated in Figure 12 is considered to clarify the computa-
tions of the developed algorithms. The social accessibility relations are represented by the
dashed arrows. The values of the shared and unshared variables at each state are given and
the labeled transitions are defined by Rcξ where ξ ∈ {i, k,m}. More precisely, the model
captures the contractual relationships between two organizations. The first organization
(e.g., Concordia University) is represented by one agent called customer (j) and the sec-
ond organization (e.g., IBM company) consists in four departments: Customer service (i),
information technology (k), maintenance (m), and quality assurance (n). Each department
is represented by one intelligent agent. In total, we have five interacting agents as well as a
special agent that rules the interaction among these agents. The description of our business
model is as follows: the agent i phones the agent j asking for developing a software pro-
gram. Such a request creates the strong commitment C1 = SCC (i , j , t , r), which means
that the customer service i commits to the customer j to gather program requirements r if
i sends a formal request t describing the required information about her program. When i

receives the formal request, she delegates C1 to the information technology agent k (i.e.,
DeS (i , k , SCC (i , j , t , r)) to gather the technical information on her behalf. The agent k
fulfills the commitment C1 by gathering all the customer requirements. By doing so, the
customer j strongly commits to customer service i to send the confirmation q if she accepts
the prototype of the program p: C2 = SCC (j , i , p, q). Therefore, the customer service
updates both the information technology department by assigning the commitment C2 to
the agent k (i.e., AsS (i , k , SCC (j , i , p, q))) and the maintenance department by sending
a request message asking for contacting the quality assurance department. This request
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Figure 12: Our running business model

results in creating a new strong commitment (i.e., C3 = SCC (m, n, g , h)) from the main-
tenance agent m to the quality assurance agent n to send the maintenance report h when
the program is successfully deployed g. However, the information technology releases the
commitment C2, because the customer adds more requirements along with her conforma-
tion report. The release action leads to the maintenance agent to cancel her commitment
C3, which is no longer needed.

4.2.3 Algorithms of conditional commitments

The strong conditional commitment algorithm SMCscc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M) reported in Algo-
rithm 5 works as follows. It begins by computing the sets X and Y and then proceeds to

Algorithm 5 SMCscc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)�

1: X ← SMC(ψ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(¬ϕ,M);
3: Z ← {s ∈ S | ∃s′ ∈ X s.t. s ∈ SMC∼(i, j, s

′,M)};
4: W ← {s ∈ S | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ Y s.t. s ∈ SMC∼(i, j, s

′,M)};
5: return Z −W ;
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build the set Z (respectively,W ) of states that can see by means of ∼i→j a state s′ satisfy-
ing ψ (respectively, ψ and ¬ϕ). Finally, it returns Z−W , which in turn is the set of states
having accessible states satisfying the antecedent and consequence.

Example 4.2.1. With respect to the model in Figure 12, the computation of Algorithm 5 cor-
responding to the commitmentC1 = SCC(i, j, t, r) is as follows: X = {s0, s1, s3, , s4, s5},
Y ={s0, s2, s3, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, s10, s11, s12, s13, s14}, Z ={s0, s1, s2, s3}, andW={s2, s3}.
Finally, the algorithm returns Z −W={s0, s1}.

Algorithm 6 reports the procedure for the weak conditional commitment modality, which
in turn returns the set of states satisfying WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ), i.e., �WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)�. First,
the algorithm computes the sets X and Y of states satisfying ψ and ¬ϕ respectively; then
constructs the set Z of all the states that can “see” by means of ∼i→j a state s′ satisfying
ψ and ¬ϕ (i.e., s′ in X ∩ Y ). Finally, the procedure returns the complement of the set
Z. Suppose ϕ = WCC(i, j,WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2), ϕ3)). By checking the structure of the

Algorithm 6 SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)�

1: X ← SMC(ψ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(¬ϕ,M);
3: Z ← {s ∈ S | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ Y s.t. s ∈ SMC∼(i, j, s

′,M)};
4: return S − Z;

formula ϕ, the main algorithm SMC(ϕ,M) will call SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ3,M) where ψ =

WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2). According to the first step in Algorithm 6, the main algorithm is called
with ψ = WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2), which in turn calls SMCwcc(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2,M). When the set
of states satisfying WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2) (i.e., S − Z) is computed, then this set is passed
to SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ3,M), which is specifically stored in X; so the algorithm proceeds to
compute the required sets Y , andZ, and then returns the set �WCC(i, j,WCC(i, j, ϕ1, ϕ2),

ϕ3)�.

4.2.4 Algorithms of fulfilling conditional commitments

The algorithm SMCfus(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M) (cf. Algorithm 7) starts by calculating the set X of
states satisfying the strong commitment SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ). It then constructs the set Y of
states that satisfies ψ and ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ). The algorithm then returns the states in Y that
can be seen and reached from a state in X by means of ∼i→j and local labeled transition
with fulfill action computed by Rci .
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Algorithm 7 SMCfus(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: X ← SMCscc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(ψ,M) ∩ (S −X);
3: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRci

(i, j,Fulfill i, s,M)};
4: return Z;

Example 4.2.2. From Figure 12, the computation of Algorithm 7 regarding the fulfillment
of the strong commitment SCC(k, j, t, r) (i.e., FuS(k, SCC(k, j, t, r)) is as follows: X =

{s2}, Y = {s0, s1, s3, s4, s5}, and Z = {s4}. The algorithm then returns s4.

Algorithm 8 for the fulfilment of weak commitments is very similar to Algorithm 7,
except line 2, which computes the set of states satisfying ϕ instead of ψ in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 8 SMCfuw(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �FuW (i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: X ← SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(ϕ,M) ∩ (S −X);
3: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRci

(i, j,Fulfill i, s,M)};
4: return Z;

4.2.5 Algorithms of canceling conditional commitments

The algorithm of canceling strong commitment SMCcas(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M) (respectively, weak
commitment SMCcaw(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M)) reported in Algorithm 9 (respectively, Algorithm 10)
begins with calculating the setX of states satisfying the strong commitmentSCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)

(respectively, weak commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) and in turn builds the set Y of states that
satisfies both ¬ψ and ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, ¬ϕ and ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)). By do-

Algorithm 9 SMCcas(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �CaS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: X ← SMCscc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(¬ψ,M) ∩ (S −X);
3: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRci

(i, j,Cancel i, s,M)};
4: return Z;

ing so, the algorithm returns the states in Y that can be seen and reached from a state inX
by means of ∼i→j and local labeled transition with cancel action computed by Rci .

Example 4.2.3. From Figure 12, the computation of Algorithm 9 regarding the cancelation
of the strong commitment SCC(m,n, g, h) (i.e., CaS(m,SCC(m,n, g, h)) is as follows:
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Algorithm 10 SMCcaw(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �CaW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: X ← SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(¬ϕ,M) ∩ (S −X);
3: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRci

(i, j,Cancel i, s,M)};
4: return Z;

X = {s6, s12}, and Y = {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s7, s8, s9, s10, s11, s13} and the algorithm
returns Z = {s13}.

4.2.6 Algorithms of releasing conditional commitments

The algorithm of releasing strong commitment SMCres(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M) (respectively, weak
commitment SMCrew (i, j, ψ, ϕ,M)) reported in Algorithm 11 (respectively, Algorithm
12) begins with calculating the setX of states satisfying the strong commitmentSCC(i, j, ψ,

ϕ) (respectively, weak commitmentWCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) and in turn builds the set Y of states
that satisfies both ¬ψ and ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, ¬ϕ and ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)). By

Algorithm 11 SMCres(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �ReS(j, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: X ← SMCscc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(¬ψ,M) ∩ (S −X);
3: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRcj

(i, j,Releasej, s,M)};
4: return Z;

doing so, the algorithm returns the states in Y that can be seen and reached from a state in
X by means of ∼i→j and local labeled transition with release action computed by Rcj .

Algorithm 12 SMCrew(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �ReW (j,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: X ← SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: Y ← SMC(¬ϕ,M) ∩ (S −X);
3: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ X ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRcj

(i, j,Releasej, s,M)};
4: return Z;

Example 4.2.4. From Figure 12, the computation of Algorithm 11 with regard to release
the strong commitment SCC(m,n, g, h) (i.e., ReS(k, SCC(j, k, p, q)) is as follows: X =

{s7, s9}, and Y = {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s10, s12, s13, s14} and then the algorithm returns
Z = {s10}.
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4.2.7 Algorithms of delegating conditional commitments

The algorithm of delegating strong commitment SMCdes(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M) (respectively,
weak commitment SMCdew(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M)) reported in Algorithm 13 (respectively, Al-
gorithm 14) begins with calculating the set W of states satisfying the strong commitment
SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, weak commitment WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) and in turn builds the
set X of states that satisfies the strong commitment SCC(k, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, weak
commitmentWCC(k, j, ψ, ϕ)). Afterwards, it computes the set Y of states in X that sat-

Algorithm 13 SMCdes(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �DeS(i, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: W ← SMCscc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: X ← SMCscc(k, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
3: Y ← SMC(¬ψ,M) ∩ (S −W ) ∩X;
4: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ W ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRci

(i, j,Delegatei, s,M)};
5: return Z;

isfies ¬ψ and ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, ¬ϕ and ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)). The algorithm
finally returns the states in Y that can be seen and reached from a state in W by means of
∼i→j and local labeled transition with delegate action computed by Rci .

Algorithm 14 SMCdew(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �DeW (i, k,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: W ← SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: X ← SMCwcc(k, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
3: Y ← SMC(¬ϕ,M) ∩ (S −W ) ∩X;
4: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ W ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRci

(i, j,Delegatei, s,M)};
5: return Z;

Example 4.2.5. From Figure 12, the computation of Algorithm 13 regarding the del-
egation of the strong commitment SCC(i, j, t, r) (i.e., DeS(i, k, SCC(i, j, t, r)) is as:
W = {s0, s1}, X = {s2}, Y = {s2} and then the algorithm returns Z = {s2}.

4.2.8 Algorithms of assigning conditional commitments

The algorithm of assigning strong commitmentSMCass(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M) (respectively, weak
commitment SMCasw(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M)) reported in Algorithm 15 (respectively, Algorithm
16) begins with calculating the setW of states satisfying the strong commitmentSCC(i, j, ψ,

ϕ) (respectively, weak commitment WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) and in turn builds the set X of
states that satisfies the strong commitment SCC(i, k, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, weak commit-
ment WCC(i, k, ψ, ϕ)). Afterwards, it computes the set Y of states in X that satisfies
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Algorithm 15 SMCass(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �AsS(j, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: W ← SMCscc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: X ← SMCscc(i, k, ψ, ϕ,M);
3: Y ← SMC(¬ψ,M) ∩ (S −W ) ∩X;
4: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ W ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRcj

(i, j,Assignj , s,M)};
5: return Z;

¬ψ and ¬SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) (respectively, ¬ϕ and ¬WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)). The algorithm finally
returns the states in Y that can be seen and reached from a state in W by means of ∼i→j

and local labeled transition with assign action computed by Rcj .

Algorithm 16 SMCasw(i, j, k, ψ, ϕ,M): the set �AsW (j, k,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))�

1: W ← SMCwcc(i, j, ψ, ϕ,M);
2: X ← SMCwcc(i, k, ψ, ϕ,M);
3: Y ← SMC(¬ϕ,M) ∩ (S −W ) ∩X;
4: Z ← {s ∈ Y | ∃s′ ∈ W ∩ SMC∼(i, j, s,M) ∩ SMCRcj

(i, j,Assignj , s,M)};
5: return Z;

Example 4.2.6. From Figure 12, the computation of Algorithm 15 regarding the assign-
ment of the strong commitment SCC(j, i, p, q) (i.e., AsS(i, k, SCC(j, i, p, q)) is as: W =

{s5}, X = {s7, s9}, Y = {s7} and then the algorithm returns Z = {s7}.

4.3 Theoretical results

In this section, we investigate important theoretical results from the algorithmic point of
view.

4.3.1 Termination

Proposition 4.3.1. The developed procedures reported in Algorithms 5 to 16 terminate.

Proof. Since the set of reachable states3 employed in such procedures can be easily com-
puted by a monotonic operator that has a fixed point, then the developed procedures termi-
nate4. Notice that since the set of social states is finite and the operator is monotonic, it will
admit a least fixed point that can be calculated by iterating over empty set.

3This set is defined by the states reachable from the set of initial states using temporal transitions.
4The similar argument is applied to prove the termination of the procedures employed for epistemic oper-

ators [64] that have the same structure as ours.
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The following proposition is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.3.1.

Proposition 4.3.2 (Termination). LetM = (S, I, T, {∼i→j | (i, j) ∈ A
2}, {Rci| i ∈ A},V)

be a finite model for CTLcc,α. Assume the CTL procedures are terminating. Then, the
symbolic model checking algorithm SMC as defined in Algorithm 2 also terminates.

4.3.2 Soundness

The correctness of the developed model checking algorithm reported in Algorithm 2 is es-
tablished by the correctness of model checking procedures developed for: 1) CTL-temporal
operators, which in fact derive from the correctness of the procedures employed in the
verification of standard CTL models [32]; and 2) conditional commitment operators and
commitment action operators. To support the second argument, we need to show that when
the developed algorithms terminate, then there is a set of states satisfying the formula in
question.

Proposition 4.3.3. Let Y , Z, and W be the sets of states computed using the algorithms
invoked in the left side of the following equivalences:

1. When Algorithm 5 terminates, we have (M, s) |= SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) iff s ∈ Z −W .

2. When Algorithm 6 terminates, we have (M, s) |= WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) iff s ∈ S − Z.

3. When Algorithm 7 terminates, we have (M, s) |= FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff s ∈ Z.

4. When Algorithm 8 terminates, we have (M, s) |= FuW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff s ∈
Z.

5. When Algorithm 9 terminates, we have (M, s) |= CaS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff s ∈ Z.

6. When Algorithm 10 terminates, we have (M, s) |= CaW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff
s ∈ Z.

7. When Algorithm 11 terminates, we have (M, s) |= ReS(j, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff s ∈
Z.

8. When Algorithm 12 terminates, we have (M, s) |= ReW (j,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff
s ∈ Z.

9. When Algorithm 13 terminates, we have (M, s) |= DeS(i, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff
s ∈ Z.

10. When Algorithm 14 terminates, we have (M, s) |= DeW (i, k,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff
s ∈ Z.
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11. When Algorithm 15 terminates, we have (M, s) |= AsS(j, k, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff
s ∈ Z.

12. When Algorithm 16 terminates, we have (M, s) |= AsW (j, k,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) iff
s ∈ Z.

Proof. Since Algorithm 6 comes directly from the defined semantics, we show the proof
by induction over the structure of the algorithm. Specifically, lines 1–2 of the algorithm
correspond to the base case: the two sets X and Y compute the states satisfying the an-
tecedent ψ and the negation of the consequence ϕ, respectively. For the efficiently purpose,
we compute ¬ϕ instead of ϕ so as to use the existential operator ∃ to compute the members
of the set Z instead of ∀. When the computation of X (or Y ) produces an empty set, the
algorithm returns in line 4 the set S, i.e., all model’s states.

Line 3 corresponds to the induction hypothesis step, i.e., there is at least a state satis-
fying ψ and ¬ϕ; so X ∩ Y is not empty. Given that, the algorithm proceeds to compute
the set Z of preimage states of this state by calling Algorithm 3. Line 4 corresponds to
the induction step: by removing from the world S the states in Z that can see via ∼i→j

a state satisfying ψ and ¬ϕ (S − Z), we deduce that the rest of states in S should satisfy
WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ). Other parts of the proposition can be proved by a similar way.

Having proved the correctness of the developed algorithms, the following proposition is a
direct result.

Proposition 4.3.4 (Correctness). The developed symbolic model checking algorithm re-
ported in Algorithm 2 and symbolic model checker reported in Algorithm 1 are correct.

4.4 Implementation

Rather than implementing our symbolic model checker from scratch, we have adopted
and extended the symbolic model checker MCMAS [64]. MCMAS is the only symbolic
model checker, which supports the semantics of interpreted systems (i.e., MASmodels) and
specifications based on CTL. It also performs OBDD operations by means of the efficient
CUDD library. A distribution of MCMAS is publicly available, which is equipped with the
source code and case studies. Moreover, it has been successfully adopted to model check
web service composition [65], multi-agent interaction protocols [49, 53, 52], community-
based agent web services [16], and industrial models [15]. Our extension of MCMAS tool
generates an extended version of both MCMAS and its input language ISPL, which we
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called respectively MCMAS+ and ISPL+. Technically, the extension process is performed
in the utilities of MCMAS using the following two steps:

1. Adding 14 OBDD symbolic algorithms, which encode and implement our algorithms
developed and dedicated to CTLcc,α into the corresponding directory of the MCMAS
tool (these algorithms were implemented in C++).

2. Augmenting the CTLcc,α syntax on top of the standard CTL’s parser, syntax checker
(using the method “check formulae” in the “modal formulae” class), deriver and
header types.

To achieve step (1), the following two steps are performed:

− All components of the modelM as well as the states and sets of states computed by
the developed algorithms are represented as Boolean formulae in which all opera-
tions on sets are transformed into operations on Boolean formulae. For instance, the
intersection of two sets transforms into the multiplication of two Boolean formulae
encoding such two sets. The resulting Boolean formulae can be readily encoded as
OBDDs (refer to [32] for more details). The following is our OBDD implementation
of the strong delegation algorithm (see Algorithm 13):

BDD get_DES_states_new(BDD p, BDD q, string name1, string

name2, string name3, bdd_parameters *para)

{

vector<basictype *> shared;

vector<basictype *> shared1;

get_shared_vars(name1, name2, &shared);

get_shared_vars(name3, name2, &shared1);

BDD W = get_SCC_states(p, q, name1, name2, para);

BDD X = get_SCC_states(p, q, name3, name2, para);

BDD Y = (*para->reach - p) * (*para->reach - W) * X;

BDD Z = build_accessible_equivalence(name1, name2,

&shared, para);

string action_name = "Delegate_" + name1;

basic_agent *agent = (*is_agents)[name1];

BDD a = agent->encode_action(para, action_name);

BDD result = Y * get_accessible_image_new(W, Z, a, para);
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return result;

}

− Two OBDD algorithms are added into the corresponding directory of the MCMAS
tool in order to respectively compute the set of shared variables for any pair (i, j)
of agents and build an equivalence relation R such that for any states s1 and s2,
(s1, s2) ∈ R iff the shared variables have the same values in the i and j’s local states.
Our extension currently supports all MCMAS data types (e.g., enumeration, bounded
integer, and Boolean) to define shared and unshared variables. These algorithms
were also implemented in C++. Other algorithms and methods are added to make
our implementation compatible with the modularity feature. This extension doesn’t
affect the performance of the existing CTL temporal operators. Finally, our extension
was released as an independent open-source tool under GPL.

On a more down-to-earth note, MCMAS features a graphical user interface (based on
Eclipse) that supports a wide range of features. These features can guide the users and
designers to create, edit and track modeled systems by carrying out dynamic syntax check-
ing along with an additional ANTLR parser. Its interface also supports displaying counter
and witness examples, outline view, text marking and formatting, syntax highlighting, and
content assist automatically. Moreover, thanks to its embedding in a Java archive, such a
graphical user interface could be seamlessly integrated with other applications that need
model checking conditional commitments or other properties of the domain. For better
usability and ease-of-use the MCMAS’s graphical user interface, we:

1. Extended the implementation of the specialized system description language ISPL to
include shared and unshared variables and to support the commitment modalities and
the commitment action modalities (such implementations were performed in Java).

2. Developed and implemented a new facility to display labeled transition models un-
der verification process. This facility along with the counter-example facility reduce
inefficient and labor-intensive processes performed by the prospective users and de-
signers to step and trace through the models to find the places of errors or bugs
reported in counter-examples in order to fix them. All these graphs are represented
by Graphviz.

In the following, we present the automated ISPL+ model, which reflects the structure of
the extended interpreted systems generated by MCMAS+. For readability, we commented
different sections using “- -”.
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Agent Environment --Beginning of an Environment agent section

Vars:

end Vars

Actions = {};

Protocol:

end Protocol

Evolution:

end Evolution

end Agent --Ending of an Environment agent section

Agent --Beginning of an agent section

Vars: --local variables including local states

end Vars --and shared and unshared variables

Actions = {}; --local actions

Protocol: --local protocol

end Protocol

Evolution: --local transition function

end Evolution

end Agent

Evaluation --evaluation function to define atomic

end Evaluation --propositions

InitStates --initial states

end InitStates

Formulae --formulae being checked

end Formulae

We used our automated ISPL+ template generated by MCMAS+’s graphical user interface
plug-in under Eclipse to encode the running business model illustrated in Figure 12. An
environment agent is added to be accessible by all participating agents. This model has
6 agents, 5 conditional commitments and their negations needed to satisfy the semantics
of commitment actions as well as 6 conditional commitment actions. Figure 13 shows the
labeled transition system of this model automatically generated by our tool. Furthermore,
we expressed the following reachability properties using CTLcc,α to verify the reliability of
the model:

1. EF DeS (i , k , SCC (i , j , t , r))

2. EF FuS (k , SCC (k , j , t , r))
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Figure 13: The generated labeled transition system of the running model

3. EF FuW (k , SCC (k , j , t , r))

4. EF CaS (m, SCC (m, n, g , h))

5. EF AsS (i , k , SCC (j , i , p, q))

6. EF ReS (k , SCC (j , k , p, q))

The first formula means that there is a path and in its future the agent i can delegate her
strong commitment to the agent k. Other formulae can be read in the same way. Although
these formulae seem simple, they are reasonable and enough to test: 1) the implementa-
tion of our algorithms; and 2) the existence of commitment actions, which constitute all
business scenarios shaping the model. Moreover, such action-based properties cannot be
expressed and directly model checked in any existing approach discussed in Chapter 2.
When the verification results of these properties return true, then the commitments invoked
in them hold as well (see the semantics of commitment actions in Chapter 3). For example,
to fulfill a commitment, the commitment should be first activated. This is why we did not
check first the existence of commitments. Figure 14 shows the verification results of our
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Figure 14: Verification results of our running model

tested properties. In the figure, all these properties are evaluated to true. It is important
to mention that the graphical user interface reports some statistical results such as the ex-
ecution time (0.088 second), the number of reachable states (15 states), and the memory
in use (11 Megabytes). To evaluate the usability of the extended graphical user interface,
we conducted an empirical study involving 6 graduate students in the lab having a prior
experience in model-checking: 2 had more than four years; 2 had one to three years; and
2 had one year. The study divided the students into two groups (Group I and Group II),
who used two versions of the graphical user interface to model the same business scenario.
The students had fifteen days time to complete the model encoding process. We provided
a description with the same level of details of each graphical user interface and business
model to the students. The students in Group I modeled the above business model using
the old graphical user interface and students in Group II did the same using the new graph-
ical user interface. Each student worked individually. We found that Group II finished the
modeling process easier and faster than Group I and when we reviewed their modelings,
we found that they are very close to our modeling. Moreover, one member of Group I did
not complete the modeling process in the predefined time.
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Chapter 5

Computational Complexity Analysis

This chapter1 covers:

− The time complexity of the model checking problem of CTLcc,α, which addresses the
first part of Question 1.3.7 mentioned in Chapter 1.

− The space complexity of the model checking problem of CTLcc,α, which addresses
the second part of Question 1.3.7 mentioned in Chapter 1.

5.1 Introduction

As we shown in [52, 39], the motivations of studying the computational complexity of
model checking algorithm are to: 1) find a formal argument that shows the performance of
the proposal; 2) compute resources sufficient for tackling all problem’s instances including
the worst case [77]; 3) give a clear picture of the actual computational difficulty behind the
problem; and 4) compare different model checking techniques. Figure 15 shows the hier-
archical relationship between the common complexity classes. These classes can be read
from bottom to up as logarithmic space, nondeterministic logarithmic space, polynomial
time, nondeterministic polynomial time, polynomial space, nondeterministic polynomial
space, and exponential time.

5.2 Time complexity

In this section, we will prove that the CTLcc,α model checking algorithm is P-complete.
This result means that our algorithm can be run in a polynomial time with respect to the

1The results in this chapter are collected from our publications in [39, 44, 52].
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Figure 15: The relationship between common complexity classes

size of the model and the length of the formula.

Theorem 5.2.1. Let |M | and |ϕ| be the size of the explicit model and length of the formula.
The problem of CTLcc,α model checking can be solved in time O(|M | × |ϕ|).

Proof. The main idea of our proof is based on the fact that CTLcc,α is an extension of
CTL with a set of temporal modalities. The CTL model checking for explicit models is
linear in the size of the model and length of the formula, the proof is introduced in [32].
Therefore, we solely need to study the time complexity of our Algorithms from 5 to 16.
Steps 2 and 3 in Algorithms from 5 to 12 and steps 3 and 4 in Algorithms from 13 to 16 are
readily constructing sets of states: 1) by invoking the CTL algorithm; or 2) by performing
comparison operations on states, which can be easily done in a linear running time. In case
of Algorithms 3 and 4, the argument of performing the comparison operations on states is
also valid. Moreover, step 1 in Algorithms from 7 to 12 and steps 1 and 2 in Algorithms
from 13 to 16 recursively call the model checking algorithm on the sub-formulae ψ1 and
ψ2 of the formula ϕ = SCC(i, j, ψ1, ψ2) (respectively, ϕ = WCC(i, j, ψ1, ψ2)). Assume
ϕ = SCC(i, j, ψ1, ψ2), then Algorithm 5 of strong commitments is recursively invoked
until a CTL sub-formula is found. The depth of the recursion is therefore limited to the
length of the formula ϕ. Clearly, this depth is linear in the length of the formula ϕ. The
same arguments are valid in the case of weak commitments. Since CTL model checking
is linear in both the size of the model and the length of the formula, we then conclude that
CTL and CTLcc,α algorithms have the same complexity; so the theorem.

Theorem 5.2.2. The problem of CTLcc,α model checking is P-complete.

Proof. The upper bound (i.e., membership) is in P, which follows from Theorem 5.2.1. The
lower bound (i.e., hardness) is in P, which follows from a log-space reduction from CTL
model checking algorithm proved to be P-complete in [77].
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5.3 Space complexity using reduction technique

Hereafter, we will prove that the space complexity of the problem of model checking
CTLcc,α is PSPACE-complete for concurrent programs. This result means that there is
an algorithm solving the problem in polynomial space in the size of the components consti-
tuting concurrent programs and the length of the formula being model checked. Concurrent
programs in principle provide compact representations. Analyzing the space complexity of
our algorithm for concurrent programs is motivated by the fact that explicit representations
are not feasible in real model checker tools such as MCMAS, SPIN, and NuSMV. These
tools indeed provide compact modeling languages with a relatively high-level method to
define concurrent programs.

5.3.1 Concurrent programs and proof idea

We start with formally defining concurrent programs. A concurrent program as introduced
by Kupferman et al. [62] is composed of n concurrent processes (e.g., modules, protocols
or agents). Each process is described by a transition system Ki defined as follows: Ki =

(APi, ACi, Zi,Δi, z
0
i , Hi) where: APi is a set of local atomic propositions, ACi is a local

action alphabet, Zi is a finite set of local states, Δi ⊆ Zi × ACi × Zi is a local transition
relation, z0i ∈ Zi is an initial state, and Hi : Zi → 2APi is a local state labeling function.
A concurrent behavior of these processes can be described using a global transition system
K , which is computed by constructing the reachable states of the product of the processes
and synchronization of transitions is obtained using common action names. AssumeAP =⋃n

i=1
APi, AC =

⋃n
i=1

ACi, S = Πn
i=1Zi, z0 = (z01 , z

0
2 , . . . , z

0
n), andH(z) =

⋃n
i=1

Hi(s[i])

for every z ∈ Z, where z[i] is the ith component of z. Thus, K = (AP,AC, Z,Δ, z0, H)

where (z, a, z′) ∈ Δ iff (1) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that a ∈ ACi, we have (z[i], a, z′[i]) ∈
Δi; and (2) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that a �∈ ACi, we have z[i] = z′[i].

The idea of our proof is to employ a reduction technique to compute the lower and
upper bounds of the CTLcc,α model checking problem. This technique comprises of two
incorporated steps. In the former step, we transform the model of CTLcc,α into the model
of ARCTL [73] using a log-space reduction. The latter step is responsible for transforming
the CTLcc,α formulae into the ARCTL formulae using a polynomial space reduction.
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5.3.2 The ARCTL logic

The selection of ARCTL is natural and direct for two technical reasons: 1) the ARCTL
model is characterized by labeled transitions with actions and during the transformation
process, the commitment actions as well as other needed actions are instantly mapped
into ARCTL actions; and 2) the ARCTL action formulae are used to define formulae that
capture the semantic rules of the commitment action modalities and commitment modality.
Particularly, ARCTL is a branching-time temporal logic, which extends CTL with action
formulae. The key characteristic of ARCTL is to restrict path quantifiers with an action
formula that should satisfy in order to determine sharply the precise paths to evaluate path
formulae. Therefore, ARCTL is able to express state- and action-based system properties
like CTLcc,α. As introduced in [73], the following BNF grammar defines the syntax of
ARCTL:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | EαXϕ | Eα(ϕ U ϕ) | EαGϕ

α ::= b | ¬α | α ∨ α

where ϕ is a state formula that holds on a given state, α is an action formula, p ∈ Φp is an
atomic proposition, and b ∈ Φb is an atomic action proposition.

Definition 5.3.1 (ARCTL Models). A model MA = (G, IG, Act, TR, VG, VAct) is a tuple
whereG is a nonempty set of states; IG ⊆ G is a set of initial states;Act is a set of actions;
TR ⊆ G×Act×G is a labeled transition relation; VG : G→ 2ΦP is a function assigning
to each state a set of atomic propositions to interpret this state; and VAct : Act → 2Φb

is a function assigning to each action a set of atomic action propositions to interpret this
action.

The semantics of this logic [73] is given by defining the α-restriction ofMA = (G, IG, Act,

TR, VG, VAct) as follows: Mα
A = (G, IG, Act, TR

α, VG, VAct), where TRα is a transition
relation such that (g, a, g′) ∈ TRα iff (g, a, g′) ∈ TR and a |= α where |= is defined as
follows:

− a |= b iff b ∈ VAct(a);

− a |= ¬α iff not (a |= α) and;

− a |= α ∨ α′ iff a |= α or a |= α′.

The intuition behind the α-restriction is to concentrate each time on certain transitions
whose labels satisfy a given action formula and disregard all other transitions. This restric-
tion is useful when checking a formula since relevant transitions are merely considered.
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Specifically, the authors in [73] defined the set Πα(g) of paths (called α-paths) whose ac-
tions satisfy a given action formula α and these paths start at g to formally interpret an
ARCTL formula. The satisfaction relation, denoted by (Mα

A, g) |= ϕ or concisely g |= ϕ,
is defined as follows (notice that we omit the semantics of Boolean connectives and propo-
sitional atoms):

g |= EαXϕ iff ∃π ∈ Πα(g) and π(1) |= ϕ,

g |= Eα(ϕ U ψ) iff ∃π ∈ Πα(g) s .t . for some k ≥ 0, π(k) |= ψ and π(j) |= ϕ ∀ 0 ≤ j ≤

k − 1,

g |= EαGϕ iff ∃π ∈ Πα(g) s .t . π(k) |= ϕ for all k ≥ 0.

5.3.3 Transformation procedure

Our transformation procedure from the problem of model checking CTLcc,α to the problem
of model checking ARCTL is defined as follows: Given a CTLcc,α model M = (S, I, T,

{∼i→j | (i, j) ∈ A
2}, {Rci| i ∈ A},V) and a CTLcc,α formula ϕ, we have to define an

ARCTL model Mα
A = F(M) and an ARCTL formula F(ϕ) using a transformation func-

tion F such that M |= ϕ iff F(M) |= F(ϕ). The model F(M) is defined as an ARCTL
modelMα

A = (G, IG, Act, TR
α, VG, VAct) as follows:

1. G← S, IG ← I , VG ← V ,

2. To define the set Act, we define: 1) the functionmap : Actci → {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, which
takes a set of commitment actions as input and returns a number that represents the in-
dex of the input action. It is specifically defined as: 1 = map(Fulfill), 2 = map(Cancel),

3 = map(Release), 4 = map(Delegate) and 5 = map(Assign); and 2) the set Φb

from the following four sets of atomic action propositions:

− the set W ← {ε} for the transition relation T to capture the semantics of tem-
poral modalities.

− the setX ← {α1→1, α1→2, . . . , αn→n} for the social accessibility relation∼i→j

to capture the semantics of conditional commitments.

− the set Y ← {γ11, γ12, . . . , γn5} for the local transition labeled by commitment
actions and defined by Rci .
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− the set Z ← {β11→1, β21→2, . . . , β5n→n} for the symmetric closure of the social
accessibility relation ∼i→j and local labeled transition relation Rci to capture
the semantics of commitment action modalities.

If Φb ← W ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ Z, then Act ← {αo} ∪ {α11, α12, . . . , αnn} ∪ {β111,

β211, . . . , β5nn} ∪ {γ11, γ12, . . . , γn5} where αo, αij and γik are the actions labeling
transitions respectively obtained from the transition relation T , social accessibility
relation ∼i→j and local labeled transition relation Rci . βkij is the action labeling the
symmetric transitions added when there exists transitions labeled with αij and γik

and needed to define transformation of the action formulae,

3. The function VAct is defined as follows:

− If αo ∈ Act, then VAct(α
o)← {ε},

− If αij ∈ Act, then VAct(α
ij)← {αi→j} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

− If βkij ∈ Act, then VAct(β
kij) ← {βki→j} for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and

1 ≤ j ≤ n,

− If γik ∈ Act, then VAct(γ
ik)← {γik} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, and

4. The labeled transition relation TRα combines the temporal transition T , accessibility
relation ∼i→j and local labeled transition relation Rci and their symmetric closures
under the following conditions: for states s, s′ ∈ S,

− If (s, s′) ∈ T , then (g, αo, g′) ∈ TRε,

− If s ∼i→j s
′, then (g, αij, g′) ∈ TRαi→j ,

− If (li(s), ai, li(s′)) ∈ Rci and a ∈ Actci , then (g, γik, g′) ∈ TRγik where k =

map(a).

− If (g, αij, g′) ∈ TRαi→j and (g, γik, g′) ∈ TRγik , then (g′, βkij, g) ∈ TRβki→j .

Let us now define F

= as equal under the transformation function F and F(ϕ) as an ARCTL
formula by induction on the form of the CTLcc,α formula ϕ.

1. F(p)
F

= p, if p is an atomic proposition;

2. F(¬ϕ)
F

= ¬F(ϕ); F(ϕ ∨ ψ)
F

= F(ϕ) ∨ F(ψ); F(EXϕ)
F

= EXF(ϕ);

3. F(E(ϕ U ψ))
F

= E(F(ϕ) U F(ψ));

4. F(EGϕ)
F

= EGF(ϕ);
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5. F(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))
F

= AαijX(F(ψ)→ F(ϕ));

6. F(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ))
F

= EαijXF(ψ) ∧ F(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ));

7. F(FuS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ1 ijXF(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ F(ψ)

∧ ¬F(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ));

8. F(FuW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ1 ijXF(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ F(ϕ)

∧ ¬F(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ));

9. F(CaS(i, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ2 ijXF(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ψ)

∧ ¬F(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ));

10. F(CaW (i,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ2 ijXF(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ϕ)

∧ ¬F(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ));

11. F(ReS(j, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ3jiXF(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ψ)

∧ ¬F(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ));

12. F(ReW (j,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ3jiXF(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ϕ)

∧ ¬F(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ));

13. F(DeS(i, l, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ4 ijXF(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ψ)

∧ ¬F(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ F(SCC(l, j, ψ, ϕ));

14. F(DeW (i, l,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ4 ijXF(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ϕ)

∧ ¬F(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ F(WCC(l, j, ψ, ϕ));

15. F(AsS(j, l, SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ5 ijXF(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ψ)

∧ ¬F(SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ F(SCC(i, l, ψ, ϕ));

16. F(AsW (j, l,WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)))
F

= Eβ5 ijXF(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ ¬F(ϕ)

∧ ¬F(WCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ)) ∧ F(WCC(i, l, ψ, ϕ)).

5.3.4 Soundness and completeness

Theorem 5.3.1 (Soundness and completeness ofF ). LetM and ϕ be respectively a CTLcc,α

model and formula and let F(M) and F(ϕ) be the corresponding model and formula in
ARCTL. We haveM |= ϕ iff F(M) |= F(ϕ).

The proof of this theorem is straightforward using induction with respect to the struc-
ture of the formula ϕ. Theorem 5.3.1 in principle proves that every CTLcc,α formula has a
corresponding ARCTL formula so that the CTLcc,α formula holds inM iff the correspond-
ing ARCTL formula holds in the ARCTL model obtained fromM . It is worth mentioning
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that we are discussing here the transformation (i.e., the reduction) of the model check-
ing problem, which doesn’t entail the equivalence of CTLcc,α and ARCTL. To clarify this
point, it is not the case that any model of ARCTL can correspond to a model in CTLcc,α.
For instance, assume a model of ARCTL is obtained from a model of CTLcc,α using the
transformation function F . Now, if we add a transition labeled by αij in the transformed
ARCTL model, then the added transition doesn’t necessarily correspond to a social acces-
sibility relation in the model of CTLcc,α. The reason is because the social accessibility
relation needs to satisfy the four conditions stated in Definition 3.4.1, which are not neces-
sarily satisfied for the transition labeled by αij in the model of ARCTL. Consequently, it is
possible, for instance, to have the formula EαijXF(ψ) ∧ AαijX(F(ψ)→ F(ϕ)) satisfied
in the model of ARCTL without having the corresponding formula SCC(i, j, ψ, ϕ) satis-
fied in the model of CTLcc,α. Moreover, although the problem of model checking CTLcc,α

is reduced to the problem of model checking ARCTL, ARCTL is not more expressive than
CTLcc,α. In fact, ARCTL cannot be used to reason about commitments and associated ac-
tions since the model of this logic doesn’t support the accessibility relations. In the model
of CTLcc,α, these relations are part of the model and are automatically computed based on
the shared and unshared variables.

5.3.5 Space complexity

Theorem 5.3.2 (Lower bound). Let �lsr denote the linear-space reduction. The problem
of model checking CTL can be reduced into the problem of model checking CTLcc,α in a
linear space, i.e., MC(CTL) �lsr MC(CTLcc,α).

Proof. CTLcc,α subsumes CTL because CTLcc,α integrates CTL modalities, commitment
modality and commitment action modalities. Accordingly, CTL formulae are CTLcc,α for-
mulae as well and models of CTL are part of CTLcc,α models. The transformation of the
model and the formula could be readily computed by a deterministic TuringMachine (TM)
in a logarithmic space w.r.t. the size n of the CTL input model (i.e., space O(logn)), and
linear space w.r.t. the size of the CTL formula. For the model, TM simply looks at the
input and writes in its output tape, one-by-one, the states (including the initial ones), val-
uation function, and transitions. For the formula, simply the same input CTL formula is
produced as output.

Theorem 5.3.3 (Upper bound). Let�psr denote the polynomial-space reduction. The prob-
lem of model checking CTLcc,α can be reduced into the problem of model checking ARCTL
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in a polynomial space, i.e., MC(CTLcc,α) �psr MC(ARCTL).

Proof. The transformation of the CTLcc,α model and the CTLcc,α formula into the ARCTL
model and the ARCTL formula could be readily computed by a deterministic Turing Ma-
chine (TM) in space O(logn) where n is the size of the input CTLcc,α model, and polyno-
mial space w.r.t. the size of the CTLcc,α formula. For the model, TM reads in the input tape
a model of CTLcc,α and produces in the output tape, one-by-one, the same states including
the initial ones and the same state valuation function. Moreover, TM writes α0 and γik in
the set of actions Act if there are transitions defined in T and labeled transitions defined
by Rci . It reads the accessibility relation ∼i→j in the input model one-by-one and for each
one, it writes αij in Act. TM also writes the set of actions βkij in Act for symmetric tran-
sitions. Then, for each element in Act, TM writes in the output tape VAct one-by-one as
defined above. Finally, TM looks for all transitions (s, s′) and (li(s), ai, li(s

′)) in the in-
put model and writes, one-by-one, the transitions (g, α0, g′) and (g, γik, g′). It also writes,
one-by-one, the transitions (g, αij, g′) for each accessibility relation s ∼i→j s

′ in the input
model, and transitions (g′, βkij, g) for the defined transitions (g, γik, g′) and (g, αij, g′) in
the output model. All these writing operations are clearly logarithmic in space because
this transformation is done on-the-fly, step-by-step. We showed above that any formula of
CTLcc,α is transformable into a formula of ARCTL. All these transformations are clearly
polynomial space in the length of the input formula, so the theorem.

Theorem 5.3.4. The space complexity of the CTLcc,α model checking for concurrent pro-
grams is PSPACE-complete with respect to the size of the components Pi and the length of
the formula.

Proof. We proved in [52] that model checking GCTL∗ is PSPACE-complete for concur-
rent programs and also showcased that GCTL∗ subsumes ARCTL. Then, the upper bound
of model checking ARCTL is PSAPCE. On the other hand, ARCTL subsumes CTL. Since
model checking CTL is PSPACE-complete for concurrent programs [62, 77], the lower
bound of model checking ARCTL is PSAPCE as well. We can conclude that model check-
ing ARCTL is PSPACE-complete for concurrent programs. We also proved that MC(CTL)
�lsr MC(CTLcc,α) �psr MC(ARCTL) in Theorems 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. The theorem follows
from the fact that model checking CTL and ARCTL are both PSPACE-complete for con-
current programs with respect to the size of the componentsPi and the length of the formula
being checked.
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Chapter 6

Application Domains

This chapter1 covers three application domains to address Question 1.3.8 mentioned in
Chapter 1:

− Business interaction protocols.

− Health care processes.

− Web service compositions.

6.1 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 1, there is a huge variety of application areas for which agents tech-
nology is suitable [21]. Wooldridge divided applications of agents into two groups: 1)
distributed systems, where multi-agents become processing nodes in a distributed fashion;
and 2) personal software assistants, where individual agents proactively assist users to per-
form some actions (Chapter 11 in [98]). Clearly, interactions among processing nodes and
among individual agents and their users is a key component to achieve individual objec-
tives. In this case, all interactions take the form of a goal-driven behavior. Therefore,
high-level interaction technologies are strongly needed, especially in open environments.
The agent communication community introduced the theory of social commitments, not
only to model such interactions, but also to engineer the topology of MASs in a flexible
way [82, 105].

In this chapter, we investigate the application domains of our approach introduced in
Chapter 3. It consists of two main components: conditional commitment specification lan-
guage called CTLcc,α and symbolic model checking implemented in the MCMAS+ tool

1The results in this chapter are collected from our publications in [39, 43, 44].
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and its input language ISPL+. These components elegantly give the proposed approach a
rigorous formal basis. To apply our approach, we first introduce a methodology to model
MASs from given specifications. The methodology specifically focuses on modeling busi-
ness relationships instead of low-level details based on creating and manipulating social
commitments. This is because such relationships capture the dependencies among agents,
while internal parts of each agent model local states including commitment states, local
actions including commitment actions and local protocol (policy). Our methodology is
summarized in Table 10. The methodology takes as input the formal or informal specifica-

Table 10: The steps of the proposed modeling methodology
Description Input Output
Identifying sub-scenarios Formal or informal Sub-scenarios

specification of MAS
Identifying roles Sub-scenario Roles and their names
Identifying business tasks Sub-scenario Tasks
Introducing a commitment Weak (or strong) commitment, Business commitment
for each sub-scenario sub-scenario, roles, tasks model
Introducing a commitment Weak (or strong) commitment, Business commitment
action for each commitment business meaning of exchanged action model

message, roles
Generating formal model Specification of MAS, all The whole formal

commitment models and all model
commitment actions models

tion of MAS in the form of business scenario. It works as follows:

1. It extracts all business interactions (sub-scenarios) from the system specification.

2. It identifies the roles and their names from each sub-scenario.

3. It identifies the business tasks carried out by the roles to achieve their interactive
goals.

4. It creates a business commitment model for each sub-scenario to achieve the identi-
fied tasks with respect to the semantics of conditional commitments.

5. It creates a business commitment action model for each identified commitment with
respect to the semantics of commitment action. The introduced action must match
the business meaning extracted from exchanged message among roles.

6. It generates the whole formal model by formally combining the business models of
all introduced commitments and their actions according to the given specification of
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MAS and our model such that: 1) all redundant states and atomic propositions are
removed; and 2) all created commitments are resolved. From the flexibility of social
commitment-based approach, one commitment can precede another one as long as
the behavior is correct at the business interaction level, such as the commitment to
deliver requested goods can be created before the commitment to pay and vice versa.

Second, we define in Table 11 a library of properties/requirements that are required to

Table 11: Library of proposed properties
Property name Specification
Reachability There is a valid computation sequence to reach a particular state

of interest
Safety Something bad never happens
Liveness Something good will eventually happen
Response An event will happen infinitely many times
Guarantee An event will eventually happen, but doesn’t promise repetitions

be proved or verified on MASs modeled by our methodology using the developed tool.
These properties are introduced in the literature of reactive and concurrent systems [69] and
some of these properties are used in the literature of agent communication [51]. Through
the adopted application domains, we present two forms of these properties: simple and
parametric. The parametric form respects two interleaved techniques between interacting
agents. Such properties are formalized using the CTLcc,α logic.

Our long-term goals are to: 1) demonstrate the expressive power of CTLcc,α in ex-
pressing the above requirements; 2) test experimentally the computational performance and
scalability of the implemented tool; 3) confirm experimentally the theoretical complexity
results; and 4) compare experimentally the proposed approach with other approaches (if
any). We selected three significant application domains and performed a set of experiments
to achieve these goals. The testbed of these experiments is as follows:

1. Desktop: Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4CPU @ 3.00GHz with 8GB of DDR3 RAM and
64-bit Operating System (Windows 7).

2. Eclipse with plug-in MCMAS’s graphical user interface, Java JDK 8 and Graphviz
2.8.

3. The implemented tool MCMAS+.

4. Flex 2.5.4, GNU bison 2.3, GNU g++ 4.0.1 and Cygwin for 64-bit versions of Win-
dows to compile tool.
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6.2 First domain: Business interaction protocols

To make a dialogue or conversation, we need a mechanism to regulate and coordinate a
set of ACL messages exchanged among participating agents. The developers of FIPA-
ACL proposed a set of FIPA-ACL protocols2. These protocols include the standard FIPA
messages, designed mainly for certain purposes. Request Interaction protocol, English
Auction Interaction protocol and Contract Net protocol are the famous examples of FIPA-
ACL protocols. The English Auction Interaction protocol is designed to acquire a higher
market value for auction goods. The social approaches criticized the FIPA-ACL protocols
as they restrict the protocols’ flexibility [28, 51] by adding constraints on the occurrence
of exchanged messages. Therefore, they are too rigid to be used by autonomous agents.
A formalism of commitment machines has been used to model and execute multi-agent
interaction protocols in a flexible and declarative way [104]. The resulting protocols are
termed commitment-based protocols. In this formalism, the protocol states are labeled
with commitments and literals holding on these states. A direct mapping from protocol
messages (actions) into commitment actions is carried out through the modeling process.
The transitions between protocol states are then labeled with commitment actions. To ex-
ecute these machines, modeled protocols are compiled into finite state machines [104] or
generalized Büchi automata [80]. However, the commitment machine formalism is un-
suitable as it waives the: 1) formal description of agents participating in protocols; and 2)
formal semantics of social commitments and their actions. To address these limitations, we
formalized commitment-based protocols using our logical model, which formally includes
the description of agents and defined computationally grounded semantics for social com-
mitments and their actions. Hereafter, we describe the business interaction protocol called
NetBill protocol, widely used in the literature of social commitments.

6.2.1 The NetBill protocol: Specification and modeling

The NetBill protocol is an electronic commerce protocol designed to be used for the sell-
ing and delivery of low-priced information goods such as software programs and journal
articles over the Internet [84]. The protocol regulates the interactions among two agents
called the merchantMer and the customer Cus to build a MAS. According to our method-
ology, the protocol can be divided into four sub-scenarios: request, delivery, payment, and

2See FIPA-ACL Interaction Protocols (2001,2002), http://www.fipa.org/repository/ips.
php3
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receipt. In the request scenario, Cus asks Mer for a price quote for certain good items
andMer presents the price quote as an offer. Cus can accept or reject the offer. It is clear
that there are only two roles named Cus and Mer and three tasks named request , present

and accept . The commitments to achieve these tasks are introduced latter (see C4, C5 and
C6). If Cus accepts the received offer, the delivery scenario starts. In this scenario, there is
no new roles and only one task named deliver , which needs to introduce a strong commit-
ment to achieve it. From the dependency relation, the Mer role will play the debtor agent
and the Cus role will play the creditor agent. The business model of this commitment has
two social states connected by a transition labeled with ‘deliverGoods’ message. As the
business meaning of the ‘deliverGoods’ message means fulfilling the introduced commit-
ment, the methodology introduces a fulfill action and its business model, which consists of
three social states. According to the semantics of fulfillment action, the first state should be
commitment state, the second state should be fulfilled state and the third state is needed to
terminate the active commitment. In the payment scenario, there is no new roles and only
one task named payment , which needs to introduce a strong commitment to achieve it such
that the Cus role will play the debtor agent and the Mer role will play the creditor agent.
The business model of this commitment has two social states connected by a transition la-
beled with ‘sendEPO’ message, where EPO is the abbreviation of the electronic payment
order. This message means fulfilling the introduced commitment and then the methodology
introduces a fulfill action and its business model. In the receipt scenario, there is no new
roles and only one task named receipt , which needs to introduce a strong commitment to
achieve it such that the Mer role will play the debtor agent and the Cus role will play the
creditor agent. The business model of this commitment has two social states connected by
a transition labeled with ‘sendReceipt’ message. This message means fulfilling the intro-
duced commitment and then the methodology introduces a fulfill action and its business
model.

According to the NetBill protocol specification introduced in [84], our methodology
generates the whole formal model, which combines the business models of all introduced
commitments and their actions using our modelM = (S, T, {∼i→j | (i, j) ∈ A

2}, {Rci| i ∈

A}, I,V). This model is illustrated in Figure 16 wherein the set of roles that will be in-
stantiated by agents participating in the protocol is A = {Cus ,Mer} plus an environment
agent e to model the protocol itself. In the figure, instead of using a social transition, which
captures the allowed evolution of the protocol from a social state to another social state, we
used the corresponding local transitions, which are labeled by agents and their local actions
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Figure 16: The graphical representation of our modeling of the NetBill protocol

performed during this social transition. For readability purpose, we used one transition in-
stead of three local transitions. For example, the representative transition from s0 to s1 is
labeled by: 1) Cus and its local action requestQuote; 2)Mer and its local action null ; and
3) e and its local action requestQuote. Moreover, we added in parentheses the commit-
ment action, which captures the meaning of the protocol message. The social states are
numbered and identified with their local states of the three interacting agents. The dashed-
red arrows refer to the social accessibility relations (∼Cus→Mer and∼Mer→Cus) with respect
to the active commitment. Some of states are labeled by the active commitments. Specifi-
cally, in the figure, there are three strong commitments constituting the protocol. They are
defined as follows:

− C1 = SCC (Mer ,Cus ,Quote(Accepted),AF Goods(Delivered))

− C2 = SCC (Cus ,Mer ,Goods(Accepted),AF Send(Payment))

− C3 = SCC (Mer ,Cus ,Payment(Received),AF Receipt(Delivered))

The formula C1 expresses that the merchant strongly commits towards the customer to
eventually deliver the requested goods when the customer accepts the received price quote.
The formula C2 states that when the delivered goods are accepted by the customer, it will
strongly commit to send the agreed payment to the merchant. The formula C3 means
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that the merchant strongly commits towards the customer to eventually deliver the receipt
solely when the payment is received. By modeling the protocol using strong commit-
ments, the customer and merchant must respectively have the possibility of reaching states
at which the propositions Quote(Accepted), Goods(Accepted), and Payment(Received)

are satisfied. The merchant can fulfill its commitments (C1 and C3) at states s4 and s10

by respectively performing the actions ‘deliverGoods’ and ‘sendReceipt’, while the cus-
tomer commitment (C2) can be fulfilled at state s7 by performing the action ‘sendEPO’.
The interesting point here is that the life cycle of these strong commitments is implemented
merely by considering fulfillment actions. This is semantically acceptable as strong com-
mitments will be only active when their antecedents are true and, if so, the consequences
must hold as well.

Our protocol modeling satisfies the regulative constraints introduced in [10, 9]. Indeed,
the authors introduced the following three constraints: 1) a price quote must occur before
the conditional commitment to pay (C2); 2) the conditional commitment to send a receipt
(C3) must occur before the payment is done; and 3) if a receipt is issued, then a payment
must have occurred before. On the other hand, the authors in [105, 97, 80] showed that
the commitment-based approach flexibly enhances the NetBill protocol specification by
ensuring that agents should be allowed to adjust their actions so as to handle exceptions
that arise during interaction. Three of these exceptions—discussed in Example 3.2.1—
would be expressed by the following strong commitments:

− C4 = SCC (Mer ,Cus ,�,Quote(Presented))

− C5 = SCC (Cus ,Mer ,�,E (¬Quote(Requested) U ¬Quote(Requested)

∧Quote(Accepted)))

− C6 = SCC (Mer ,Cus ,�,E (¬Quote(Accepted) U ¬Quote(Accepted)

∧Goods(Delivered)))

Here, C4 means that the merchant proactively presents a quote even without being re-
quested by the customer (mimicking the idea of advertising a price); C5 means that there
is a possibility for the customer to accept the price quote without requesting it (as in cases
of trust); and C6 states that the merchant strongly commits to deliver the goods without
asking the customer for accepting the price (as in a trial offer). By considering each excep-
tion as a different instance of the protocol, then we have four protocol instances including
the instance of the protocol itself. Other exceptions are: 1) the customer can reject the
presented price quote and the protocol passes through the initial state; 2) the customer can
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send the payment before initially receiving its requested goods; 3) the customer can pay by
the credit instead of sending the electronic payment order; 4) the agents can detach con-
ditional commitments into unconditional commitments; and so forth. In total, we have 15
instances of the protocol in which each customer is working with a merchant within a pro-
tocol instance. The key motivations of considering different instances are that: 1) potential
customers and merchants will behave and execute the protocol in different ways; 2) several
types of business scenarios might coexist; and 3) the scalability of the modeled system can
be defined in an attractive way. Having different combinations allow us to achieve different
levels of scalability that makes the problem complex enough to observe significant results
and to compare related proposals.

6.2.2 Protocol properties

Various protocol properties are expressed in the CTLcc,α logic to verify the NetBill protocol
specification.

1. Reachability property. The following lists the formulae that can be exploited to
check the reachable states in the NetBill protocol:

− ϕ1 = E
(
¬Quote(Received) U (Quote(Received) ∧ SCC (Mer ,Cus ,Quote

(Accepted),AF Goods(Delivered))
)

− ϕ2 = E
(
¬Goods(Delivered) U (Goods(Delivered) ∧ SCC (Cus ,Mer ,Goods

(Accepted),AF Send(Payment)))
)

− ϕ3 = E (¬Send(Payment) U (Send(Payment) ∧ Receipt(Delivered)))

− ϕ4 = EF
(
FuS (Mer , SCC (Mer ,Cus ,�,Quote(Presented)))

)
− ϕ5 = EF

(
FuS (Cus , SCC (Cus ,Mer ,�,E (¬Quote(Requested) U ¬Quote

(Requested) ∧Quote(Accepted))))
)

− ϕ6 = EF
(
FuS (Mer , SCC (Mer ,Cus ,�,E (¬Quote(Accepted) U ¬Quote

(Accepted) ∧Goods(Delivered))))
)

For example, the formula ϕ1 means that there exists a path where the merchant will
not strongly commit to deliver the requested goods to the customer until the customer
received and accepted its price quote.

2. Safety property. For example, a bad situation is that the customer sends the pay-
ment for the requested goods, but the merchant never strongly commits to deliver the
receipt:

ϕ7 = AG ¬
(
Send(Payment) ∧ ¬SCC (Mer ,Cus ,Payment(Recieved),

AF Receipt(Delivered))
)
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3. Liveness property. For example, along all paths globally if the merchant delivers
the requested goods, then there is a path in its future the customer will strongly
commit to send the payment when it accepts the delivered goods:

ϕ8 = AG
(
Goods(Delivered)→ EF (SCC (Cus ,Mer ,Goods(Accepted),

AF Send(Payment))))

6.2.3 Experimental results of the NetBill protocol
To encode the NetBill protocol described in Section 6.2.1 and formalized using our tempo-
ral model, we used the automated ISPL+ model generated by MCMAS+. In particular, we
exploited the following sections Agent Environment ... end Agent, Agent
Cus ... end Agent, and Agent Mer ... end Agent to encode the proto-
col specification itself, and the roles played by the customer and merchant agents, respec-
tively. The interesting point in the agent section is the set of shared variables, which gives
the agent the possibility to directly communicate with other agents. For example, in our
ISPL+ encoding of the customer and merchant agents, we define the set x 1 = {x0, x1}

of shared variables to establish a communication channel between them. The value of
x 1 = x0 for the customer at the local state c3 is changed into x 1 = x1 at the local state c4
to make the social state s4 = (e4, c4, m3) accessible from the social state s3 = (e3, c3, m3).
According to the first condition in Definition 3.4.1, the local state m3 of the merchant
doesn’t change as it is the debtor agent. The set of atomic propositions is added into
the Evaluation ... end Evaluation section, while the set of initial states is
added into the InitStates ... end InitStates section. Furthermore, the de-
fined properties in Section 6.2.2 are encoded using ISPL+ and inserted into the Formulae
... end Formulae section at the end of the model. Having encoded the protocol, we
proceeded to verify its correctness against the defined formulae using the developed MC-
MAS+ tool. The customer and merchant agents are specified using ISPL+ as follows:

Agent Cus

Vars:

x_1: {x0, x1};//The set of shared variables

z_1: {z0, z1};//The set of unshared variables

c_1: {c0,c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,...};

end Vars

Actions = {c_requestQuote,c_acceptQuote,...,c_null};

Protocol:

c_1=c0: {c_requestQuote};

c_1=c2: {c_acceptQuote};

...;

Other: {c_null};

end Protocol
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Evolution:

c_1=c1 if c_1=c0 and Action=c_requestQuote and

Env.Action=e_requestQuote;

c_1=c2 if c_1=c1 and Mer.Action=m_presentQuote

and Env.Action=e_presentQuote;

c_1=c3 and x_1=x0 if c_1=c2 and Action=c_acceptQuote and

Env.Action=e_acceptQuote;

c_1=c4 and x_1=x1 and z_1=z0 if c_1=c3 and Mer.Action=Fulfill_Mer

and Env.Action=e_deliverGoods;

...;

c_1=c9 and x_1=x1 and z_1=z1 if c_1=c8 and Env.Action=

e_neededtoFulCom2;

c_1=c0 and x_1=x0 and z_1=z0 if c_1=c8 and Env.Action=e_null;

end Evolution

end Agent

Agent Mer

Vars:

x_1: {x0,x1};//The set of shared variables

y_1: {y0,y1};//The set of unshared variables

m_1: {m0,m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,...};

end Vars

Actions = {m_presentQuote,Fulfill_Mer,m_sendReceipt,...,m_null};

Protocol:

m_1=m1: {m_presentQuote};

m_1=m3: {Fufill_Mer};

...;

Other: {m_null};

end Protocol

Evolution:

m_1=m1 if m_1=m0 and Cus.Action=c_requestQuote and Env.

Action=e_requestQuote;

m_1=m2 if m_1=m1 and Action=m_presentQuote and

Env.Action=e_presentQuote;

m_1=m3 and x_1=x1 and y_1=y0 if m_1=m2

and Cus.Action=c_acceptQuote and

Env.Action=e_acceptQuote;

...;

m_1=m7 and x_1=x1 and y_1=y1 if m_1=m5 and Env.Action=

e_waitforReceipt;

m_1=m0 and x_1=x1 and y_1=y0 if m_1=m7 and Env.Action=e_null;

end Evolution
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end Agent

We performed a set of experiments and from Experiment 2 we rewrite the defined formulae
in a parametric form. For example, in Experiment 5 the formula ϕ1 is redefined as follows:

ϕ′
1 =

10∧
i=1

E
(
¬Quote(Received)i U (Quote(Received)i ∧ SCC (Meri ,Cusi ,

Quote(Accepted)i ,AF Goods(Delivered)i))
)

We found that our 8 tested formulae (reachability, liveness, and safety) are satisfied in
all these experiments. With regard to the Propositions 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, the corresponding
weak commitments and their fulfillments of the strong ones are satisfied as well. Therefore,
we do not need to test weak formulae.

6.2.4 Analyzing and evaluating results

To check the computational performance and scalability of the developed tool, we reported
6 experiments in Table 12 where the number of agents (#Agents), the number of reach-
able states (#States), the execution time (Time(Sec)) in seconds, and the memory in use
(Memory(MB)) in megabytes are given. Our system of agents ranges from 6 agents (2
customers, 2 merchants, and 2 protocol instances modeled as 2 environment agents) to 45
agents (15 customers, 15 merchants, and 15 environment agents). From Table 12, the num-

Table 12: Verification results of the NetBill protocol
#Agents #States Time(Sec) Memory(MB)
6 144 0.041 9
12 20736 0.365 13
18 2.98598e+06 1.875 23
24 4.29982e+08 6.892 46
30 6.19174e+10 19.258 66
... ... ... ...
45 1.5407e+16 46807.400 3181

ber of reachable states reflects the state space increases exponentially when the number of
agents increases as we expected. However, the memory usage increases merely polynomi-
ally, which confirms the theoretical result (i.e., the PSPACE-completeness). With regard
to the execution time, the increase is not exponential, but faster than the polynomial. Al-
though the verification process takes more time, it is acceptable for detecting design errors
for at least two crucial reasons. The former reason is about reducing the cost and time
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requirements needed for both implementation and maintenance phases. The latter reason is
in avoiding catastrophic situations in terms of both human lives loss and economic damages
(think of failing safety property in control systems of nuclear power plants).

We continue evaluating the effectiveness of the developed tool with respect to complex
models, which enable each agent to interact with all other agents in the system in a fully
interleaved way. To implement this kind of the interaction technique, we used our encoding
of the protocol model introduced above and then defined two parameterized tested formulae
in which every customer interacts with every merchant, and vice versa.

ψ1 =
m∧
i=1

EF
( n∧
j=1

SCC(Mer i,Cusj,Quote(Accepted),AF Goods(Delivered))
)

ψ2 =

m∧
i=1

EF
( n∧
j=1

FuS(Meri, SCC(Mer i,Cusj ,Quote(Accepted),AF Goods(Delivered)))
)

Here, m and n refer to the number of merchants and customers, respectively. The formula
ψ1 says that there is a path in its future each merchant from m identified merchants can
strongly commit to n customers to eventually deliver the requested goods when each cus-
tomer from these identified customers accepts the received price quote. The formula ψ2 is
the fulfillment of this commitment. As a benchmark, we redefined ψ1 and ψ2 in the pre-
vious parametric form and called them ψ3 and ψ4 in which each customer is paired with
a merchant and all these pairs evolve in a parallel way. We call this kind of interaction a
“pure interleaved interaction”.

ψ3 =

m∧
i=1

EF SCC(Mer i,Cus i,Quote(Accepted),AF Goods(Delivered))

ψ4 =

m∧
i=1

EF FuS(Meri, SCC(Mer i,Cus i,Quote(Accepted),AF Goods(Delivered)))

Table 13 reports the verification results of four experiments. We found that all tested for-
mulae are satisfied. Since we utilized our previous encoding, the number of reachable
states is similar to the corresponding one in Table 12. However, since here we use different
testing formulae, the memory usage results differ from the corresponding ones in Table 12.
From Table 13, the memory usage in the fully interleaved interactions, as we expected, is
higher than the corresponding ones in the pure interleaved interactions, because there are
more interactions among agents. This enforces that the MCMAS+ tool keep more states
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Table 13: Verification results of the NetBill protocol against ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, and ψ4

Pure Interleaved Interactions Fully Interleaved Interactions
against ψ3 and ψ4 against ψ1 and ψ2

#Agents #States Memory(MB) Memory(MB)
6 144 7 7
12 20736 9 11
18 2.98598e+06 21 25
24 4.29982e+08 71 92

until the established interactions will terminate. Figure 17 illustrates the relationship be-
tween the number of agents and memory usage in fully and pure interleaved interactions.
We employed the standard polynomial trend to calculate the polynomial function and then

Figure 17: The relationship between the number of agents and memory usage

drew the polynomial curve that best fits our results based on the number of known X and
Y values. We found the variation that deviates from the standard curve and our curve is
very small at the first two experiments and zero in the resting again confirm the theoretical
results (i.e., the PSPACE-completeness). The calculated polynomial functions can be used
to estimate, for instance, the future value of the memory usage, given the number of agents
or to in-fill results (either the memory usage or the number of agents) where gaps might
be present in the obtained results. To this end, such results certify the effectiveness of the
developed algorithm.
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6.2.5 Comparing results

In order to compare the proposed technique with existing techniques, Table 14 reports the
time and memory results obtained in the verification of the NetBill protocol respectively
using direct and indirect techniques presented in Chapter 1. From the table, there is more

Table 14: Comparison between current direct and indirect verification techniques
Direct Technique Indirect Techniques

El Menshawy et al. [53] El Menshawy et al. [52]
#Agents Time(Sec) Memory(MB) #Agents Time(Sec) Memory(MB)

2 < 0.01 8.600 2 0.020 4.241
4 < 0.01 8.971 3 0.184 5.507
6 < 0.01 9.958 4 2.736 12.957
8 < 0.01 12.056 5 63.687 15.432
10 1.00 16.856 6 630.914 83.839
12 2.00 36.134 El Menshawy et al. [54]
14 8.00 45.592 2 0.190
16 29.00 56.280 3 0.746
18 426.00 94.360 4 6.635
20 1128.00 153.008 5 32.860

6 286.932
7 1684.409
8 5123.356
Bentahar et al. [16]

2 0.5
El Menshawy et al. [49]
4 2

overhead in terms of the time [52, 54] and memory [52] in the indirect techniques compared
to the direct technique [53] (see, for instance, when the number of agents is 6 agents), due
to the transformation process of the model and formulae before the actual verification pro-
cess is undertaken. Furthermore, the NetBill protocol was model checked against some
properties expressed in an extension of CTL∗ using indirect techniques introduced by [16]
and [49], but they solely considered 2, and 4 agents, respectively. Figure 18 shows the
relationship between the number of agents and execution time using indirect [52, 54] and
direct [53] techniques as well as the current technique. For the purpose of simplicity, in
Figure 18, we considered merely 30 agents in the current technique without loss of gen-
erality as the maximum number of agents in other techniques is 20 agents. From Figure
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Figure 18: The relationship between the number of agents and execution times

18, we can readily observe that the current technique takes less time to complete the ver-
ification process than other techniques. Furthermore, the calculated polynomial function
(Y = 7.1544X2 − 117.08X + 345.53) that best fits the execution time series of the direct
technique introduced in [53] is utilized to compare the effectiveness of this technique with
the proposed direct technique. The idea is to compute the execution times as predication
values (i.e., they are not experimentally computed in [53]) so as to compare with the cor-
responding experimentally computed ones in the proposed technique, given the number of
agents. For example, Y = 1656.54sec and Y = 2581.03sec when X = 24 and X = 30

agents, respectively. It is obvious that these values are far from the corresponding ones
reported in Table 12. Furthermore, the memory consumed in our technique (cf. Table
12) is less than the corresponding one consumed in other techniques (cf. Table 14). We
conclude that the computational performance and scalability of the developed algorithm
implemented in our tool is better than the one developed in [53] in terms of the execution
time, memory usage, and number of agents (45 agents).
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6.3 Second domain: Health care processes

Health care is the process of improving health by different methods, such as treatment, di-
agnosis, and prevention of diseases. Health care systems consist of multiple individuals and
organizations introduced to achieve the health needs. Such systems are naturally character-
ized by distributed decisions and management of patient care, which needs complex inter-
actions among various participants, such as physicians, medical specialists, hospitals, labo-
ratories, insurance providers and patients. The paradigm of MASs was introduced into the
health care domains to easy the management of taking required decisions and actions and
to insure the existence of communication and coordination among participants [22]. Also,
MASs support the heterogeneity and autonomy of the participants. In the literature, there
are several medical applications that are implemented using The MASs paradigm (see, for
example, [19, 60]). Recently, the authors in [91] introduced a business methodology to
model health care processes using creation and manipulation of social commitments. They
empirically showed that this methodology is superior to a traditional approach based on
the Health Level Seven Messaging Standard3 in “flexibility and objective quality”, which
is significantly validated by student’s t-test. This flexibility aspect results from using a so-
cial commitment-based approach. The authors also claimed that an existing work that uses
the reference information model (RIM) and unified medical language system (UMLS) con-
centrates only on operational models that particularly tend to hide business relationships.
Hiding business relationships makes understanding why participants exchange particular
messages and why these messages are ordered in a particular way difficult.

In this application, we are not only modeling health care processes using conditional
commitments, but also using conditional commitment actions. A computationally grounded
semantics opens the way to automatically verify the correctness of the modeled process.
This verification process is urgently needed, since incorrect modelings can conduct to in-
efficiencies and to critical medical errors basically impacting patient safety.

6.3.1 The breast cancer diagnosis and treatment process: Specifica-
tion and modeling

We claim that our approach can efficiently advance the state of the art, which advocates the
MASs paradigm to model the health care process. To support our claim, we considered the

3http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=44428
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health care process of breast cancer diagnosis and treatment (BCDT), introduced in the As-
sistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) project, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services4. Specifically, the health care process of BCDT begins when a patient
visits “a primary care physician”, who notices a suspicious mass in the patient’s breast.
The physician then sends the patient to a radiologist to do a mammography (a diagnostic
procedure to detect breast tumors by the use of X-rays). When the radiologist observes
suspicious calcifications, he will send a report to the physician recommending a biopsy
(also called an examination of tissues). In this condition, the physician instantly requests a
radiologist to carry out a biopsy. The radiologist first collects a tissue specimen from the
patient, varying from image-guided needle biopsies to large surgical specimens, and second
sends the tissue specimen to a pathologist along with pertinent clinical information. The
assigned pathologist analyzes the tissue specimen by direct macroscopic and microscopic
examination of tissues, and carries out additional studies (e.g., molecular pathology) to ren-
der a definitive diagnosis of cancer. The pathology and radiologist often need a conference
to accommodate their findings (results) and then generate a consensus report. The physi-
cian finally reviews the complete report with the patient to assign a treatment plan. On the
other hand, the pathologist usually forwards his report to a registrar that should insert the
patients name into a cancer registry.

By applying our methodology, we divided the BCDT process into 7 sub-scenarios:
examination request, mammography refer, biopsy recommendation, collection and analy-
sis tissue, report, treatment plan and registration. These sub-scenarios are played by five
roles named: patient (Patie), physician (Physi ), radiologist (Radio), pathologist (Patho),
and registrar (Regis). We also identified a set of 12 tasks and introduced the appropri-
ate conditional commitments based on identified dependency relations to achieve 6 con-
sequence tasks when 6 antecedent tasks are met. The names of these tasks will be in-
troduced in Section 6.3.2. Then, we generated the business models of the introduced
commitments. Finally, we introduced the fulfillment actions capturing the business mean-
ings of exchanged messages and generated their business models. Similar to the previous
case study, we used the aforementioned process specification to generate the whole for-
mal model, which combines all conditional commitments and their fulfillments models
using our model M = (S, T, {∼i→j | (i, j) ∈ A

2}, {Rci| i ∈ A}, I,V). Thus, the set
of roles that will be instantiated by agents participating in the process is A = {Patie,

4Available at http://aspe.hhs.gov/sp/reports/2010/PathRad/index.shtml.
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Physi ,Radio,Patho,Regis} plus an environment agent e to model the BCDT process it-
self.

6.3.2 Process properties

The following CTLcc,α formulae express the discussed requirements in the BCDT process,
where ξ ∈ {S,W}:

− ϕ1 = AG(Examination(Requested)→ EF ξCC (Physi ,Patie,Mass(Detected),

AF Mammography(Refered)))

− ϕ2 = EF Fuξ(Physi , ξCC (Physi ,Patie,Mass(Detected),

AF Mammography(Refered)))

− ϕ3 = EF ξCC (Radio,Physi ,Calcifiction(Detected), AF Biopsy(Recommended))

− ϕ4 = EF Fuξ(Radio, ξCC (Radio,Physi ,Calcifiction(Detected),

AF Biopsy(Recommended)))

− ϕ5 = EF ξCC (Radio,Physi ,Biopsy(Requested), AF Tissue(Collected))

− ϕ6 = EF Fuξ(Radio, ξCC (Radio,Physi ,Biopsy(Requested),

AF Tissue(Collected)))

− ϕ7 = EF ξCC (Patho,Radio,Tissue(Received), AF Tissue(Analyzed))

− ϕ8 = EF Fuξ(Patho, ξCC (Patho,Radio,Tissue(Received), AF Tissue(Analyzed)))

− ϕ9 = AG(Results(Accommodated)→ EF ξCC (Physi ,Patie,ConsensusReport

(Received), AF TreatmentPlan(Argeed)))

− ϕ10 = EF Fuξ(Physi , ξCC (Physi,Patie,ConsensusReport(Received),

AF TreatmentPlan(Argeed)))

− ϕ11 = EF ξCC (Regis,Patho, Report(Received), AF PatientName(Added))

− ϕ12 = EF Fuξ(Regis , ξCC (Regis,Patho, Report(Received),

AF PatientName(Added)))

It is obvious that such formulae are of sort reachability and liveness properties. For ex-
ample, ϕ1 states that whenever the patient requests an examination by the physician, then
there exists a possibility for the latter to strongly (or weakly) commit to eventually refer
the patient to a radiologist for a mammography once he detects a suspicious mass, and ϕ2

expresses that there exists a path in its future the commitment in ϕ1 will be fulfilled. These
formulae are indeed exploited to check the correctness of the process model.
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6.3.3 Experimental results of the breast cancer diagnosis and treat-
ment process

As we did in the previous case study, we used our automated ISPL+ model generated by
MCMAS+ to encode the process model and the defined formulae in Section 6.3.2 wherein
each agent in the model is characterized by a set of local states, a set of shared variables,
a set of local actions, a local protocol, etc. For example, the physician agent is specified
using ISPL+ as follows:

Agent Physi

Vars:

ph:{ph0,ph1,ph2,ph3,ph4,...};

a:{a0,a2,a3};//to establish communication channel with patient

c:{c0,c1,c2,c3};//to establish communication channel with radiologist

d:{d0,d1,d2};//the set of unshared variable

end Vars

Actions = {physi_doExamination,Fulfill_Physi,physi_requestBiopsy,

...,physi_null};

Protocol:

ph=ph1:{physi_doExamination};

ph=ph2:{Fulfill_Physi};

...;

Other:{physi_null};

end Protocol

Evolution:

ph=ph1 if ph=ph0 and Patia.Action=patia_requestforExamen

and Env.Action=e_requestforExamination;

ph=ph2 and a=a2 if ph=ph1 and Action=physi_doExamination

and Env.Action=e_requestforExamen;

ph=ph3 and c=c0 and d=d1 if ph=ph2 and

Action=Fulfill_Physi and Patia.Action=patia_presentReferent

and Env.Action=e_presentReferent;

...

ph=ph9 and a=a3 if ph=ph7 and Patho.Action=path_sendReporttoPhysi

and Env.Action=e_sendReporttoPhysi;

end Evolution

end Agent

Table 15 reports the verification results of the process model against the above formulae
within 10 experiments.
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6.3.4 Analyzing and evaluating results

We found that all tested formulae are satisfied. In a matter of fact, from Experiment 2
we: 1) rewrite the defined formulae in a parametric form as we did in the previous case
study using the pure interleaved technique; and 2) add one patient and an instance of the
BCDT process; so in the last experiment, we have 10 patients. From the table, the state

Table 15: Verification results of the health care process of BCDT
#Agents #States Time(Sec) Memory(MB)
6 21 0.277 6.80
8 119 0.165 7.80
10 711 0.487 9.80
12 4259 0.609 9.20
14 25431 0.724 10.90
16 151499 1.206 11.20
18 901551 2.084 18.10
20 5.36394e+06 2.099 17.00
22 3.19241e+07 2.446 19.10
24 1.90116e+08 3.46 19.09

space increases exponentially when the number of agents increases. On the other side, the
increment in the memory usage is not linear but fairly close to polynomial, which confirms

Figure 19: The relationship between the number of agents and memory usage

our theoretical results. For example, the memory usage Y using the calculated polynomial
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function Y = 0.0114X2 + 0.4237X + 3.6013 is 18.4 MB when the number of agents is
22 (i.e., X = 22), while the experimental memory-usage is 19.1 MB (cf. Table 15). The
standard polynomial trend along with the calculated polynomial function are depicted in
Figure 19.

6.4 Third domain: Web service compositions

6.4.1 Introduction and challenging issues

Web service composition is the capability to aggregate multiple services into a composite
service to actually promote a certain functionality that would not have seemingly been pos-
sible by a single service (e.g., Expedia aggregates hotel reservation, car rental, and airline
booking services). Interaction is the key foundation of composite services and service-
oriented architecture (SOA), which provides a conceptual model for understanding and
implementing web services and relationships among the components of this model. This
is because valuable composite services will emerge from the interaction of more special-
ized services, and the SOA architecture is based on the interaction among three different
components (service provider, service requester and service registry) to publish, invoke and
register services. The importance of the interaction is made clear through practical and in-
dustrial notions of modeling composite services [13]: orchestration and choreography. Or-
chestration describes how multiple services can interact with each other from the perspec-
tive of a single participant using invocation-based approaches. This single participant acts
as an orchestrator, coordinating the invoked services and linking the results computed by
them. It also uses traditional programming constructs (such as loops, conditional branches,
forks, and joins) to handle data received/sent from/to partner web services. Furthermore,
orchestration refers to automated execution of a workflow in the sense that it produces ex-
ecutable business processes that could interact with internal and external services. Since
orchestration doesn’t describe a coordinated set of interactions between partners, but rather
the execution of a specific business process, it only provides a local view. This local view
of orchestration is not sufficient to specify interaction protocols; instead a global view of
the interaction among participating web services has been acknowledged [12, 27]. This
level of specification is captured by the notion of choreography, which particularly im-
poses a legal sequence of messages exchanged among participants. The business process
execution language for web services (WS-BPEL) [1] is an orchestration language. Exam-
ples of choreography languages include web service choreography interface (WSCI) [5]
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and web services choreography description language (WS-CDL) [13]. Differently from or-
chestration, the focus of choreography is not on generating executable business processes,
but rather on specifying the public contracts that supply the necessary rules of business
engagements for making all the interacting participants correctly cooperate and collabo-
rate. Figure 20 graphically shows the relationship between orchestration and choreography
(adapted from [74]).

Figure 20: Orchestration vs choreography in modeling composite ervices

Although the technology for developing basic services has attained a certain level of
maturity, there remain open challenges when it comes to engineering composite services.
Those challenges concern: 1) the engagement in modeling complex business interactions
that go beyond simple sequences of ordered messages from high-level abstractions; 2) the
specification of interaction protocols that characterize the global behaviors of web services
composition and regulate the interactions among them in a declarative manner; and 3) the
automatic detection of undesirable service behaviors, given interaction protocols (i.e., how
can we be certain the systems of composite services will be safe and reliable?).

6.4.2 The proposed approach

Our aim is to propose an approach to address the aforementioned challenges in an in-
tegrated framework. The proposed approach specifically acquires the experience of the
research community that adopts: 1) the paradigm of MASs; and 2) the symbolic model
checking techniques. By traversing across these domains, we aim to capture the benefits of
their cross-fertilization, which in principle demonstrate concerning convergence points.

Roughly speaking, MAS strongly provides a mainstream framework for modeling and
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reasoning about services and their compositions [65]. In fact, the relationship between
agents and services is defined by the W3C consortium [20] as follows: “a web service is
an abstract notion that must be implemented by a concrete agent. The agent is the concrete
piece of software that sends and receives messages”. We capture this relationship by calling
agent-based web service. Furthermore, MAS theories are appropriate in the consideration
of complicated web service interactions and directly support a rich, flexible, and expressive
range of specifications. Concretely speaking, we utilize multi-agent social commitments
and a special type of multi-agent interaction protocols, namely commitment-based proto-
cols, which are now widely recognized as a powerful representation and regulation for the
interactions among autonomous and heterogeneous agents [9, 15, 54, 79].

A choreography supported by WS-CDL (web services choreography description lan-
guage) [13] often specifies and constructs systems that could closely agree with the manner
of constructing MASs. However, it is not suitable for an agent communication theory [27].
This is because there is no a clear manner to define the meanings of exchanged messages,
which are precisely needed to enable an agent to carry out high-level reasoning about pro-
tocol actions, and to interoperate effectively with other agents. The interoperability readily
means all exchanged messages among agents are understood by each other and their inter-
action is deadlock-free. Also, WS-CDL adds certain actions into a choreography to guide a
participating service, for example, to decide what it ought to do when receiving a message
[27], but these actions are invariably private.

While commitment-based protocols can play the same role of choreographes, they de-
fine the meanings of the interactions in terms of social commitments and commitment ac-
tions. Thus, the engineering of composed MASs means rigorously and declaratively spec-
ifying the interactions among multi-agent based web services by the way of commitment-
based protocols. According to a declarative specification, commitment-based protocols
are flexible, making them suitable for accommodating dynamic changes or exceptions
[27, 105], and can be directly verified [54, 94] without requiring the transformation into
other formalisms (e.g., Petri nets).

Our approach supports a dynamic service composition using commitment actions—
especially assignment and delegation actions—regulated by the same protocol and/or dif-
ferent protocols that can be automatically verified against certain composition specifica-
tions using our symbolic model checker. Such specifications are expressed in CTLcc,α.
Based on these reasons, we associate our models to commitment-based protocols to ad-
dress the limitations of choreographies. Symbolic model checking [32] is one of the most
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promising techniques, which help designers of multi-agent based web services detect and
then eliminate or repair undesirable service behaviors to guarantee an ideal outcome of the
composite services [65]. On the other hand, orchestrations can be seen as a special kind of
our improved choreographies in which all interactions are made between the orchestrating
service and one of the partners and no interaction is considered among partners.

6.4.3 Formal specification language of composing contract protocols

Business interactions are typically defined by contracts that describe the roles and responsi-
bilities of their parties along with a list of failure conditions and associated penalties. Most
industrial use cases involving contracts are currently analyzed by considering the contract
compliant scenarios, described by transition systems [65] without investigating the correct-
ness of contracts themselves among multi-agents based web services that are often am-
biguous and error prone [38]. Following Desai et al. [38], we have two types of contracts:
simple and complex. A simple contract can be viewed as a social commitment among
its parties, while a collection of simple contracts (or social commitments) forms complex
contract. Thus, we understand the interactions via exchanging messages that would occur
within the execution of a simple business contract in terms of how they affect the states of
commitment. Differently from modeling commitments as fluents in Desai et al.’s frame-
work, we model commitments as temporal modal operators, which in principle enable us to
develop dedicated formal verification techniques that prove safety and reliability for multi-
agents based web services to enter into a specific contract. It is worthwhile mentioning
that classical web services as in WS-BPEL and WS-CDL cease their interactions once the
demanded result is delivered, which is known as short-lived interactions [95]. In our mod-
eling, the episode is entirely different as it is the beginning of the life cycle of commitments
(contracts), thanks to commitment (contract) actions, which enable web services enacted
and implemented by software agents to flexibly modify their established contracts.

To supply a desired outcome and enact the contracts, multi-agents based web services
inter-interactions are governed and regulated by the rules of commitment (contract) proto-
cols. As we expected, business protocols can be published to a public repository, reused,
composed and aggregated. Derived from CTLcc,α, Table 16 formally specifies contract
protocols in a declarative manner. In our BNF grammar, the symbols “|”, “,” and “::=”
are used as usual to discriminate choices, enforce certain order sequence, and define non-
terminal variables. This grammar consists in a group of syntactical rules: 1) the protocol
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Table 16: Formal specification language of composing contract protocols
Protocol ::= protocol PName

{
role〈RNames〉

CTLcc,α Formulae〈FNames〉 message〈MNames〉
}
|

protocol PName
{

role〈RNames〉

CTLcc,α Formulae〈FNames〉 message〈MNames〉
}
,

protocol PName
{

role〈RNames〉

CTLcc,α Formulae〈FNames〉 message〈MNames〉
}

PName ::= CTLcc,α atprop | CTLcc,α atprop-CTLcc,α atprop
RNames ::= Role | Role, Role | Role replace Role
FNames ::= Formula | Formula, Formula
MNames ::= Message |Message, Message
Message ::= Sender→Receiver: MsgName means

{
Meaning

}
Sender ::= Role
Receiver ::= Role
Meaning ::= ξCC (Dt ,Ct ,Ant ,Csq) | Act
ξ ::= S |W
Dt ::= Role
Ct ::= Role
Ant ::= Formula
Csq ::= Formula
Act ::= Fuξ(Dt , ξCC (Dt ,Ct ,Ant ,Csq)) | Caξ(Dt , ξCC (Dt ,Ct ,Ant ,Csq)) |

Reξ(Ct , ξCC (Dt ,Ct ,Ant ,Csq)) | Asξ(Ct ,Ct , ξCC (Dt ,Ct ,Ant ,Csq))
| Deξ(Dt ,Dt , ξCC (Dt ,Ct ,Ant ,Csq)) | CTLcc,α atomic propositions

rule (Protocol), which defines the whole protocol by calling other rules with specific or-
dering; 2) the protocol name rule (PName), which gives the name of protocol as an atomic
proposition in CTLcc,α; 3) the rule of role names (RNames); 4) the rule of CTLcc,α formula
names (FNames); 5) the rule of message names (MNames); 6) the message rule (Message),
which specifies the sender, receiver, name, and meaning of the message. We assume that
messages exchanged among multi-agents based web services do not get lost and their or-
ders are preserving; 7) the meaning rule (Meaning), which defines the pre-agreed meanings
of exchanged messages using contracts and their actions such that antecedents (in the Ant
rule) and consequents (in the Csq rule) of contracts are defined as CTLcc,α formulae; and
8) the action rule (Act), which lists the allowable contract actions along with application’s
terminology of protocol as an atomic proposition in CTLcc,α.

Our specification language produces not only simple contract protocols, but also com-
posite contract ones. A simple contract protocol is the one that has a single specific purpose,
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such as payment, shipping, and ordering, while a composite contract protocol plausibly
aggregates two or more existing simple contract protocols. This composition process is
enabled in our language by repeating the syntactic protocol rule two or more times in the
form of nested operation. For example, a new contract called ordering-payment protocol
can be produced using the seconde choice in the protocol rule one time to compose the
ordering protocol and the payment protocol in order to handle the customer’s request: or-
dering service and payment service. This complex request cannot be performed by a simple
contract protocol. Specifically, our composition operations and rules are as follows:

1. The concatenation operation in the PName rule is introduced to define the campsite
protocol name.

2. The replace operation in the syntactical RName rule is urgently introduced to unify
the name of the played roles.

3. The sequence ordering operation is mainly related to order the sequence of ex-
changed messages and their meanings. This ordering operation can implement the
same function as event order axiom added between messages [36] and regulative
operations (e.g., before, cause, and premise) added between active commitments [9].

To capture the real capabilities of our specification language in formally specifying com-
posite contract protocols, we consider the following examples. The ordering protocol in-
troduced in [36] can be formally specified using the introduced specification language as
a simple contract protocol (see Table 17). The formal specification of the ordering pro-
tocol starts with giving the protocol name (ordering) and listing the name of participating
roles (buyer and seller). By playing a role in the protocol, agents agree about the meaning
of messages, and conditions of contracts. It then defines CTLcc,α formulae. In this pro-
tocol, they are atomic propositions representing (Quote(Presented), Price(Accepted), and
Goods(Accepted)) and CTLcc,α formulae representing (EF Goods(Delivered) and EF Pay-
ment(Sent)). These atomic propositions and formulae represent the content of the mes-
sage (requestQuoteMsg) along with antecedents and consequences of the active contracts.
These contracts define the meaning of the messages (offerMsg and acceptGoodsMsg) ex-
changed between buyer and seller. It is obvious that the ordering protocol composes the
buyer agent-based web service and the seller agent-based web service and at the same time
regulates their interactions to inter-operably work together in a harmony way. Therefore,
the composition process is performed at the protocol level. As mentioned in Chapter 3,
what is a duty for one party is normally a benefit for the other. The benefit of the buyer
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Table 17: Formal specification of the ordering protocol
protocol ordering {
role Buyer, Seller
Formulae Quote(Presented),Price(Accepted), EF Goods(Delivered), Goods

(Accepted), EF Payment(Sent)
message
Buyer→Seller: requestQuoteMsg means {Request(Buyer , Seller ,

Quote(Presented))}
Seller→Buyer: offerMsg means {SCC (Seller ,Buyer ,Price(Accepted),

EF Goods(Delivered))}
Buyer→Seller: acceptGoodsMsg means {SCC (Buyer , Seller ,Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent))}
}

in the contract SCC (Seller ,Buyer ,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered)) is the deliv-
ery of the requested goods. Also, the seller’s benefit in the contract SCC (Buyer , Seller ,

Goods(Accepted), EF Payment(Sent)) is the receiving of the payment if the delivered
goods are accepted.

In a similar way, the payment protocol can be formally specified as a simple contract
protocol with respect to our specification language (see Table 18). When the accepted

Table 18: Formal specification of the payment protocol
protocol payment {
role Payer, Payee, Bank
Formulae Price(Accepted), EF Goods(Delivered),Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent),EF Receipt(Sent)
message
Payee→Payer: deliverGoodsMsg means {FuS (Payee, SCC (Payee,Payer ,

Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered))}
Payer→Payee: delegateMsg means {DeS (Payer ,Bank , SCC (Payer ,Payee,

Goods(Accepted),EF Payment(Sent))}
Bank→Payee: payMsg means {FuS (Bank , SCC (Bank ,Payee, Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent))}
Payee→Payer: receiptMsg means {Inform(Payee,Payer ,EF Receipt(Sent))}
}

price is sent by the payer agent-based web service, the payee agent-based web service
can fulfill its contract SCC(Payee, Payer, P rice(Accepted), EF Goods(Delivered)) by
delivering the requested goods. The payer delegates its contract to the bank to send the
agreed payment to the payee on its behalf if the delivered goods are accepted. When the
payment is sent by the bank and then received by the payee, it should inform the payer by
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sending the receipt.
By applying our composition operations and rules on the simple ordering and payment

protocols specified above, we get a formal specification of the new composite contract
protocol (see Table 19). Specifically, we used the concatenation operation to concatenate
the ’ordering’ and ’payment’ atomic propositions together in order to define the name of
the new composite protocol, which is the ’ordering-payment’. Then, we used the replace

Table 19: Formal specification of the ordering-payment protocol
protocol ordering-payment {
role Buyer replace Payer,

Seller replace Payee , Bank
Formulae Quote(Presented),Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered),Goods

(Accepted), EF Payment(Sent), EF Receipt(Sent)
message
Buyer→Seller: requestQuoteMsg means {Request(Buyer , Seller ,

Quote(Presented))}
Seller→Buyer: offerMsg means {SCC (Seller ,Buyer ,Price(Accepted),

EF Goods(Delivered))}
Buyer→Seller: acceptGoodsMsg means {SCC (Buyer , Seller ,Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent))},
Seller→Buyer: deliverGoodsMsg means {FuS (Seller , SCC (Seller ,Buyer ,

Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered))}
Buyer→Seller: delegateMsg means {DeS (Buyer ,Bank , SCC (Buyer , Seller ,

Goods(Accepted),EF Payment(Sent))}
Bank→Seller: payMsg means {FuS (Bank , SCC (Bank , Seller , Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent))}
Seller→Buyer: receiptMsg means {Inform(Seller ,Buyer ,EF Receipt(Sent))}
}

operation to replace the payer and payee roles in the payment protocol (see Table 17) with
the buyer and seller roles in the ordering protocol (see Table 18). In the formulae rule, we
used the sequence ordering operation to make the ordering protocol’s formulae in the front
of the payment protocol’s formulae and then removed the redundant ones. Finally, in the
message rule, we applied the sequence ordering operation to make the ordering protocol’s
messages before the payment protocol’s messages. The aforementioned sequence ordering
can be changed to make the formal specification of the payment protocol preceding the
formal specification of the ordering protocol. The resulting protocol will still work well in
which all active conditional contracts should be resolved at the termination of the protocol.
This result is valid as commitment (contract) protocols are flexible (see, for example, [23,
54]). Moreover, the syntax of delegation action includes three agents (bank, buyer, and
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seller). Two of these agents (buyer and seller) are in the same protocol and other agent
(bank) is in different protocol.

6.4.4 Experimental results of the ordering protocol

To model check the ordering service regulated by the ordering protocol, we used our mod-
eling methodology and our model M = (S, T, {∼i→j | (i, j) ∈ A

2}, {Rci| i ∈ A}, I,V)

with respect to the formal ordering protocol specification in Table 17 to generate the formal
protocol model. Then, we used our automated ISPL+ template generated by MCMAS+ to
encode the protocol model wherein the protocol itself is modeled as the environment agent.
The encoded ISPL+ model of the seller and buyer multi-agent based web services is as
follows:

Agent Seller

Vars:

s: {s0,s1,s2,s3};

x:{x0,x1};

z:{z0,z1};

end Vars

Actions = {s_offer,s_com1,s_null};

Protocol:

s=s1 : {s_offer}; s=s2 : {s_com1};

Other: {s_null};

end Protocol

Evolution:

s=s1 if s=s0 and Env.Action=p_requestQuote and Buyer.Action=

b_requestQuote;

s=s2 and x=x0 if s=s1 and Action=s_offer and Env.Action=p_offer;

s=s3 and x=x0 and z=z0 if s=s2 and Buyer.Action=

b_acceptQuote and Env.Action=p_acceptQuote;

s=s0 and x=x0 and z=z0 if s=s3 and Env.Action=p_null;

end Evolution

end Agent

Agent Buyer

Vars:

b: {b0,b1,b2,b3};

x:{x0,x1};

y:{y0,y1};

end Vars

Actions = {b_requestQuote,b_acceptQuote,b_null};
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Protocol:

b=b0 : {b_requestQuote};

b=b3 : {b_acceptQuote};

Other: {b_null};

end Protocol

Evolution:

b=b1 if b=b0 and Action=b_requestQuote and Env.Action=p_requestQuote;

b=b2 and x=x1 and y=y1 if b=b1 and Seller.Action=s_offer and

Env.Action=p_offer;

b=b3 and x=x0 and y=y1 if b=b2 and Env.Action=p_com1 and

Seller.Action=s_com1;

b=b0 and x=x0 and y=y1 if b=b3 and Env.Action=p_null;

end Evolution

end Agent

Having encoded the protocol model, we need to validate it. The validation process sup-
ported by our tool comprises in running the system interactively to check that it functions
as intended. Validating the composition of web services at design time is also acknowl-
edged in [107]. However, the authors [107] used reachability analysis techniques to check
the connectivity between single services being composed w.r.t. “input/output data defini-
tion, QoS metrics and values” where composite services are modeled using Petri Nets. In
our validation process, the designer can select the required transition and then check the
reachable states so as to compare them with its design model. If there is an error, the de-
signer can edit the system to address the error. This process continues until the designer is
assuring that the system is effectively working as intended. Because the validation process
doesn’t guarantee that the intended system satisfies certain temporal properties, we have to
proceed toward the verification process. To prove that the encoded protocol respects two
contractual commitments that constitute the core part of the ordering protocol, we spec-
ify each commitment as a CTLcc,α specification and combine them using the conjunction
operator into a single formula:

ϕ1 = EF SCC (Seller ,Buyer ,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered)) ∧ EF

SCC (Buyer , Seller ,Goods(Accepted),EF Payment(Sent))

This formula is a reachability property. The first part checks whether or not there exists a
possibility for the seller to contractually and strongly commit to deliver the requested goods
to the buyer if the buyer accepts the price. The second part can read in the same way. This
formula is encoded directly in the Formulae section of the ISPL+ model. Using MCMAS+,
we found that this formula is true.
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At this point, we have to go forward to evaluate the computational performance and
scalability of the developed MCMAS+ tool with respect to the ordering protocol. We
achieved this goal by using two different interaction techniques and using different proper-
ties. These techniques are capable of producing extremely complex interaction models. In
the first interaction technique, each agent-based web service is able to interact with all other
multi-agent based web services participating in the protocol. To implement this technique,
we defined our testing properties in a parametric form in which every seller interacts with
every buyer, and vice versa. We call these properties full system properties.
m∧
i=1

EF
( n∧
j=1

SCC (Seller i,Buyer j,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered))
)

m∧
i=1

EF
( n∧
j=1

SCC(Buyer i, Seller j ,Goods(Accepted),EF Payment(Sent))
)

Here,m and n refer respectively to the number of sellers and buyers. In Table 20, we solely
reported five experimental results of verifying reliability of the ordering protocol against
the full system properties with respect to the first technique. In the table, the number of
reachable states (#States), the execution time in seconds (Time(Sec)), and the memory in
use in megabytes (Memory(MB)) are as function of the number of agents (#Agents). In the
last experiment, we have 10 sellers, 10 buyers and 10 protocol instances along with 200
temporal formulae produced from the above parametric formulae in which each formula is
connected with the others by the conjunction operator.

Table 20: Verification results of the ordering protocol w.r.t. the first technique
#Agents #States Time(Sec) Memory(MB)
3 5 0.14 6
6 25 0.05 6
12 625 0.34 7
24 3.9e+05 5.76 10
30 9.76562e+06 13.39 16

In the second interaction technique, a seller agent-based web service is paired with a buyer
agent-based web service and all these pairs evolve in a parallel way. To implement this
technique, our testing properties are defined as follows:
m∧
i=1

EFSCC (Seller i,Buyer i,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered))

m∧
i=1

EF SCC (Buyer i, Seller i,Goods(Accepted),EF Payment(Sent))
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We call these properties one-to-one properties. In Table 21, we reported the verification
results of the order protocol against the one-to-one properties with respect to the second
interaction technique. In the last experiment, we have 10 sellers, 10 buyers and 10 protocol
instances along with 20 temporal formulae.

Table 21: Verification results of the ordering protocol w.r.t. the second technique
#Agents #States Time(Sec) Memory(MB)
3 5 0.14 6
6 25 0.14 6
12 625 0.22 7
24 3.9e+05 4.25 9
30 9.7656e+07 10.12 10

Since the only difference between the two interaction techniques is in the parametric
form of the checked formulae, then the size of the resulting model is equal in terms of
the state space. However, the first interaction technique needs more time than the second
interaction technique, especially when the model is going larger. This is because the verifi-
cation tool demands more time to consider the required interactions among the parallelized
agents.

6.4.5 Experimental results of the payment protocol

To model check the payment service regulated by the payment protocol, we used our mod-
eling methodology and our model M = (S, T, {∼i→j | (i, j) ∈ A

2}, {Rci| i ∈ A}, I,V)

with respect to the formal payment protocol specification in Table 18 to generate the formal
protocol model. Then, we used our automated ISPL+ template generated by MCMAS+ to
encode the protocol model wherein the protocol itself is modeled as the environment agent.
Moreover, our testing properties are as follows:

ϕ2 = EF (FuS (Payee, SCC (Payee,Payer ,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered)))

ϕ3 = EF (DeS (Payer ,Bank , SCC (Payer ,Payee,Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent))))

ϕ4 = EF (FuS (Bank , SCC (Bank ,Payee,Goods(Accepted), EF Payment(Sent))))

The property ϕ2 states that there exists a path such that in its future the payee fulfills her
strong commitment with the payer by delivering the requested goods. This property appears
simple, but it explicitly contributes well in checking the correctness of the protocol. Specif-
ically, if the property is satisfied (i.e., the fulfillment of the commitment is achieved), then
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the commitmentSCC (Payee,Payer ,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered)) should first
hold and the commitment cannot canceled, released, assigned and delegated in the future
with respect to our postulates (see Section 3.6.2 in Chapter 3). The property ϕ3 expresses
that there exists a path such that in its future the payer delegates her strong commitment to
the bank to send the payment to the payee. The satisfaction of this property means that the
interaction composition of the multi-agents based web services (payee, payer and bank)
is done successfully and formally according to the semantics of delegation action. This
semantics ensures that the strong commitment SCC (Payer ,Payee,Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent)) between the payer and payee should terminate first in order to es-
tablish a new commitment SCC (Bank ,Payee,Goods(Accepted),EF Payment(Sent))

between the bank and payee. The property ϕ4 can be read and discussed as ϕ2.
By using MCMAS+, we found that these properties are satisfied; so the above discus-

sions are valid. The verification results of the payment protocol are reported in Tables 22
and 23. As we did above, from the second experiment, ϕ2, ϕ3 and ϕ4 are defined in a para-
metric form. In the last experiment in Tables 22 and 23, we tested the correctness of the

Table 22: Verification results of the payment protocol w.r.t. the first technique
#Agents #States Time(Sec) Memory(MB)
4 10 0.102 6
8 100 0.317 7
12 1000 1.479 8
16 10000 26.525 14
20 1e+05 32.529 10
24 1e+06 38.099 18
28 1e+07 53.884 15

Table 23: Verification results of the payment protocol w.r.t. the second technique
#Agents #States Time(Sec) Memory(MB)
4 10 0.102 6
8 100 0.217 7
12 1000 1.117 8
16 10000 12.273 13
20 1e+05 15.423 10
24 1e+06 17.673 10
28 1e+07 18.541 12

payment protocol against respectively 21 and 141 temporal formulae in which each formula
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is connected with the others by the conjunction operator. Because there are several inter-
actions among multi-agent based web services that impose MCMAS+ to maintain more
social states until the established interactions terminate, we can readily observe from Ta-
bles 22 and 23 that the first interaction technique requires more execution time and memory
in use than the second interaction technique. For the readability purpose, Figure 21 graph-
ically compares between the two techniques in terms of execution time. Furthermore, the
experimental results reported in the last two columns in Tables 22 and 23 typically con-
form our proved theoretical result, which is polynomial space (or PSPACE-completeness).
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Figure 21: Comparison results between the proposed interleaved interaction techniques

Figure 22 illustrates part of the generated labeled transition system of the payment protocol
model using the extended and developed graphical user interface. Displaying the protocol
model enables the designers and prospective users to track the model through the valida-
tion process, especially when a counterexample is generated. Ultimately, the outcome of
the validation process is to insure that the right regulation process was built (i.e., the de-
sign fits the requirements). So, the validation process is a useful step prior to implement the
complex interaction models of autonomous and heterogeneous agents regulated by contract
protocols.
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Figure 22: The generated labeled transition system of the payment protocol model

6.4.6 Experimental results of composite protocols

To model check the ordering and payment services regulated by the composite ordering-
payment protocol, we used our modeling methodology and our model M = (S, T, {∼i→j

| (i, j) ∈ A2}, {Rci| i ∈ A}, I,V) with respect to the formal ordering-payment protocol
specification in Table 19 to generate the formal protocol model. We then used our auto-
mated ISPL+ template generated by MCMAS+ to encode the protocol model in order to
automatically verify its reliability and correctness. Hereafter, CTLcc,α are utilized for two
purposes. First, it can formally express the properties (like the above ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, and ϕ4)
that participating multi-agent based web services are required to fulfill. Such properties
indeed formalize the assumptions on the simple ordering and payment protocols made by
the software developers at the development time while designing the choreography of these
protocols. We call these properties assumed properties. Second, CTLcc,α can be employed
to state reasonable and intuitive properties that the choreography of the composite ordering-
payment protocol should satisfy, assuming that its simple ordering and payment protocols
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function as specified. The properties, which qualify the behavior of the composite pro-
tocol should guarantee, are called guaranteed properties. In fact, the assume-guarantee
reasoning is a well-known verification technique, which supports for example “divide and
conquer” compositional reasoning [32].

Having automatically checked the correctness of the ordering and payment protocols
against the assumed properties and found that these protocols successfully work as they are
specified, we focus thereafter on guaranteed properties. Specifically, we classified guaran-
teed properties into safety, liveness, response and guarantee properties.

1. Safety property. The bad situation is that the buyer delegates her strong commit-
ment to the bank to pay to the seller on her behalf, but the seller never sends the
receipt back:

AG¬(DeS (Buyer ,Bank , SCC (Buyer , Seller ,Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent)) ∧¬EF Receipt(Sent)))

2. Liveness property. The good situation is that along all future paths when the seller
delivers the requested goods, there is a path where the buyer will contractually and
strongly commit to send the agreed payment:

AF (Goods(Delivered) ∧ EF SCC (Buyer , Seller ,Goods(Accepted),

EF Payment(Sent)))

Notice that the safety and liveness properties forge cross-fertilizations among the
ordering and payment protocols in which the delegated commitment is appeared in
the ordering protocol and the new commitment and payment are appeared in the
payment protocol.

3. Response property. For example, when the seller fulfills her commitment by de-
livering the requested goods, her commitment will be terminated:

AG
(
FuS (Seller , SCC (Seller ,Buyer ,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered)))

→ AF¬SCC(Seller, Buyer,Price(Accepted),EF Goods(Delivered))
)

4. Guarantee property. For example, at least one state along all paths satisfies that the
seller will contractually commit to the buyer to deliver the goods until the buyer has
sent a request:

AFA(¬request U request ∧ SCC (Seller ,Buyer , Price(Accepted),

EF Goods(Delivered)))
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To continue checking the computational performance and scalability of the developed
model checker, Table 24 reports the verification results of the composite ordering-payment
protocol with respect to the second interaction technique and with different 4 properties.

Table 24: Verification results of the ordering-payment protocol w.r.t. the second technique
#Agents #States Time(sec) Memory(MB)
4 11 0.062 6
8 121 0.280 7
12 1331 1.684 8
16 14641 2.605 9
20 161051 9.952 10
24 1.77156e+06 13.634 11
28 1.94872e+07 20.108 16
32 2.14359e+08 91.050 13
36 2.35795e+09 127.272 16
40 2.59374e+10 278.538 23

The obtained results showcase that when the number of agents increases, the num-
ber of reachable states (i.e., state-space) increases exponentially, while the memory in use
increases polynomially, which experimentally confirms the theoretical space complexity
result, although the safety and response properties require to check all states along all paths
in the protocol. Moreover, in the last experiment, we tested the satisfaction of 40 temporal
formulae within an ISPL+ model having 2.59374e+10 state space and aggregated from 40
business models of multi-agent based web services in 278.538 seconds with 23 megabytes.

Figure 23 graphically illustrates the polynomial relationship between the memory in use
and the number of agents. In the figure, the bars for 32 and 36 agents are not higher than
the bar of 28 agents. It results from OBDDs encoding, which may change from one model
to another based on some internal optimization techniques implemented in the original
version of MCMAS. However, it is easy to analytically and mathematically compute this
polynomial relation considering the whole data: 4 to 40 agents. Specifically, the relation
is of order 3 and can be computed as: y = 0.0006x3 − 0.0274x2 + 0.6618x + 3.4, where
y is the memory usage and x is the number of employed agents. Thus, when x = 4 and
x = 100, then y = 5.6472 and y = 395.58, respectively. Finally, since our tool is the first
one that can model-check conditional commitment actions in the literature, we did not have
a chance to compare our results.
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Figure 23: The memory in use vs. the number of agents

6.4.7 Reviewing related work of web service composition

In this section, we discuss and review related work. Specifically, we group current ap-
proaches to model web service compositions into conventional software engineering ap-
proaches, commitment-based approaches, and multi-agent approaches. The former group
strongly advocates traditional techniques, such as AI planning, process algebra, and Petri
nets. The idea of composing services employed in this group is intimately related to work-
flow models that control logic required to coordinate data over partner services using dif-
ferent constructs (e.g., sequence and parallel). Thus, the workflow technique becomes the
core element in the standard service composition languages such as BPEL4WS [1] and
WSCDL [13]. For example, BPEL4WS divides business processes into executable and
abstract processes. The former process models the behaviour of participating services in
the form of a private workflow that controls the flow of data through synchronous and
asynchronous invocation methods. The latter processes publicly specify the sequence of
message exchanges among parties. Such techniques exploited in BPEL4WS and WSCDL
have been recently criticized in the commitment-based approaches [27], as they mostly
gear for low-level details (i.e., how services exchange messages) to achieve interoperabil-
ity (the interaction is deadlock free), rather than offering high-level abstractions (i.e., what
the messages mean in the real world).
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The suggestion of using social commitments into the context of SOA was pioneered by
Singh and Huhns in their book [83]. They specifically improved current SOA architectures,
interpreting services narrowly as computational objects to use invocation methods, by giv-
ing primacy to the business meanings of service engagements. Computationally, agents
perform service engagements (e.g., payment service) by creating and manipulating com-
mitments to one another using a set of commitment actions. In [95], they pointed out that
BPEL4WS don’t consider the complexity of domain level logic and the size of the service
models when augmenting tasks and their compensations to consider dynamic changes. The
authors then enhanced web service descriptions with commitments and their actions. How-
ever, they only concentrated on the formulation of commitments and their actions in the
XML document, which in turn leaves the formulation of the message syntax and semantics
open. Xing and Singh [102] proposed a set of commitment patterns inspired by object-
design patterns to model agent interactions. Commitments are simply modeled as abstract
data types where the commitment consequence is defined as a predicate, and commitment
actions are modeled simply as propositions. The authors then exploited a statechart to
specify the behavior model of each agent. The authors in [103] developed an algorithm to
transform the statechart of agent’s behavior model into CTL model. Their composition pro-
cess is based on using the concept of object designs, called “Merge” to compose “multiple
statecharts into a statechart” to establish agents’ behavior model. However, the concepts of
conditional commitments (i.e., commitments that become active provided some condition
holds), and commitment-based protocols are not considered. The main limitation of the ap-
proaches [82, 95, 102, 103] is the lack of formal semantics of commitments and checking
the compliance of committing agent behaviors with specifications automatically.

The authors in [92] tried to solve the problem of verifying agent interactions in the con-
text of cross-organizational business processes. They exploited the NuSMVmodel checker
to check whether or not an operational model correctly supports business patterns formal-
ized as CTL formulae. However, the way of formally composing the interactions among
business processes and the internal design of agents implementing business processes are
omitted. Furthermore, the formal semantics of commitments and their actions are missing.

Multi-agent approaches focus on regulating the business interactions among multi-
agent based web services within the composition process using contracts, conversation
protocols, and business protocols. Among them, Lomuscio et al. [65] modeled all possi-
ble behaviors of multiagent-based services and the correct behaviors for every agent regu-
lated by binding electronic contracts as BPEL4WS specifications. Such specifications are
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transformed into ISPL (the input language of MCMAS [64]) to verify desirable properties
needed for service compositions and formalized by temporal-epistemic logic, extending
CTL with the knowledge modality and local atomic propositions. However, the direct
interaction between the contract’s parties are not captured and the formalization of the con-
tract itself is abstracted away. Fu et al. [58] modeled services as agent peers interacting
via asynchronous messages in XML format. They presented a compiler translating the
conversation protocol to PROMELA and showed that properties of conversation protocols,
expressed in LTL, can be automatically verified using the SPIN model checker. However,
the proposed model concentrates on control flows and data manipulation semantics, which
restricts the flexibility and modularity of protocols. The authors in [36] developed a lan-
guage, called OWL-P, which incorporates the standard web ontology language (OWL) and
a set of primitives to specify business protocols such as roles, messages and their social
meanings exchanged between them. Each business process reflects a composition of a set
of business protocols w.r.t. some properties expressed in pi-calculus. However, OWL-P
waives formal semantics for social commitments. Also, they do not consider how to verify
composite protocols.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter covers:

− A summary of the obtained results.

− A presentation of open issues.

− A sketch of possible extension of this work.

7.1 Conclusion

Specifying and verifying interactions among autonomous and possibly heterogeneous soft-
ware intelligent agents, modeled in terms of social commitments and their actions from
high-level abstractions, provide the quintessential basis for constructing effective open
MASs. In our thinking, effective MASs are those that successfully achieve error-free de-
sign, balance among expressive power, verification efficiency and feasibility aspects. The
companion contribution of this dissertation lies in presenting a novel operational approach
which: 1) formally defines a new computationally grounded semantics for ACL messages
in terms of two types of conditional commitments and their duplex and triplex actions;
and 2) develops a new symbolic model checking algorithm dedicated to CTLcc,α, an ex-
tension of CTL with temporal modalities to represent and reason about strong and weak
conditional commitments and their associated actions (fulfill, cancel, release, assign, and
delegate). Moreover, the proposed approach has five salient features distinguishing it from
the literature of agent communication. First, the specificity of weak commitment is its
compatibility with the literature and of strong commitment is in advancing the literature
towards abstractly modeling real and concrete applications that weak commitments cannot
model. Second, the proposed semantics of fulfillment modalities successfully remedy the
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spurious paradox that plaques current semantic models. Third, our specification commit-
ment language CTLcc,α supports a set of valid properties and also supports all reasoning
rules and action postulates commonly accepted in the literature and agents are expected to
respect them when they communicate. Four, the developed algorithm is fully implemented
on top of the model checker MCMAS producing thus a new one called MCMAS+. The
soundness and termination of the developed algorithm are proved in a theoretical manner.
We also extended the MCMAS’s input language ISPL and graphical user interface to sup-
port new modalities and shared and unshared variables and to render the labeled transition
systems of models to help designers edit, design, track, validate and view models. Five, the
model checking of the proposed CTLcc,α is efficient as its time complexity is P-complete
and its space complexity is PSPACE-complete, which means polynomial in both time and
space.

In terms of the feasibility aspect, we successfully applied our approach in three dif-
ferent application domains (business interaction protocols, health care processes, and web
service compositions). The MAS paradigm was introduced in these applications to par-
ticularly improve the management of taking required decisions and actions and govern
interactions among participants wherein the main components of these applications are
represented, implemented and enacted by intelligent agents. The proposed approach im-
proved the employed MAS paradigm by formally specifying and automatically verifying
interactions among agents so that the bad behaviors can be detected and then eliminated or
repaired at design time, which entails the reduction of the post-development costs and the
increase of the confidence on the safety, efficiency and robustness. Specifically, we intro-
duced a methodology to model the formal or informal specification of MASs and a library
of properties as well as a formal language to specify and compose commitment (contract)
based protocols derived from CTLcc,α. We then used the NetBill protocol, the process of
breast cancer diagnosis and treatment, the simple contract protocol regulating interactions
of the ordering service, the simple contract protocol regulating interactions of the payment
service, and the composite contract protocol regulating interactions of the ordering and
payment services as case studies in order to experimentally evaluate the computational per-
formance and scalability of our model checker MCMAS+. The automated ISPL+ template
generated by MCMAS+ is used to encode these case studies formalized using our model
in a systematic way. The obtained experimental results strongly conform our theoretical
finding (the polynomial space) and certify the computational performance and scalability
of MCMAS+ by considering very large and different case studies having approximately
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(1016 states in Table 12, 108 states in Table 15 and 1010 states in Table 24) with respect
to two interleaved interaction techniques, thanks to the OBDDs-based symbolic encodings
employed in MCMAS+. Moreover, we showed how to analytically and mathematically
compute the polynomial relation to compute the expected memory consumption given the
number of interacting agents (e.g., 100 agents). To this end, our approach is clearly not ex-
haustive, but helps designers validate and automatically check the compliance of the behav-
iors of interacting agents, MASs specifications and protocol specifications with temporal
properties wherein social conditional commitments and their actions modalities form the
core part of these properties. When comparing our approach to other available approaches
in the literature, we found that it considerably needs low execution time and memory us-
age to successfully perform the verification task, and considers more number of interacting
intelligent agents (45 agents).

7.2 Future work

Despite we successfully applied our specification commitment language CTLcc,α and its
symbolic model checker MCMAS+ along with its input language ISPL+ to three different
application domains, some issues still need to be tackled. The following open issues are
not considered in the dissertation:

− A considerably large class of MASs employed in real-time environments requires
the possibility to express time-critical properties. Such properties indeed express
the occurrences of events at time instants or within time intervals and play an es-
sential role in verifying the correctness of the specifications of MASs. The current
version of CTLcc,α is unable to express the quantitative property stating that a seller
has a commitment with a buyer to deliver the requested goods after 3 business days
from the time of receiving the agreed payment. We developed a system of temporal
logic called RTCTLcc, an extension of CTL with interval bound until modalities and
conditional commitments and their fulfillment modalities [45]. This logic combines
qualitative temporal aspects together with real-time constraints in order to permit
reasoning about qualitative and quantitative requirements. However, encoding unit
transition steps in the RTCTLcc model leads to quite costly extra verification work.
Moreover, the timing requirements of other commitment actions (i.e., actions that
require time to be completed) and the problem of model checking RTCTLcc are yet
to be investigated.
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We also plan to:

− Prove theoretically the completeness of an axiomatic system (say Γ) for CTLcc,α

in order to complement our practical work on model checking. The completeness
problem states that any true statement ϕ in Γ can be established by proof steps in the
logic’s calculus, formally: Γ |= ϕ implies Γ � ϕ.

− Analyze the relationships between agent communication commitments and commit-
ments in strategic logics such as the one studied in [2].

− Study the logical relationships between probability and conditional commitments and
their actions to express uncertain communication properties, as done in the case of
unconditional commitments and their fulfillments [87].

− Study the relationship between trust and conditional commitments and their actions
from a logical perspective.

− Investigate the possibility of extending CTLcc,α with first-order quantifiers to reason
about conditional commitments and their actions by: 1) following the methodology
introduced by Belardinelli et al. [14], which extends CTLK with first-order quanti-
fiers; and 2) lifting the antecedents and consequences of commitments to a first-order
setting in order to study how data represented as first-order formulae and maintained
by interacting agents affect the evolution of commitments in the system, as done by
Montali et al. [71].

1. The advantage of Belardinelli et al.’s methodology is that it provides a systemic
way to find bisimilar finite abstractions, which reduce the model checking prob-
lem to the instance on finite models.

2. The fundamental results of Montali et al.’s approach will enable us to establish
the decidability of the verification of temporal properties under the condition
of state-boundedness by using a finite number of symbolic terms to abstractly
represent real, first-order data.

We expect this extension will improve the commitment contents with predicates,
which capture data and domain variables in a natural way.
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